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Introduction
A Bridge Management System (BMS) is a
formal procedure for collecting, processing, and
updating data, predicting deterioration, identifying
alternative actions and predicting their costs, and
identifying optimal preservation policies. The
development of a comprehensive bridge management
system and software package for the state of Indiana
began at Purdue University in 1982. The Indiana
Bridge Management System (IBMS) software
package has remained only one of the very few
bridge management system software packages in the
United States. IBMS possesses several unique
features such as multiple criteria analysis, but has not
been used to its full capabilities because of coding
language, outmoded operating system, and other
software-related problems. Furthermore, the old
version of IBMS lacked certain considerations in its
internal logic, such as a preventive maintenance
component. Finally, it lacked current programming
techniques that could be used to shorten the

computing time. It was deemed necessary to
update and enhance the existing Indiana Bridge
Management System (IBMS) to enable it to fulfill
its functions in a more reliable and more efficient
manner.
The new IBMS is intended to help INDOT
perform short-term and long-term forecasting of
physical and financial needs. Also, it is sought to
enhance IBMS so that it can better serve as a
decision-support tool that monitors the condition
of individual bridges as well as the entire bridge
network, generates reports on trends of individual
and network bridge condition, uses mathematical
models to make cost and performance
predictions, facilitates analysis and evaluation of
alternative preventive maintenance and actions,
and provides a rational basis by which defensible
policies and programs can be developed,
compared and selected within policy and budget
constraints.

Findings
This project incorporates the practice of
bridge preventive maintenance in bridge
management framework in Indiana. The study
demonstrates that it is viable to incorporate
preventive maintenance into the evaluation and
decision-making
processes
for
bridge
investments in Indiana. Also, the study reviewed
the logic of the existing IBMS software package
and made the requisite enhancements to the
deterioration and cost models. Furthermore, a
new software code was written as part of this
25-8 12/09 JTRP-2008/30

project. The new software package provides a
new easy-to-use graphical user interface.
Furthermore,
newly
available
computer
programming techniques were identified and
used to rewrite code to enhance the program
efficiency. The package can now serve as a
decision-support tool to more reliably assist
INDOT’s bridge engineers in planning,
programming, monitoring, and managing the
bridge network. The enhanced IBMS software
provides information on the condition of
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individual bridges, the overall network, or any
subset of the network. The enhanced package
comprises four interrelated modules that can run
sequentially: (i) the decision tree module
(DTREE) where the software recommends
appropriate repair, rehabilitation, reconstruction,
and replacement activities on the basis of bridge
structural
condition
ratings,
physical
characteristics, traffic information, and highway
type; (ii) the LCCOST Module, where the
software calculates bridge user costs and agency
costs over the bridge life cycle. In the enhanced
IBMS software, the agency cost calculation for
the improvement recommended by DTREE at
the First Action Year, is carried out in the
DTREE module; (iii) the RANK Module, where
the software computes a measure of overall
desirability or otherwise of a bridge
improvement (in the form of disutilities) for each

bridge in the network. This is done on the basis
of multiple performance criteria: structural
condition, safety, cost effectiveness and
community impact; (iv) the OPT Module, where
the software evaluates possible combinations of
projects to determine the best use of funds. The
chosen set of improvement projects is that which
collectively yields the maximum overall benefit
within given budgetary and other constraints.
Benefit is measured as the difference in the
weighted sum of disutility values between the
With Improvement and Without Improvement
scenarios. A simple needs-based analysis may
require only the use of DTREE, but where there
are funding constraints, DTREE is not enough
and thus the optimization module OPT must be
used.

Implementation
Personnel
from
INDOT’s
bridge
management office (at the Central Office)
worked with the research team and the Study
Advisory Committee (SAC) and are expected to
play lead roles in the implementation process.
The initial effort towards implementing the
enhanced bridge management system and
software package should focus on strengthening
existing links between the bridge management
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engineer and the districts; between the bridge
management engineer and the systems modeling
office. In implementing the enhanced package,
bridge engineers at the central or district level will
select projects on the basis of life-cycle costs and
other multiple criteria, and develop schedules for
long term programming and budgeting.
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1

The Indiana Bridge Management System

1.1 Background
A Bridge Management System (BMS), generally, is a formal procedure for collecting, processing, and
updating data; predicting deterioration, identifying alternative actions and predicting their costs; and
identifying preventive maintenance treatments and optimal preservation policies. Specifically, a
comprehensive BMS can serve as a decision-support tool that monitors the condition of individual
bridges as well as the entire bridge network, generates reports on trends of individual and network bridge
condition, uses mathematical models to make cost and performance predictions, facilitates analysis and
evaluation of alternative actions, and provides a rational basis by which defensible policies and programs
can be developed, compared and selected within policy and budget constraints. As such, an effective
BMS can help an agency to provide short-term and long-term prescriptions for physical improvements
and forecasting of financial needs associated with the recommended improvements.
The basic building block of any BMS is a bridge database that typically contains information from
regular field inspections and historical information on design/construction features, condition, and traffic
conditions for each individual bridge on the network.
The development of a comprehensive bridge management system for the state of Indiana began at
Purdue University in 1982. This research, conducted by the Joint Transportation Research Program, was
funded by FHWA and INDOT. At the time, there were several objectives [Saito and Sinha, 1988] that are
still relevant at the current time:
•

to develop a systematic method of using bridge inspection data to select Maintenance,
Rehabilitation, and Replacement (MR&R) activities;

•

to analyze bridge MR&R costs;

•

to investigate the effectiveness of MR&R activities on condition ratings and bridge service life;

•

to develop a bridge traffic safety evaluation scheme based on the physical characteristics of
bridges;

•

to develop a project selection procedure that incorporates life-cycle costs and other factors into a
ranking and an optimization scheme, and

•

to develop guidelines for the incorporation of a BMS into the administrative structure as well as
the long-term planning process at INDOT.

To accomplish these objectives, a framework was developed for the Indiana Bridge Management
System (IBMS) and this framework comprised a number of conceptual components (Figure 1.1):
Database, Condition Rating, Traffic Safety, Project Selection, Activity Identification, Recording and
Monitoring, and Impact Identification [Kepaptsoglou, 2000].
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Condition Rating
Component

Traffic Safety
Evaluation
Component
Activity Recording
and Monitoring
Component

Project Selection
Component

Bridge
Database
Component

Activity
Identification
Component

Impact
Identification
Component

Figure 1.1: The Seven Components of the Overall IBMS Framework

1. Bridge Database Component: This component synthesizes bridge inventory data from the NBI
database and provides as well as receives/distributes information from/to the other components.
2. Condition Rating Component: Bridge inspection data items are subjective in nature. Thus, fuzzy theory
can be implemented to realistically represent bridge element ratings. This component establishes a
consistent condition rating assessment procedure. Any element found to be in unsatisfactory condition is
slated for a specific improvement (Component 4) to address that deficiency. This component consists of a
stand-alone software package [Tee et al., 1989] that is not included in the IBMS software package.
3. Traffic Safety Evaluation Component: Bridge traffic safety evaluation helps identify safety deficiencies
and can lead to recommendation of appropriate bridge improvements. Safety-related bridge features such
as deck width, clearance under and over the bridge, and horizontal clearance under the bridge are
evaluated in this component [Murthy and Sinha, 1989]. Information from this component is incorporated
in the Activity Identification and Project Selection components.
4. Activity Identification Component: On the basis of identified bridge element deficiencies in
Components (2) and (3), improvement activities for each bridge element are identified in this component.
IBMS does this using a systematic process.
5. Impact Identification Component: Traffic operations associated with structurally deficient or
functionally obsolete bridges have significant impacts on the highway agency, road user, and the
surrounding community. This component determines the potential benefits of carrying out a specific
project aimed at eliminating such deficiencies.
6. Project Selection Component: The purpose of this component is to establish a systematic method to
select projects in a rational manner. This component, together with the Activity Identification and Impact
Identification components form the core of the Indiana Bridge Management System software package.
7. Activity Recording and Monitoring Component: This component gathers and records field information
on the current improvement and maintenance activities so that the historical data on activities for each
bridge is always kept updated.

3
1.2 IBMS Software Package
The IBMS software package is a decision tool that is intended to help INDOT’s bridge engineers in
planning, programming, monitoring, and managing the state’s bridge network. The software provides
cumulative consequences of alternative improvement actions (and their alternative application years)
regarding the condition of individual bridges, the overall network, or any subset of the network. Utilizing
information from the various components as discussed in the previous section, the software is designed to
consist of four interrelated modules that run sequentially [Gion et al., 1993; Woods, 1994]:
- In the DTREE Module, appropriate repair, rehabilitation, reconstruction, and replacement
activities are selected on the basis of bridge structural condition ratings, physical characteristics,
traffic information, and highway type. Thus, this module utilizes information from the Activity
Identification Component of the framework.
- In the LCCOST Module, user and agency costs are calculated over the bridge partial life cycle
(that is, in the remaining years after the First Action Year) and the full life cycle (the perpetual
period after the bridge reconstruction). In the current version of the IBMS software, the agency
cost calculation for the improvement recommended by DTREE at the First Action Year, is carried
out in the DTREE module.
- In the RANK Module, a measure of overall desirability of a bridge improvement (in the form of
disutilities) are determined for each bridge in the network. This is done on the basis of multiple
performance criteria: facility preservation (in terms of the structural condition), safety, life-cycle
economic efficiency (in terms of the cost effectiveness), and surrounding community impact (in
terms of the detour length). A priority ranking list of the improvement projects, ordered by their
desirabilities (change in overall disutilities), is established.
- In the OPT Module, possible combinations of projects are evaluated to determine the best use
of funds. The chosen projects yield the maximum overall benefit within given constraints. Benefit
is measured as the difference in the weighted sum of disutility values between the With the
DTREE-recommended Improvement and Without the DTREE-recommended Improvement
scenarios.
IBMS contains a local database for bridges which is drawn from the Bridge Database component
of the overall framework. A simple needs-based analysis may require only the use of DTREE. However,
where there are funding constraints, DTREE is not enough, and the analysis must proceed to the OPT
module. The LCCOST module carries out agency capital and maintenance cost analysis for different
improvement scenarios and timings over the bridge life cycle. The life-cycle cost from the LCCOST
module serves as one of the four criteria used to derive the overall consequences of each improvement
scenario and timing and thus to establish the single-year or multi-year programming of projects at the
ranking (RANK module) and optimization (OPT) modules, respectively. A flow chart of the program
operation, adapted from Woods [1994], is shown in Figure 1-2.

1.3 Outline of this Document
This manual is a repository of all the technical considerations that are found in the internal “engine” of the
intended IBMS software package. The manual includes a description of the IBMS database and the four
modules in the Project Selection component, namely DTREE, LCCOST, RANK, and OPT. Each of these
modules is herein described in detail in the subsequent chapters. Step-by-step instructions for installing
and running the software are provided in the IBMS Users’ Manual (see Volume II of this report).
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Figure 1.2: IBMS Modules and their Primary Functions
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2

The IBMS Database

One of the most important aspects of IBMS is the input data. A successful selection of projects will
depend on reliable data. The inventory data used by IBMS are from the Indiana State Bridge Inventory
(ISBI) database. This database includes the bridge inspection data required under the guidelines of the
National Bridge Inventory (NBI) standards. The format and the terminology used are generally same as
those used in the NBI. Table 2-1 lists the input required by IBMS, and this data constitutes the “IBMS
Database”. The data can be classified into six categories: Bridge Identification Data, Bridge Physical
Characteristics, Bridge Traffic Data, Bridge Historical Data, Bridge Condition Ratings and Other. This
chapter describes each of the 51 fields of the IBMS bridge database in their respective order. To facilitate
clarification, descriptions of some data items include material from FHWA’s Recording and Coding
Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges (FHWA, 2006) hereinafter
referred to as the Recording and Coding Guide.
0. Counter: This is a number (alphanumeric code) starting from 1 that enumerates the bridges in
the database.
1. Highway Route (Road) Number: This is a number (alphanumeric code of 4 digits) that
represents the inventory route. This IBMS item corresponds to Item 5 in the Recording and
Coding Guide. When 2 or more routes are concurrent, the entry shows the higher or highest class
of route.
2. County Code (Number): This is a 3-digit number that represents the county where the bridge
is located. This IBMS item corresponds to Item 3 in the Recording and Coding Guide.
3. INDOT Structure Number: This is a unique structure number for the bridge. Each bridge has
a unique number.
4. Bridge Designation: This is a special designation assigned to each bridge (alphanumeric code
of 1 to 4 characters) indicating the status of rehabilitation. Letters as A, B, or C indicates the
number of rehabilitations on the bridge. If no letter is assigned then there was no rehabilitation in
that year. The letter J means that it is a non-identical twin structure to the bridge along side. NBL
or WBL designation indicates northbound lane and westbound lane, respectively.
5. State Highway Department District Code: This IBMS item corresponds to Item 2 in the
Recording and Coding Guide. The highway agency district (State or Federal) in which the bridge
is located is represented by a 2-digit code. Existing district numbers are used where districts are
identified by number. Indiana districts 01-07 are: Laporte, Fort Wayne, Crawfordsville,
Greenfield, Vincennes, and Seymour, and Toll Road, respectively. Other codes are: IL- Illinois;
KY-Kentucky; PV-Private.
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Table 2-1: Items in the IBMS Database
Description
1. Road Over bridge
2. County code
3. INDOT Structure Nr.
4. INDOT Bridge designation
5. District code
6. Year of original construction
7. Last reconstruction year
8. Functional class code
9. Hwy system of inventory route
10. Average daily traffic
11. Number of lanes
12. Total deck width (ft)
13. Clear deck width (ft)
14. Bridge length (ft)
15. Vertical clearance (ft) ‐under
16. Vertical clearance (inches)‐under
17. Superstructure material
18. Superstructure construction type
19. Bypass, Detour length
20. Type of loading
21. Inventory rating (tons)
22. Main deck condition rating
23. Superstructure condition rating
24. Substructure condition rating
25. Deck geometry code
26. Proposed work code
27. Date of last inspection (yy/mm)
28. Wearing surface condition rating
29. Parallel structure designation
30. Direction of traffic
31. Functional class code for highway under bridge
32. Vertical clearance‐over bridge (ft)
33. Vertical clearance‐over bridge (inches)
34. Reference feature for vertical clearance under bridge
35. Horizontal (lateral) clearance under bridge to the right
36. Reference feature for the horizontal (lateral) clearance
37. Structural evaluation
38. Culvert condition rating
39. Length bridge improvement (approach)
40. Substructure height
41. Road Reference point
42. Latitude
43. Longitude
44. Culvert Rise (ft)
45. Culvert Width (ft)
46. Barrel Length (ft)
47. Joint Condition
48. Total Deck Patching Area (sq‐ft)
49. Percent Patching Area (%)
50. Joint length (linear ft)
51. Type of joint

NBI item
‐
3
‐
‐
2
27
106
26a
104
29
28a
52
51
49
54
54
43a
43b
19
66a
66b
58
59
60
68
75
90
‐
101
102
26b
53
53
54a
55b
55a
67
62
602.1
604.1
‐
16
17
‐
‐
49
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Format
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Integer
Integer
Text
Text
Integer
Integer
Double
Double
Double
Integer
Integer
Integer
Text
Integer
Text
Integer
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Integer
Text
Integer
Integer
Text
Double
Text
Text
Text
Integer
Double
Text
Text
Text
Double
Double
Double
Text
Double
Double
Double
Text

Example
0065
081
07092
AEBL
05
1963
1993
07
2
10345
2
44.5
41.5
700
16
11
1
02
5
1
23
5
4
4
5
31
9905
4
R
2
01
16
6
R
12.0
H
5
4
1000
22.5
112+ 076RE
3555.5
8105.5
1.2
41.5
40.5
7
10.0
5.4
44.0
A
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6. Year of Original Construction: This is a 4-digit number that indicates the year when the
bridge was completed. This IBMS item corresponds to Item 27 in the Recording and Coding
Guide.
7. Last Reconstruction Year: This is a 4-digit numeric code representing the year the bridge was
reconstructed. This IBMS item corresponds to Item 106 in the Recording and Coding Guide. A
code of 0000 means no previous reconstruction. For a bridge that is indicated as reconstructed,
the type of work performed should have been eligible for funding under any of the Federal-aid
funding categories regardless of type of funding used, whether or not the work meets current
minimum standards. The eligibility criteria apply to the work performed regardless of whether all
State or local funds or Federal-aid funds were used. Some types of eligible work not to be
considered as reconstruction are: Safety feature replacement or upgrading (for example, bridge
rail, approach guardrail or impact attenuators); Painting of structural steel; Overlay of bridge deck
as part of a larger highway surfacing project (for example, overlay carried across bridge deck for
surface uniformity without additional bridge work); Utility work; Emergency repair to restore
structural integrity to the previous status following an accident; Retrofitting to correct a
deficiency which does not substantially alter physical geometry or increase the load-carrying
capacity; and Work performed to keep a bridge operational while plans for complete
rehabilitation or replacement are under preparation (for example, adding a substructure element
or extra girder).
8. Functional Class Code: This is the functional classification of the road on which the bridge is
located. It is a 2-digit numeric code. This coding is in accordance with item 26A of FHWA’s
Recording and Coding Guide. If this value is blank, then the bridge is a railroad or pedestrian
bridge.
Code
01
02
06
07
08
09
11
12
14
16
17
19

Description
Rural Principal Arterial - Interstate
Rural Principal Arterial - Other
Rural Minor Arterial
Rural Major Collector
Rural Minor Collector
Rural Local
Urban Principal Arterial - Interstate
Urban Principal Arterial - Other Freeways or Expressways
Urban Other Principal Arterial
Urban Minor Arterial
Urban Collector
Urban Local

A “rural” code implies that the bridge is not located in a designated urban area. Thus, the urban or
rural designation is determined by the bridge location and not the character of the roadway.
9. Highway System Inventory Route: This is the highway system of the road on which the
bridge is located (1-digit numeric code). This coding is in accordance with item 104 of Recording
and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges. If this value
is blank, then the bridge is a railroad or pedestrian bridge. For the inventory route identified in
Item 5, indicate whether the inventory route is on the National Highway System (NHS) or not on
that system. The following codes are used (FHWA, 2006):
Code
0
1

Description
Inventory Route is not on the NHS
Inventory Route is on the NHS
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10. Average Daily Traffic (ADT):
This is a 6-digit number indicating the average daily traffic volume for the inventory route
identified in Item 5 of the Recording and Coding Guide. For twin structures, the ADT is for each
bridge, not total ADT for the route. The ADT coded is the most recent ADT counts available.
Included in this item are the trucks referred to in Item 109 (Average Daily Truck Traffic) of the
Recording and Coding Guide. If the bridge is closed, the entry represents the actual ADT from
before the closure occurred.
The ADT must be compatible with the other items coded for the bridge. For example,
parallel bridges with an open median are coded as follows: if NBI Item 28 - Lanes On and Under
the Structure and NBI Item 51 – Bridge Roadway Width, Curb-to-Curb are coded for each bridge
separately, then the ADT must be coded for each bridge separately (not the total ADT for the
route). Examples of the coding structure are shown below:
Average Daily Traffic
320
22,400
47,000

Code in the database
000320
022400
047000

11. Number of Lanes: This represents the number of lanes of the bridge. This coding in
accordance with Item 28 of Recording and Coding Guide.
12. Deck Width: This is a 4-digit field representing the total bridge deck width (coping to
coping) to the nearest tenth of a foot. A value of 0.0 means that the roadway is on fill carried
across a structure and the headwalls or parapets do not affect the flow of traffic. This coding is
generally in accordance with Item 52 of Recording and Coding Guide. If the structure is a
through structure, the number coded represents the lateral clearance between superstructure
members. The measurement should be exclusive of flared areas for ramps.
13. Bridge Roadway Width: A 4-digit field for the bridge clear deck width (face of the
curb/railing to face curb, railing), this data item generally corresponds to Item 51 in FHWA’s
Recording and Coding Guide. A value of 0.0 means that the roadway is on fill carried across a
structure and the headwalls or parapets do not affect the flow of traffic. Examples of the coding
structure are shown below:
Bridge Roadway Width
47 ft. wide
99 ft. wide

Code in the database
47.0
99.0

The last example above would be the coded value for the deck section shown in the figure below.
40 ft.

45 ft.

14 ft.

14. Structure Length: A 6-digit numeric code to an even foot, this represents the total bridge
length or the length of roadway which is supported on the bridge structure. This is measured
back-to-back of backwalls of abutments or from paving notch to paving notch. Culvert lengths
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are measured along the center line of roadway regardless of their depth below grade, as shown in
the illustrations below. Measurement should be made between inside faces of exterior walls.
Tunnel length should be measured along the centerline of the roadway. This corresponds to NBI
Item # 49.

15. Vertical Clearance in ft. (Under): This is a 2-digit number that represents the minimum
vertical clearance from the roadway (travel lanes only) or railroad track beneath the structure to
the underside of the superstructure, in ft. This generally corresponds to Item 54 of FHWA’s
Recording and Coding Guide. A code of 00 implies that the feature under the bridge is neither a
highway nor a railroad. When both a railroad and highway are under the structure, the minimum
dimension is coded.
16. Vertical Clearance in Inches (Under): 2-digit numeric code for minimum vertical clearance
in inches under the bridge. Where a minimum vertical clearance code of 00ft is used, this implies
that the feature under the bridge is not a highway or railroad.
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17. Superstructure Material: This is a 1-digit numeric code (0-9) for representing the kind
and/or design of superstructure material in accordance with the Item 43A of the Recording and
Coding Guide. The following codes are used [FHWA, 2006]:
Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

Description
Concrete
Concrete Continuous
Steel
Steel Continuous
Prestressed Concrete or Post-tensioned Concrete
Prestressed Concrete Continuous or Post-Tensioned Concrete
Continuous
Wood or Timber
Masonry
Aluminum, Wrought Iron, or Cast Iron
Other

18. Superstructure Construction Type: This is a 2-digit numeric code (00-22) for the
predominant type of design and/or design of superstructure material in accordance with Item 43B
of the Recording and Coding Guide. The following codes are used:
Code
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20*
21
22
00

Description
Slab
Stringer/Multi-beam or Girder
Girder and Floorbeam System
Tee Beam
Box Beam or Girders – Multiple
Box Beam or Girders – Single or Spread
Frame (except frame culverts)
Orthotropic
Truss - Deck
Truss - Thru
Arch - Deck
Arch - Thru
Suspension
Stayed Girder
Movable - Lift
Movable - Bascule
Movable - Swing
Tunnel
Culvert (includes frame culverts)
Mixed types
Segmental Box Girder
Channel beam
Other

* Applicable only to approach spans – see Item 44 of FHWA’s “Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and
Appraisal of the Nation's Bridges”.

19. Bypass, Detour Length: A 2-digit code (0-99) for bypass detour length (the total additional
travel for a vehicle which would result if the bridge is closed for any reason), this is in accordance
with Item 19 of FHWA’s Recording and Coding Guide. A coded detour length of 00 means that a
ground level bypass is available at the structure site for the inventory route. A coded detour
length of 01 means that the bridge is one of twin bridges and is not at an interchange and the other
twin bridge can be used as a temporary bypass with a reasonable amount of crossover grading.
Detour routes are established on the basis of allowable criteria determined by INDOT. Often,
agencies allow a designated detour over a road or bridge of lower “quality”. A code of 99 is
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represents an unlimited detour length (99 miles or more). Examples are shown below. Also, two
figures are provided below to show how the detour length can be computed.
Description
Diamond interchange, structure bypassable
Cloverleaf, not bypassable; 8-mile detour
Structure over river; 12-mile detour
Structure over highway, no interchange, bypassable at ground level
Structure on dead end road

2 miles

Code
00
08
12
00
99

2 miles
6 miles

Bypass, Detour Length A to B = 10 miles

8 miles

3 miles

3 miles
8 miles

Bypass, Detour Length A to B = 0 miles

20. Type of Loading: This is a 1-digit code that represents the type of loading, in accordance
with Item 66A of the Recording and Coding Guide.
21. Inventory rating: This is a 2-digit code for the capacity rating in tons for the type of vehicle
used in the Item 20. This rating is the level of loading that can safely use the existing structure for
an indefinite period of time.
22. Main Deck Condition Rating: This is the overall condition rating of the deck in accordance
with Item 58 of the Recording and Coding Guide. A code of “N” represents culverts and other
structures without decks, e.g., filled arch bridge. In Indiana, concrete decks are inspected for
cracking, scaling, spalling, leaching, chloride contamination, potholing, delamination, and full or
partial depth failures, etc. Steel grid decks are inspected for broken welds, broken grids, section
loss, growth of filled grids from corrosion, etc. Timber decks are inspected for splitting, crushing,
fastener failure, deterioration from rot, etc. In consistency with the Recording and Coding Guide,
the condition of the wearing surface/protective system, joints, expansion devices, curbs,
sidewalks, parapets, fascias, bridge rail, and scuppers are not considered in the overall deck
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evaluation; however, their condition should be noted on the inspection form. Also, the Guide
recommends that decks integral with the superstructure are rated as a deck only and not how they
may influence the superstructure rating (for example, rigid frame, slab, deck girder or T-beam,
voided slab, box girder, etc.); and that the superstructure of an integral deck-type bridge should
not influence the deck rating.
23. Superstructure Condition Rating: This is the physical condition of all superstructure
structural members, recorded in accordance with Item 59 of the Recording and Coding Guide. A
code of “N” means that the structure is a culvert. The physical condition of the members is rated
and coded in accordance with the previously-described general condition ratings. In Indiana, like
other states, the structural members are inspected for signs of distress which may include
cracking, deterioration, section loss, and malfunction and misalignment of bearings. Consistent
with the Recording and Coding Guide, the condition of bearings, joints, paint system, etc. are not
included in this rating except in extreme situations, but are noted on the inspection form; for
bridges where the deck is integral with the superstructure, the superstructure condition rating may
be affected by the deck condition. The resultant superstructure condition rating may be lower than
the deck condition rating where the girders have deteriorated or been damaged. During
inspection, fracture critical components receive careful attention because failure could lead to
collapse of a span or the bridge.
24. Substructure Condition Rating: This represents the physical condition of all substructure
structural members (piers, abutments, piles, fenders, footings, or other components) in accordance
with Item 60 of the Recording and Coding Guide. If the structure is a culvert, coding is "N". The
condition is rated and coded in accordance with the previously-described general condition
ratings.
The rating represents for visible signs of distress including evidence of cracking, section
loss, settlement, misalignment, scour, collision damage, and corrosion seen during inspection of
the substructure elements. The substructure condition rating is made independently of the deck
and superstructure. Integral-abutment wingwalls to the first construction or expansion joint is
included in the evaluation. For non-integral superstructure and substructure units, the substructure
is considered as the portion below the bearings. For structures where the substructure and
superstructure are integral, the substructure is considered as the portion below the superstructure.
25. Deck Geometry Code: The overall rating for deck geometry (Item 68 of the Recording and
Coding Guide) includes two evaluations: (a) the curb-to-curb bridge width using Table 2A, B, C,
or D and (b) the minimum vertical clearance over the bridge roadway using Table 2E. Tables 2A
to E are found on Page 49-51 of the Recording and Coding Guide. The lower of the codes
obtained from these tables is used.
The overall rating for deck geometry includes two evaluations: (a) the curb-to-curb or
face-to-face of rail bridge width using Table 2A, B, C or D and (b) the minimum vertical
clearance over the bridge roadway using Table 2E. The lower of the codes obtained from these
tables is recorded. When an individual table lists several deck geometry rating codes for the same
roadway width under a specific ADT, the lower code is used. (For example, Table 2A lists deck
geometry rating codes of 6, 7 and 8 for a 13.4 meter roadway width and an ADT of >5000: the
number 6 should be coded.) For values between those listed in the tables, the lower code is used.
The curb-to-curb or face-to-face of rail dimension is taken from Item 51 - Bridge Roadway
Width, Curb-to-curb. Item 53 – Minimum Vertical Clearance Over Bridge Roadway is used to
evaluate the vertical clearance. For culverts which have Item 51 - Bridge Roadway Width coded
0000, the Deck Geometry code will be equal to N. The values provided in the tables are for rating
purposes only.
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26. Proposed Work Code: This is a 2-digit code for type of work proposed by bridge inspector
at time of inspection to upgrade the condition to provide the type of service needed. This coding
is in accordance with Item 75 of Recording and Coding Guide. This code may be compared with
the action recommended by IBMS. The information to be recorded for this item is the type of
work proposed to be accomplished on the structure to improve it to the point that it will provide
the type of service needed and whether the proposed work is to be done by contract or force
account. This item is coded for bridges eligible for the Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program. To be eligible, a bridge must carry highway traffic, be deficient and have
a sufficiency rating of 80.0 or less. This item may be coded for other bridges at the option of the
highway agency. One of the following codes is used to represent the proposed work type,
otherwise it is left blank [FHWA, 2006]:
Code
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Description
Replacement of bridge or other structure because of substandard load carrying capacity or
substandard bridge roadway geometry.
Replacement of bridge or other structure because of relocation of road.
Widening of existing bridge or other major structure without deck rehabilitation or
replacement; includes culvert lengthening.
Widening of existing bridge with deck rehabilitation or replacement.
Bridge rehabilitation because of general structure deterioration or inadequate strength.
Bridge deck rehabilitation with only incidental widening.
Bridge deck replacement with only incidental widening.
Other structural work, including hydraulic replacements.

27. Date of Last Inspection (mm/yy): This is a 4-digit code to represent the month and year of
the last routine inspection of the bridge. The number of the month is coded in the first two digits
and the number of the year with leading zeros is coded as the third and the fourth digits.
Record the month and year that the last routine inspection of the structure was performed. This
inspection date may be different from those recorded in Item 93 - Critical Feature Inspection
Date. Examples are shown below.
Inspection date
October 1992
March 1995

Code
1092
0395

28. Wearing Surface Condition Rating: This is a numeric code indicating the physical
condition of the bridge deck wearing surface on a scale of 0-9. A code of “N” indicates that the
structure is a culvert.
29. Parallel Structure Designation: This is a 1-digit alphabetical code to indicate situations
where separate structures carry the inventory route in opposite directions of travel over the same
feature. This code is in accordance with Item 101 of Recording and Coding Guide. This item is
coded to indicate situations where separate structures carry the inventory route in opposite
directions of travel over the same feature. The lateral distance between structures has no bearing
on the coding of this item. One of the following codes is used [FHWA, 2006]:
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Code
R

N

Description
The right structure of parallel bridges carrying the roadway in the direction of
the inventory. (For a STRAHNET highway, this is west to east and south to
north.)
The left structure of parallel bridges. This structure carries traffic in the opposite
direction.
No parallel structure exists.

EXAMPLE:
Structure #1
Structure #2

Code
R
L

L

NORTH

Structure
#2
Structure #1

30. Direction of Traffic: This is a 1-digit number code indicating direction of the traffic in
accordance with Item 102 of Recording and Coding Guide. The direction of traffic of the
inventory route identified in Item 5 is coded using one of the codes below. This item must be
compatible with other traffic-related items such as Item 28A Lanes on the Structure, Item 29 Average Daily Traffic, NBI Item 47 – Total Horizontal Clearance and NBI Item 51 - Bridge
Roadway Width, Curb-to-Curb as illustrated below [FHWA, 2006].
Code
0
1
2
3

Description
Highway traffic not carried
1-way traffic
2-way traffic
One lane bridge for 2-way traffic

31. Functional Class Code for Highway under the Bridge: This is a 2 digit numeric code. For
railroad or pedestrian bridges, this is blank. This corresponds to NBI Item #26.
32. Vertical Clearance over Bridge Roadway (ft) – This is a 2-digit numeric code for minimum
vertical clearance in feet over the bridge. When no superstructure restriction exists above the
bridge roadway or when a restriction is 99 feet or greater, the code is 99. The information
recorded for this item is the actual minimum vertical clearance over the bridge roadway,
including shoulders, to any superstructure restriction, rounded down to the nearest ft. For doubledecked structures, the smaller dimension is coded, regardless whether it pertains to the top or
bottom deck. A code of 99 means that there is no superstructure restriction exists above the
bridge roadway, or that there is a restriction is 99 ft. or greater. Coding of actual clearances
between 30 meters and 99.99 meters to an exact measurement is optional (NBI Item 53).
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EXAMPLES:
Minimum Vertical Clearance
No restriction
13 ft.
137 ft.

Code
99
13
99

33. Vertical Clearance over Bridge Roadway (inches) – This is a 2-digit numeric code for
minimum vertical clearance in feet over the bridge. A code of 99 indicates that no superstructure
restriction exists above the bridge roadway or that the restriction is 99 feet or greater (NBI Item
53).
34. Reference Feature for Vertical Clearance Under Bridge: This is a 1-digit alphanumeric
code (examples: H, R, N, etc.) that describes the feature under the bridge (Highway, Railroad,
and neither highway or railroad) (NBI Item 54A).
35. Horizontal (Lateral) Clearance Under Bridge to the Right: 3-digit numeric code to
1decimal place for horizontal clearance from edge of pavement or centerline of right railroad
track to substructure on the right side. A code of 99 means there is no highway or railroad under
bridge. (NBI Item 55).
36. Reference Feature for the Horizontal (Lateral) Clearance: 1-digit alphanumeric code
(examples: H, R, N, etc.) to define the feature under the bridge (Highway, Railroad, and Not
highway or Railroad).
37. Structural Evaluation: A 1-digit integer number in accordance with Item 67 of Recording
and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges, this data
item describes the overall bridge condition taking into account all major structural features.
38. Culvert Condition Rating: 1-digit integer in accordance with item 62 of Recording and
Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges. It refers to a
general evaluation of the alignment, settlement, joints, structural condition, scour, and other items
associated with culverts. This item evaluates the alignment, settlement, joints, structural
condition, scour, and other items associated with culverts. The rating code is intended to be an
overall condition evaluation of the culvert. Integral wingwalls to the first construction or
expansion joint shall be included in the evaluation. For a detailed discussion regarding the
inspection and rating of culverts, consult Report No. FHWA-IP-86-2, Culvert Inspection Manual,
July 1986. NBI Item 58 - Deck, NBI Item 59 - Superstructure, and NBI Item 60 – Substructure
shall be coded N for all culverts.
The condition of the culvert is rated and coded in accordance with the previously
described general condition ratings and the following descriptive codes [FHWA, 2006]:
Code
N
9
8
7

Description
Not applicable. Used if structure is not a culvert.
No deficiencies.
No noticeable or noteworthy deficiencies which affect the condition of the culvert.
Insignificant scrape marks caused by drift.
Shrinkage cracks, light scaling, and insignificant spalling which does not expose
reinforcing steel. Insignificant damage caused by drift with no misalignment and not
requiring corrective action. Some minor scouring has occurred near curtain walls,
wingwalls, or pipes. Metal culverts have a smooth symmetrical curvature with superficial
corrosion and no pitting.
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6

5

4

Deterioration or initial disintegration, minor chloride contamination, cracking with some
leaching, or spalls on concrete or masonry walls and slabs. Local minor scouring at
curtain walls, wingwalls, or pipes. Metal culverts have a smooth curvature, nonsymmetrical shape, significant corrosion or moderate pitting.
Moderate to major deterioration or disintegration, extensive cracking and leaching, or
spalls on concrete or masonry walls and slabs. Minor settlement or misalignment.
Noticeable scouring or erosion at curtain walls, wingwalls, or pipes. Metal culverts have
significant distortion and deflection in one section, significant corrosion or deep pitting.
Large spalls, heavy scaling, wide cracks, considerable efflorescence, or opened
construction joint permitting loss of backfill. Considerable settlement or misalignment.
Considerable scouring or erosion at curtain walls, wingwalls or pipes. Metal culverts
have significant distortion and deflection throughout, extensive corrosion or deep pitting.

39. Length Bridge Improvement (Approach): This is a 5-digit number to the nearest ft. for the
estimated length of approach improvement if an action is required for the bridge. This is
estimated by the bridge inspector. If this value is blank, the program will estimate 100 feet of
approach work for rehabilitation projects, and 150 ft of approach work for replacement projects.
40. Substructure Height: This is a 4-digit number to the nearest tenth of a foot for the height of
the substructure measured from the ground or flow line to the bottom of the beam. This value is
estimated by the bridge inspector.
41. Road Reference Point: The road reference point assigned to the bridge in accordance with
the Indiana Department of Transportation referencing system. The field can be used for other
referencing system schemes as long as the field does not exceed 9 digits.
42. Latitude: 5-digit field giving the latitude of the bridge. It generally corresponds to NBI Item
16 in the RCG. This input item is not required for the operation of the IBMS program. It can be
used to plot bridge locations in GIS platforms. The input line must contain the field but it can be
blank.
43. Longitude: This is a 6-digit field giving the longitude of the bridge. It generally corresponds
to NBI Item 17. This input item is not required for the operation of the program. It can be used to
plot bridge locationss with GIS. The input line must contain the field but it can be blank.
44. Culvert Rise (ft): This is represents the rise of the culvert in ft.
45. Culvert Width (ft): This is the run of the culvert in ft.
46. Barrel Length (ft): This represents the length of the culvert barrel in ft.
47. Joint Condition: This is a 1-digit field giving the condition of the joint ranging from 0 to 9.
48. Total Deck Patching Area (sq-ft): This is a 2-digit field giving the total area of deck
patching (sq, ft.) on the bridge.
49. Percent Patching Area (%): This is a 2-digit field giving the patching area on the bridge
deck as a percentage of the total deck area.
50. Joint length (linear ft): This is a 2-digit field giving the length of the deck joint in ft.
51. Type of joint: This represents the type of bridge joint.
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2.1 Other Input Requirements
In certain cases, there is a need to override the above NBI information with the latest local data. To
accommodate such cases, there is a need for an “exception file”. In the IBMS software, it is possible to
include this file to allow for the modification of the input data. The exact format of the exception file
depends on the platform or programming language used for the IBMS software. As such, details on a
possible exception file can be found in the IBMS Software Users’ Manual.
Table 2-2: Codes for Road Classes in the Database (Code in parentheses)
Road Class

NHS
(1)

Non NHS, Major
(2)

Non-NHS, Minor
(3)

Non-NHS, Local
(4)

Functional Classification (FC)

FC Code

ADT

Rural Interstate

1

≥0

Urban Interstate

11

≥ 0

Expressways

12

≥ 0

Rural Principal Arterial

2

≥ 7500

Urban Principal Arterial

14

≥ 7500

Rural Principal Arterial

2

< 7500

Rural Principal Arterial

14

< 7500

Rural Minor Arterial

6

≥ 5000

Urban Minor Arterial

16

≥ 5000

Rural Major Collector

7

≥ 5000

Rural Minor Arterial

6

< 5000

Urban Minor Arterial

16

< 5000

Rural Major Collector

7

< 5000

Rural Minor Collector

8

≥ 750

Urban Collector

17

≥ 0

Rural Minor Collector

8

< 750

Rural Local

9

≥ 0

Urban Local

19

≥ 0
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Table 2-3: Codes for Functional Class in the Database
Functional Class/Code

Rural/Urban

Rural

Highway (1)
Urban

Rural
Non-Highway (2)
Urban

Function Class Classification

Function Class Code

Principal Arterial – Interstate

1

Principal Arterial – Other

2

Major Collector

7

Principal Arterial – Interstate

11

Principal Arterial – Other
Freeways or Expressways

12

Other Principal Arterial

14

Collector

17

Minor Arterial

6

Minor Collector

8

Local

9

Minor Arterial

16

Local

19

Table 2-4: Codes for Superstructure Material and Material Sub-type
Superstructure Material Type
Material Sub-type
(Code in parenthesis)

Steel (1)

Concrete (2)

Prestressed Concrete (3)
Timber (4)
Masonry (5)

Material Sub-type Code

Steel

3

Steel continuous

4

Aluminum, Wrought Iron, or Cast Iron

9

Concrete

1

Concrete continuous

2

Prestressed concrete

5

Prestressed concrete continuous

6

Timber

7

Masonry

8
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Table 2-5: Codes for Superstructure Design Type
Category
(Code in parenthesis)
RC Slab and Box
Beam (1)
Arch type (5)
Steel Beam (3)
Concrete I-beam (2)
Arch type (5)

Superstructure Construction Type and
Code
Slab (1) OR Box Beam or Girders – Single
or Spread (6)

Superstructure Material
Concrete (1) OR Concrete continuous
(2)

Arch – Deck (11) OR Arch – Thru (12)
Stringer/multi-beam or Girder (2)
Stringer/multi-beam or Girder (2)

Steel (3) OR Steel continuous (4)
Prestressed Concrete (5) OR
Prestressed
Concrete continuous (6)

Arch – Deck (11) OR Arch – Thru (12)

Table 2-6: Codes for Superstructure Type
Mapped Category

Superstructure Design Type

(Code in parenthesis)

RC Slab and Box (1)

Concrete I-beam (2)

Code for
Superstructure Design Type

Slab

1

Box Beam or Girders - Multiple

5

Box Beam or Girders – Single or Spread

6

Mixed types

20

Other

0

Tee Beam

4

Orthotropic

8

Arch – Deck

11

Arch –Thru

12

Tunnel

18

Culvert

19

Channel Beam
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3

The D-TREE Module

3.1 Introduction
The Decision Tree Module (D-TREE) is the first module to be executed. For each bridge, DTREE
examines the existing features (condition of the deck, superstructure and substructure, bridge geometry,
traffic levels, road classification, etc.) and subsequently carries out the following:
•
•

Recommends the appropriate repair and improvement activity at a user-specified future year,
Estimates the agency cost of the recommended action.

As schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1, the decision tree generally comprises three decisionmaking improvement categories: structural integrity, functional adequacy, and preventive maintenance.
Certain preventive maintenance activities such as deck flushing and painting are not considered in this
module.
Do Nothing
(Routine Maintenance)

No
Are
Joints/Patches
Defective?

Yes

Preventive
Maintenance

No
Examine
relevant
items from
Bridge
Database

Functionally
Deficient?

No

Structurally
Deficient?

Yes

Structural
Improvement

Yes
Bridge is
functionally
deficient

Structurally
Deficient?

No

Yes

Structural and
Functional
Improvement

Functional
Improvement

Figure 3.1: The General Decision-making Process used in D-TREE
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Depending on the bridge and traffic inventory data, a bridge is first checked for its functional
adequacy through “subroutine clear” using performance criteria such as Vertical Clearance over and
under the bridge, Horizontal Clearance Under, and Deck Geometry. Next, the bridge is checked for
structural integrity on the basis of decision items such as the Inventory Rating and condition ratings of the
Substructure, Superstructure, Deck and Wearing Surface. Then the condition of the joints and patches are
checked to ascertain if the bridge needs preventive maintenance. If the bridge is found to be structurally
unsound, functionally inadequate, and/or in need of joint or patch repair, an appropriate recommendation
is made by DTREE. The five categories of recommendations are Structural Improvement, Functional
Improvement, Structural and Functional Improvement, Preventive Maintenance, and Do Nothing. Do
Nothing implies no improvement but may include basic routine maintenance [Vitale, 1997]. Functional
and structural improvement activities include deck overlay, deck replacement, superstructure
rehabilitation or replacement, bridge widening, etc. The entire list is provided in Table 3.2.
It is important to note that the year at which the analysis is being carried out (the Analysis Year)
is not the same as the year of the action (the First Action Year). (Note that the word “action” here is used
in a generic sense and thus may include the “Do-Nothing” action.) Typically, decisions are made 2-10
years in advance. So, the actions to be recommended 2-10 years from the year of input and analysis are
not based on the bridge condition at the analysis year but are rather based on the bridge condition at the
year at which we seek a recommendation, that is, the First Action Year. For example, for a five-year
planning gap, if we are making an analysis at the analysis year (2008) for recommendations to be
implemented in 2013, then we should make the action recommendation based on the 2013 bridge
condition and not the 2008 condition. So, there is a need to extrapolate the bridge condition in order to
determine deterioration at the First Action Year (in this example, Year 2013) so we can make an action
recommendation that applies to the bridge condition at that year (see Figure 3.2).

Element
condition

Deterioration Model
for Bridge Element

Condition at
inspection year

Range of
Possible
Years for
First Action

Condition at
analysis year

Condition at
action year

Basis for
DTREE’s
Recommended
Action

Last
Inspection
Year

Earliest
Possible
Action
Year
Planning Gap
(2-10 yrs)

NOW
(analysis year)

Latest
Possible
Action Year
Analysis Period (1-20 yrs)

FIRST ACTION
YEAR

Figure 3.2: Temporal Relationships – Inspection, Analysis, and Recommended Action

Time (years)
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The discussion and figure above show a 2-10 year gap between analysis year and action year. For
bridge replacements in Indiana, the typical time between programming and the action can range from 510 years, and for rehabilitation improvements, this can range from 2-5 years. Thus, flexibility is important
and it may be needed to predict deterioration for a wider range of years. It can therefore be useful to make
it possible for incorporating extended gap periods for the analysis.
After recommending the appropriate improvement action for each bridge element at the First
Action Year, the decision tree (DTREE) then estimates the initial construction cost of that action. For
certain bridges in good condition, the recommended action at the Action Year shown in Figure 3.2 is the
“Do Nothing” action, and for these bridges, the corresponding cost is zero. Note: The Action Year in the
figure is henceforth referred to as “First Action Year” in order to show that it occurs before subsequent
actions prescribed by the Life Cycle Activity Profile in the LCCOST module.
IBMS has a decision flowchart for each of the four road classes: NHS, Non-NHS Major, NonNHS Minor, and Non-NHS Local (see Chapter Appendix). All four flowcharts are similar in structure: the
only difference between them is the trigger values for actions at each flowchart joint. Higher road classes
have higher design and construction standards. As such, the trigger values are most aggressive for NHS
bridges (the highest road class) and least aggressive for Non-NHS Local (the lowest road class).
For a given bridge in the bridge database, DTREE first reads the functional class, combines the
functional class code with the bridge ADT to determine the Road Class of the bridge, and then identifies
the appropriate DTREE flowchart for that bridge. It then uses this flowchart to determine what action is
needed in the First Action Year. This is done on the basis of the current bridge element conditions (which
are in the database) the rate of deterioration (which are determined from the deterioration model found in
the parameter file of the software), and trigger or threshold values in the flowcharts.
The IBMS decision trees consist of a collection of nodes (circles) and branches (straight lines).
Variables such as Inventory Rating (IR), Deck Geometry (DG), or Vertical Clearance (VC) determine the
flow through the tree and trigger values control the flow of decisions through the tree. In the IMBS
software, these values are stored as input data in a “DTREE parameter file”. Table 3.1 presents meanings
of the acronyms used in the decision trees. Three general condition states are used to describe the bridge:
functional (adequate/not adequate), structural (deficient/not deficient), or preventive maintenance (needs
PM/does not need PM). Figure 3.1 shows the pathways for the algorithm. For example, for a bridge that
has inadequate width, the algorithm proceeds to the structurally deficient node: if the bridge is not
structurally deficient, then only a functional improvement is recommended. Thus, after entering the
decision variables that relate to the bridge structural and functional adequacies, the flow ends at a terminal
node (the nodes at the far right) where action recommendations (or also termed as improvement decisions
or activities) are defined for each combination of structural condition, functional condition, and
preventive maintenance need. There are total of fifty-five different action recommendations including the
Do Nothing option (see Table 3.2).

Table 3.1: Abbreviation of Bridge Variables Used in Decision Trees
ABBREVIATION
FC

BRIDGE VARIABLE
Functional Class

ABBREVIATION
VCu

BRIDGE VARIABLE
Vertical Clearance Under the Bridge

Culv

Culvert Condition Rating

DVCu

Desired Vertical Clearance Over Bridge

SE
VC0
DVC0
HCu-r
DHCr

Structural Evaluation
Vertical Clearance Over the Bridge
Desired Vertical Clearance Over Bridge
Horizontal Clearance Under the Bridge
Desired Horizontal Clearance Under Bridge

SUB
SUP
DC
IR
WS
DG

Substructure Condition Rating
Superstructure Condition Rating
Deck Condition Rating
Inventory Rating
Wearing surface Rating
Deck Geometry Rating
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Table 3.2: Bridge Action Recommendations
ACTION CODE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

DESCRIPTION
Do Nothing
Deck Rehabilitation
Deck Rehabilitation and Bridge Widening
Deck Replacement
Deck Replacement and Bridge Widening
Deck and Superstructure Rehabilitation
Deck and Superstructure Rehabilitation and Bridge Widening
Deck Replacement and Superstructure Rehabilitation
Deck Replacement, Superstructure Rehab and Bridge Widening
Superstructure Rehabilitation
Replace Superstructure
Replace Superstructure and Bridge Widening
Strengthen Superstructure
Strengthen Superstructure and Bridge Widening
Bridge Replacement
Bridge Replacement and Bridge Widening
Substructure Rehabilitation
Raise Bridge/Lower Pavement (R/L)
Deck Rehabilitation with Full Depth Patching
Culvert Replacement
For later use
Deck & Sub Rehab (1+16)*
Deck Replacement & Sub Rehab (3+16)
Widen & Replace Deck & Sub Rehab (4+16)
Deck & Super & Sub Rehab (5+16)
Deck Replacement & Super & Sub Rehab (7+ 16)
Widen & Replace Deck & Super & Sub Rehab (8+16)
Super Replace and Sub Rehab (10+ 16)
Widen Deck & Super Replace & Sub Rehab (11 + 16)
Strengthen Super & Sub Rehab (12+16)
Widen Deck & Strengthen Super & Sub Rehab (13+16)
Deck Rehab & Raise/Lower (1+17)
Deck Replace & Raise/Lower (3+ 17)
Widen & Replace Deck & Raise/Lower (4+ 17)
Deck &Super Rehab & Raise /Lower (5+ 17)
Deck Replace & Super Rehab & Raise/Lower (7+ 17)
Widen & Replace Deck & Super Rehab & R/L (8+ 17)
Super Replacement & Raise/ Lower (10+ 17)
Widen Deck & Super Replacement & R/L (11 + 17)
Strengthen Super & Raise/Lower (12+ 17)
Widen Deck & Strengthen Super & R/L (13+17)
Deck & Sub Rehab & Raise/Lower (21+17)
Deck Replacement & Sub Rehab & R/L (23 + 17)
Widen & Replace Deck & Sub Rehab & R/L (23+ 17)
Deck & Super & Sub Rehab & R/L (24+ 17)
Deck Replace & Super & Sub Rehab & R/L (25+ 17)
Widen & Replace Deck & Sup & Sub Rehab & R/L (26+ 17)
Super Replacement & Sub Rehab & R/L (27 + 17)
Widen Deck & Super Replace & Sub Rehab & R/L (28+ 17)
Strengthen Super & Sub Rehab & R/L (29+ 17)
Widen Deck & Strengthen Super & Sub Rehab & R/L (30+ 17)
Deck Overlay
Deck Patching
Deck Overlay + Joint Replacement
Deck Patching + Joint Replacement
Joint Replacement

NOTES
*: (l + 16) for example, means the
combination of Action 1 and Action 16;
Super: Superstructure;
Sub: Substructure;
Rehab: Rehabilitation;
R/L: Raise Bridge/Lower Pavement
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3.2 Checking for Clearance Adequacy
Figure 3.3 illustrates the dimensions of desired clearance values as specified by INDOT. Two factors
determine the vertical and horizontal clearance necessary for a given bridge. First, the facility passing
below the bridge is classified as highway, railway or neither. Secondly, the road is given a functional
class code. When the vertical clearance over the bridge must be determined, this is only dependent on the
functional class. The desirable values in IBMS for vertical clearance(s) under the bridge and horizontal
clearance are presented in Table 3-3.

VCU

VCo

FCo

HCU-R

FC U
LEGEND
FCo: Functional Class;
HCU‐R: Horizontal Clearance Right;
VCU: Vertical Clearance under the Bridge

FCu: Functional Class Under the bridge;
VCO: Vertical Clearance Over the bridge;

Figure 3.3: Clearance Considerations

Table 3-3: Lookup Table for Desirable Clearance Values (ft.)
Reference Feature(Item 34)
Highway FC - 1,2,11,12
Other Highway
Railroad
Neither

Horizontal Clearance
(to the right)
16.0
14.0
22.5
0.0

Vertical Clearance
Under Bridge
16.5
16.5
22.5
0.0

Source: Gion et al. (2003), with subsequent contributions through email communications with J. Golkhajeh
(2009) and B. Dittrich (2009).
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IBMS CLEARANCE SUBROUTINE - CLEAR
CLEAR

DHCR = H

Subroutine

FC = M

Yes

N
N

VCUR

R

DVCU = A

HCRR

H

R

DVCO = J
DHCR = E
DVCO = K

H

FCU = M

Yes

DVCU = B

FCU = M

DVCU = C

Yes

DHCR = F
RETURN

DHCR = G

DVCU = D
Example Parameter File Setting

LEGEND
A = 22.50
DVCU = Desirable vertical clearance under the bridge
DHCR: Desirable horizontal clearance under
bridge to the right
DVCU: Desirable vertical clearance under bridge
B = 16.00
DHC R = Desirable horizontal clear under the bridge to the right
C = 14.00
DVCO=: Desirable
vertical
clearance
over
the bridge
deck
VCUR: Reference feature for vertical clearance
DVC
Desirable
vertical
clearance
over
the
bridge
deck
O
= 00.00
FC: RFunctional
of for
road
on the
bridgeunder (input item #34)
FCU: Functional class of road under theDbridge
= Referenceclass
feature
vertical
clearance
VCU
E = 08.00
HCR
=
Reference
feature
for
horizontal
clearance
under
the
bridge
(input
item
#36)
HCRRR: Reference feature for horizontal clearance under the bridge
F = 09.00
= Functional
of road
the bridge
(input
#31)
FC
H:UHighway,
R: class
Railway,
N:under
Neither
highway
noritem
railway
G = 06.00
FC = Functional class of road on bridge (input item #8)
H = Highway
RExample
= RailwayParameter File Settings
NA==Not
Highway
or Railway
22.50;
B = 16.50;
C = 16.50; D = 0.00; E = 22.50; F = 16.00;

G = 14.00, H = 00.00; J = 16.00; K = 14.00; M = 1,2,11, 12.

H = 00.00
J = 16.00
K = 14.00
M = 1, 2, 11, 12

Figure 3.4: IBMS Considerations for Vertical and Horizontal Clearance
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3.3 Adequacy Check of Existing Bridge Width
A bridge needs to be widened if it does not meet the requirement for carrying a given volume of traffic.
The new width of the bridge is determined on the basis of bridge parallel structure, direction of traffic,
number of lanes, and future ADT (that the bridge is expected to serve 20 years in the future). The IBMS
procedure for determining the need for bridge widening and the extent of widening needed, is shown in
Figure 3.5.

IB M S R OU T IN E F O R WID E N IN G B R ID GE
cdw w = N *12 + 23.4
>2
N um ber L anes

Tw ins
2
cdw w = N *12 + 16.7

“R ” or “L”
P arallel
Structure
(Item 101)

1

N

N um ber L anes

cdw w = 29.7

>1

Ram ps
1

cdw w = N *14 + 13.3
2 W ay

2

D irection of
T raffic
(Item 102)

See L ook-up T able 3.6
Yes
3

No
AD T > 400

D W w = cdw w + diff

cdw w = 25.3

1 Lane/2 W ay
>3
0

Erro r

cdw w = cdw
ITE M 102
0 = Highway traffic not carried
1 = 1-Way traffic
2 = 2-Way traffic
3 = 1 Liane bridge/2-W ay traffic

cdw w = W iden bridge roadway width
cdw = Present bridge roadway width
D W w = W iden bridge deck width
N = N umber of lanes
diff = > of 3.0 or (pdw-cdw)
pdw = Present bridge deck width

ITE M 101
A nything other than
R,L,N = Error

Figure 3.5: IBMS Considerations for Widening Bridge

Table 3-4: Bridge Clear Deck Width Look-up Table in IBMS Routine for Widening Bridges
(For two-lane, two-way traffic)
Current ADT

Functional
Class

0-400

401-669

670-1333

1334-3333

>3333

01,02,06
07
08
09
11,12,14,16
17
19

33.3
30.0
25.3
25.3
40.0
36.0
30.0

37.3
33.3
28.3
28.3
40.0
36.0
30.0

37.3
35.3
31.3
29.3
40.0
36.0
30.0

45.3
37.3
35.3
31.3
40.0
36.0
30.0

45.3
41.3
41.3
41.3
40.0
36.0
30.0

ADT Growth
Factor1

Note: To calculate the clear deck width, select appropriate width from above table and add (N-2)*12, where N is number of lanes.

1.45
1.52
1.52
1.52
1.44
1.44
1.44
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3.4 Considerations of Bridge Dimensions after Improvement
After a bridge is reconstructed, the deck width and bridge length are typically greater than those of the
existing bridge. Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 present the formula used to calculate the new deck width and
bridge length, respectively.
3.4.1 New Total Deck Width. The new overall deck width is calculated as follows:
New total deck width = Old total deck width + deck width increase
The deck width increase for each action can be read from the “deltatable” in Chapter 5, Table 5.1. In the
IBMS software package, this is found in the IBMS parameter file.
3.4.2 New Bridge Length
If L is the original bridge length, the new overall bridge length is found from Equation 3.1 and Table 3.5.
For < 20ft., New Bridge Length = 2 * L +0.5

…..………... (3.1)
2

3

4

5

6

For 20-800ft., New Bridge Length = aoL + a1L + a2L + a3L + a4L + a5L + 0.5

Table 3.5: Parameters for New Bridge Length after Improvement
Original bridge length

20 - 60 ft

60 - 100 ft

100 – 800 ft

Coefficients for Determining New Bridge Length
a0 = 5.57095484402155
a1 = -0.383980937846383
a2 = 0.0152105150629519
a3 = -0.000303765043686574
a4 = 0.00000296665343833665
a5 = -0.0000000112573749440251
a0 = 2.67866642743347
a1 = -0.05050176578607
a2 = 0.000743390498299347
a3 = -0.00000542522495067579
a4 = 0.0000000189564918212755
a5 = -0.0000000000252491055998307
a0 = 1.50406770015887
a1 = -0.0030857530654832
a2 = 0.00000965701636459547
a3 = -0.000000016340213945218
a4 = 0.000000000013823925772763
a5 = -0.00000000000000457059978415447
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3.5 Preventive Maintenance Considerations in the Decision Tree
3.5.1 Background
In response to FHWA general recommendations regarding preventive maintenance, the following
activities were recommended for integration into Indiana’s bridge management system:
1. Deck Overlay
2. Deck Patching
3. Joint Replacement

3.5.2 Criteria for Bridge Preventive Maintenance Decision Trees
In consultation with bridge experts in Indiana in 2006, a set of criteria were established to be used in
adding the above-mentioned bridge preventive maintenance activities (deck patching (DP), wearing
surface condition (WS), and joint condition (JC)) into IBMS. Deck patching is expressed as a percentage,
wearing surface condition and joint condition are based on a 0 (worst condition) to 9 (best condition)
rating. The criteria developed are as follows:
If (WS > 5)
If (JC > 5)
If (JC ≤ 5)

Check joint condition (JC).
Check for deck patching (DP) and
Replace joint.

For NHS bridges, the Deck Patching thresholds and associated improvements are:
If DP ≥ 30%
If 10% < DP <30%
If 2 ≥ DP ≤ 10%

Deck Replacement
Deck Overlay
Patching

For Non-NHS bridges, the Deck Patching thresholds and associated improvements are:
If DP ≥ 30%
If 15% < DP < 30%
If 2 ≥ DP ≤ 15%

Deck Replacement
Deck Overlay
Patching

Based on the above criteria, the following Preventive Maintenance activities were incorporated into
IBMS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Deck Overlay
Deck Patching
Joint Replacement
Deck Overlay + Joint Replacement
Deck Patching + Joint Replacement

These activities have been integrated in the “Wearing Surface” section of the DTREE (node 27).
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3.6 Predicting Element Deterioration at Action Year for DTREE Recommendation
As discussed and illustrated in Section 3.1, selection of the appropriate action at the First Action Year is
done on the basis of the condition of the bridge elements not at the current year (i.e., the analysis year),
but at the First Action Year. If the deterioration level at the current year and the deterioration rate between
the analysis year and first action year are known, the deterioration level at the action year can be
determined. Therefore, the deterioration rate of bridge elements is a critical input in the DTREE module.
For the different bridge elements, the deterioration curves used in DTREE and other modules of IBMS
are presented in Appendix A of this report.

3.7 Estimating the Costs of Recommended DTREE Actions
Making an accurate cost estimate is an integral part of a bridge management system to determine
improvement alternatives at the project level or network level. The IBMS DTREE module provides a cost
estimate for every improvement activity recommended by the decision tree for implementation at the First
Action Year. These estimates are based on activity cost models that are found in Appendix B of this
report. The cost models were developed using historical data from actual bridge contracts executed in
Indiana.
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4

The LCCOST Module

The cost aspect of bridge investment evaluation over bridge life cycle is critical for balanced investment
decision-making. Thus, it is important to include in the evaluation process, the implications of alternative
improvement actions in terms of user cost and agency cost. Due to the changing value of money over
time, agency and user costs are evaluated on a life cycle basis using an interest rate. This life-cycle
analysis is carried out in the Life Cycle Cost module (LCCOST) of IBMS. The output of the LCCOST
module is the difference in expected life cycle costs with and without the DTREE-recommended action.
For each scenario, the life cycle costs generally consist of the costs incurred by the agency
(reconstruction, rehabilitation, and maintenance) and costs incurred by the users. Therefore, this output
represents the utility (or disutility) of the DTREE-recommended action in terms of economic efficiency
and is used as one of the four evaluation/decision criteria in the subsequent modules, RANK and OPT for
purposes of comparing and selecting alternative actions. Models for computing the specific agency costs
and user costs, which are inputs to the LCCOST module (as well as other modules), are provided in
Appendix B of this report.
4.1 Details of the Life-cycle Cost Module
For each bridge, the LCCOST module estimates the life cycle cost associated with each scenario:
•
•

Scenario 1 – With the DTREE-recommended action implemented in the First Action Year
Scenario 2 – Without the DTREE-recommended action

For each of the above two scenarios, IBMS calculates the life cycle costs separately for two time
durations:
o
o

the partial cycle (the time interval between the current or base year and the year of bridge
replacement)
the full cycle (the time interval between the year of bridge replacement and perpetuity)

In each cycle, both agency and user costs are calculated.
Specifically, the partial cycle considers the following costs: agency cost of the DTREErecommended action in the first action year (for Scenario 1 only); agency cost of the LCAPrecommended rehabilitation actions to occur between the action year and the bridge replacement year (for
Scenario 1) or between the base year and bridge replacement year (for Scenario 2); agency costs of
maintenance between the base year and the bridge replacement year. LCAP means Life Cycle Activity
Profile, which is the intended stream of improvement actions over the entire bridge life. Each bridge type
has a pre-defined life cycle activity profile that is derived from past experience [Gion et al., 1994].
The full cycle considers the following costs: agency cost of the LCAP-recommended
rehabilitation actions to occur between the action year and the bridge replacement year (for Scenario 1) or
between the base year and bridge replacement year (for Scenario 2); agency costs of maintenance
between the base year and the bridge replacement year.
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The relationships between the 2 scenarios, cycles, and cost categories are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Relationships between Scenario, Cycles, and Cost Categories

It is assumed that the bridge is replaced perpetually (to infinity). Thus the full cycle occurs
forever. LCCOST brings the total of one (1) partial cycle total cost and an infinite number of full cycle
costs to present dollars in the base year of analysis [Gion et al, 1993] and then converts these costs to
determine the Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost (EUAC). This is done for the With Improvement scenario
(where the recommended DTREE action is implemented) and the Without Improvement scenario. The
difference between the EUACs of these two scenarios represents the life-cycle cost impact of the
improvement and is subsequently forwarded to the RANK and OPT modules where it is used as one of
the several performance impact criteria for multiple criteria evaluation.
It is therefore clear that IBMS recommends projects on the basis of two methods: a conditionbased decision matrix (called the DTREE) which is applied only at the action year; and an age-based
decision matrix called the Life Cycle Activity Profile which is applied after the action in the first action
year (if any) until perpetuity. Section 4.2 presents the LCAPs for the different bridge types.
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4.2 Life-cycle Activity Profiles
The chart below presents the life cycle profiles for the different bridge material and superstructure
design/construction types.
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CODES:
Superstructure material: 1–Steel; 2–Concrete; 3–Pre-stressed concrete; 4–Timber, 5–Masonry.
Superstructure design/construction: 1–Slab; 2–Stringer/multi-beam or girder; 3–Girder and floorbeam system;
4–Tee beam;5–Box-beam or girders-multiple; 6–Box-beam or girders-single or spread;7–Frame (except box culverts); 9 –Trussdeck; 10 –Truss-thru; 11-Arch-deck; 19 –Culvert (includes frame culverts); 22 – Channel beam

EXAMPLE: For the second column (steel bridge, stringer/multi-beam, girder design/construction), the
life cycle profile is LCAP #2, which is illustrated as follows:
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Figure 4.2: Sample Bridge Life-cycle Profile
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4.3 Formula for Life-cycle Cost Analysis
In various sections of this chapter, the following equations are used to calculate the life-cycle costs of the
alternative bridge actions, specifically in terms of their Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost (EUAC):
4.3.1 Single Payment Present Worth Factor (SPPWFi,n):
This calculates the amount at the base year that is equivalent to a future amount at a given interest rate i
(in decimals), over a period of n years.

SPPWFi,n =

1
(1 + i) n

4.3.2 Uniform Series Present Worth Factor (USPWFi,n):
This calculates the amount at the base year that is equivalent to a future uniform stream of amounts at a
given interest rate i (in decimals) over a period of n years,

(1+ i)n −1
USPWFi,n =
i(1 + i)n
4.3.3 Gradient Series Present Worth Factor (GSPWFi,n):
This calculates the amount at the base year that is equivalent to a future linearly increasing or decreasing
stream of amounts at a given interest rate i (in decimals) over a period of n years,

1 ⎡ (1 + i) n − 1 ⎤
GSPWFi,n = ⎢
− n⎥
i⎣
i
⎦
4.3.4 Capital Recovery Factor (CRFi,n):
This calculates the annual amount at every year over a specified period that is equivalent to an amount
incurred at the present year at a given interest rate i (in decimals) over a period of n years,

i(1 + i) n
CRFi ,n =
(1 + i) n −1
4.3.5 Perpetual Series Present Worth Factor (PSPWFi,N):
This calculates the amount at the base year that is equivalent to a future uniform stream of amounts every
N years at a given interest rate i (in decimals) over an infinite period of time.

PSPWFi , N =

(1 + i) N
(1 + i) N −1
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4.4 Agency Cost Computation
4.4.1 Unit Capital Costs
The capital costs are the costs of rehabilitation and reconstruction of the entire bridge, superstructure, or
deck. For each bridge type and capital activity, the values of these unit costs and/or cost models are
provided in Appendix B.
4.4.2 Unit Maintenance Costs
In the maintenance management system of the Indiana Department of Transportation, there are five types
of bridge maintenance activities. These five activities include hand cleaning of bridges, bridge repairs,
deck flushing, patching, and other bridge maintenance (Saito and Sinha, 1989). The hand cleaning and
flushing are done annually for each bridge, while the remaining three activities are done whenever needs
arise or as recommended by bridge inspectors. After any improvement, the maintenance costs remain
constant for a period of time but eventually increase each year. Thus, maintenance costs exhibit a
generally increasing trend over the years. For purposes of facilitating the computation in IBMS, an
average of this trend was calculated and used. The unit maintenance costs by bridge type and functional
class are provided in Appendix C.
4.4.3 Life Cycle Agency (Capital and Maintenance) Costs- when an Action is Recommended by DTREE
Figure 4.3 illustrates the stream of bridge rehabilitations and replacements showing the relationship
between the current year (or the year of the analysis), the first action year (FAY) shown as the broken
line, the partial cycle and the full cycle. This figure is provided to serve as a backdrop for the subsequent
discussion of capital and maintenance costs over the full and partial cycles.
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4.4.3.1 For the Without Improvement Scenario (that is, when the DTREE-recommended improvement
action is NOT implemented)
4.4.3.1 (a) Capital Costs for the First Full-Cycle and to Perpetuity
For any bridge, the full-cycle capital costs will depend on the bridge’s life cycle activity profile, LCAP
(which in turn depends on the bridge superstructure material type and design/construction type, as shown
in Section 4.2). This cost will be repeated in the next construction cycle to perpetuity. The assumption
here is that all future bridge reconstruction is carried out with the same material type as before.
Example: For the steel bridge illustrated in Figure 4.2, the LCAP involves a Deck Rehab (DH1) at Year
20, Superstructure Replacement (SR) at year 35, Deck Rehabilitation (DH2) at Year 55, and Bridge
Replacement (BR) at Year 70. Thus the present worth (at EOPC or SFFC) of the one full-cycle capital
cost will be given by:

DH 1
SR
DH 2
BR
+
+
+
20
35
55
(1 + i )
(1 + i )
(1 + i )
(1 + i ) 70
The costs of DH1, SR, DH2, and BR are calculated using the cost models in Appendix B.

4.4.3.1 (b) Maintenance Costs over the First Full-Cycle
This is calculated using the maintenance cost models presented in Appendix D.
4.4.3.1 (c) Combined Capital and Maintenance Costs for First Full Cycle and to Perpetuity
The combined capital and maintenance cost over the first full cycle is the sum of the two costs obtained in
Sections 4.4.3.1(a) and 4.4.3.1(b). This sum is brought to present value at the start of the full cycle (which
is the same as the end of the partial cycle) using the appropriate formula provided in Section 4.3. Then
this value is brought from that year to the analysis year using appropriate economic analysis formula
provided in Section 4.3.
4.4.3.1 (d) Capital Costs in the Partial Cycle
The exact capital activity stream for the remaining life of the bridge will depend on the current age of the
bridge relative to the life cycle activity profile. If this is known and there is no intention to carry out the
DTREE-recommended action (which is consistent with the Without Improvement scenario), then it is
relatively easy to identify the years at which the subsequent activities in the remaining years of the LCAP
will be needed.
For example, in the illustration provided as Figure 4.3, the next actions are superstructure replacement
and deck rehabilitation whose years are known. So the computation of their costs is relatively easy.

4.4.3.1 (e) Maintenance Costs over the Partial Cycle
This is calculated using the maintenance cost models presented in Appendix D.
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4.4.3.1 (f) Sum of Capital and Maintenance Costs for the Partial Cycle
The combined capital and maintenance cost over the partial cycle is the sum of the two costs obtained in
Sections 4.4.3.1(c) (d). This sum is brought to present value at the start of the partial cycle, i.e., the
analysis year (or base year) using the appropriate economic analysis formula provided in Section 4.3.
4.4.3.1 (g) Combined Partial Cycle and Full Cycle Costs and EUAC Computation
At this stage, the partial and full cycle costs of capital work and maintenance that occur over the full and
partial cycles have now been brought to their values to the base year or analysis year. Considering the
analysis year as the “present”, the equivalent uniform annual amount to perpetuity (which is equivalent to
this overall sum occurring in the present year) is determined using economic analysis formula provided in
Section 4.3.
4.4.3.2 For the With Improvement Scenario (that is, when the DTREE-recommended improvement action
is implemented)
For the With Improvement scenario, the analysis is similar to that described above (Sections 4.4.3.1 (a) to
(f) – the only exception is that here the DTREE recommended action is carried out so there are a few
modifications to the way the life cycle costs are calculated. If the bridge age at the first action year exactly
coincides with one of the capital activity years in the LCAP, then the rest of the LCAP is followed and
thus it will be easy to identify the years at which the subsequent activities will be needed. However, the
difficulty arises when the first action year does not coincide with any of the capital activity years in
LCAP. This situation often is exacerbated by the fact that the capital improvement history of the bridge is
often unknown so the position of the last or next bridge capital work relative to the life cycle activity
profile is not known.
For example, in the illustration provided as Figure 4.3, the first action year occurs a few years
before the scheduled superstructure replacement. In such cases, some “shifting” of the next capital
improvement may be necessary so that it matches with the First Action Year, and then the subsequent
capital actions (in this example, deck rehabilitation 2) is shifted from its originally planned year of
implementation. Also, the effect of the DTREE recommended action is to increase the service life of the
bridge by some amount delta (which is found in the RANK module). This new, longer remaining service
life and the new arrangement of remaining capital activities over the new RSL are used in the subsequent
life cycle cost analysis where the cost streams are brought to their present values. In Appendix E, this
manual presents several different scenarios by which such shifting could occur.
Thus, in a manner similar to that done for the Without Improvement scenario, the With
Improvement scenario costs of capital work and maintenance occurring over the full and partial cycles,
were brought to their values at the same year (that is, the analysis year). Considering the analysis year as
the “present”, the equivalent uniform annual amount to perpetuity that is equivalent to this overall
“present year” sum is determined using the appropriate economic analysis formula provided in Section
4.3.
The EUAC values for the Without Improvement and With Improvement scenarios are now used to
determine the agency cost cost-effectiveness factors (CEFs) which is one of the key inputs for the RANK
module. The next section discusses how these EUAC values are used to calculate the CEFs.
4.4.4 Cost Effectiveness Factor for Combined Agency Cost
In making decisions at the network level, projects must be chosen between bridges with different
characteristics. A way to compare the effectiveness between two or more bridge improvement projects is
needed. Therefore, in the LCCOST module , the calculated EUACs are normalized using the average
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annual daily traffic (ADT) and the area of the deck (DA) of the bridge, to yield the Cost Effectiveness
Factor (CEF) (Vitale, 1996):

CEF =

365 * ADT
EUAC∞ / DA

Where: CEF is the Cost-Effectiveness Factor in annual vehicles per dollar per square feet of deck area,
ADT is the level of bridge usage in terms of the bridge’s Average Daily Traffic; DA is the Total bridge
deck area in square ft. and is equal to the product of deck width and bridge length. EUAC∞ is the
Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost to maintain the bridge in perpetuity, is computed separately for the With
Improvement and Without Improvement scenarios, and this is done for each bridge. The higher the CEF,
the more attractive the alternative.

4.5 Life-cycle Analysis of User Costs
Users of highway bridges incur costs primarily when the bridge has functional deficiencies and in some
cases, structural deficiencies. Deficiencies can cause bridge load posting, clearance restriction, or closure,
leading to traffic detours or reduced speeds, which add to vehicle operating cost and travel time [Chen
and Johnston, 1987; Golabi et al., 1992; Son and Sinha, 1997].
The user cost caused by a deficient bridge can thus be estimated as the costs of vehicle operation
and travel time incurred due to the detouring of vehicles around the bridge. User costs are also associated
with traveling through narrow bridges or bridges with poor deck surface condition, where travel speed is
less than that at ideal conditions. The user cost computation methodology used in IBMS considers
additional costs not only due to detouring but also due to less than ideal traveling conditions.
IBMS includes a separate algorithm to evaluate traffic safety on bridges. The procedure is
explained in the RANK module chapter. To avoid double counting, crash costs are not included in the
user cost calculation. This is because traffic safety, which is directly related to crash costs, is already
considered in the IBMS project selection process.
IBMS considers three levels of service deficiencies that cause bridge users to incur costs:
•
•
•

bridge load capacity limitation (incurs vehicle operating cost and travel time cost),
vertical clearance restriction (incurs vehicle operating cost and travel time cost), and
narrow bridge width (incurs travel time cost).

Appendix D of this report provides a detailed discussion of how IBMS calculates each of these
user costs categories for a bridge that has these deficiencies. The life cycle of a bridge illustrated as
Figure 4.2 contains one partial life cycle and many full life cycles. In the partial or full cycle, due to
bridge condition deterioration and ADT changes, the user cost increases over time. A key assumption
made in IBMS is that after reconstruction, all deficiencies are corrected therefore there are no user costs
after that event.
As mentioned earlier, user costs depend upon bridge levels of service, which are affected by
various improvement projects. Although it is difficult to determine precisely what types of bridge projects
will be needed in the future, for a life-cycle cost analysis it is necessary to assume a certain sequence of
maintenance and improvement activities. This sequence, represented by an activity profile and the
associated pattern of user costs are assumed to repeat to perpetuity. After a bridge passes through one lifecycle, it is replaced and its life-cycle activity profile is repeated.
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Once a life-cycle activity profile is established, the equivalent uniform annual user cost (EUAUC)
for this profile is computed.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the relationships between the partial and full cycles, and the bridge
replacement activities. User costs occur only in the shaded region (that is, the period between the base
year (or analysis year) and the end of the partial cycle. The growth in user costs is not uniform as the
shaded region in the figure generally suggests but is zig-zagged depending on the bridge improvement
actions (recommended by DTREE or LCAP) within that period. For a clearer illustration of what could
happen within this interval and the impacts of annual user cost trends, Figure 4.5 is presented.
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Figure 4.5 Illustration of User Cost Growth within Action Intervals for a Sample Life-cycle Scenario

Within the time intervals of the bridge capital actions, the monotonically-increasing growth of
user costs is due to the deterioration of bridge condition deterioration and traffic growth. For any given
year, the annual user cost of a bridge is calculated as the sum of the following user cost components:
vehicle operating costs and travel time costs.
AUC = (VOC LOAD _ LIMIT + TTC LOAD _ LIMIT + VOC CLEARANCE _ LIMIT + TTC CLEARANCE _ LIMT + TTC NARROW _ WIDTH ) * 365
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Each of these components is a function of the bridge deficiencies. This chapter focuses only on
life-cycle computations of the user cost amounts. Detailed methods for calculating the individual values
of the user cost components are provided in Appendix D.
4.5.1 User Cost incurred in the Partial Life-Cycle
Partial life cycle user cost refers to the total user cost from the base year (or current year) to the next
bridge replacement year. The present worth of partial life cycle user cost is:
M

PWPartial = ∑ [ AUC (t ) ×
t =1

1
]
(1 + i )t

Where: AUC(t) = the annual user cost in the tth year (dollars); i = discount rate
M = the number of years in the partial life cycle;
4.5.2 Full Life Cycle Cost
Once a life-cycle activity profile is established, the user cost in a full life cycle can be calculated.
N

PWN = ∑ [ AUC (t ) ×
t =1

1
]
(1 + i )t + M

Where: PWN = Present worth of user cost for one full cycle; AUC(t) =Annual user cost in year t
t = Number of years since the beginning of the full life cycle; M=Number of years in partial life
cycle; i = Discount rate; N = Number of years in full life cycle.
The present value of user costs in perpetuity can be obtained from the equation:

PW ∞ = PWN ×

(1 + i ) N
(1 + i ) N − 1

The Equivalent Uniform Annual User Cost (EUAUC) can then be calculated using:

EUAUC∞ = ( PWPartial + PW∞ ) × i
Using the EUAUC, the user costs of different improvement alternatives can be compared easily.
4.5.3 Final Comments on User Cost Computation
In IBMS, With Improvement and Without Improvement scenarios refer to whether the DTREE
recommended an action is implemented and when it is not implemented, respectively. For the latter
scenario, the improvement actions are guided solely by the life cycle activity profile.
In both scenarios, the user cost calculation procedure for the full life cycle is the same – the only
difference is that the beginning year of the full life cycle years are different. This is because for the “With
Improvement “ scenario, the DTREE action is implemented thus the year of subsequent actions, including
bridge replacement ultimately, are deferred to a year further away in the future.
Also for both scenarios, the basic methodologies for user cost computation in the partial life cycle
are the same. The difference is that the bridge actions within that cycle will differ, obviously because
unlike the Without Improvement scenario, the “With Improvement’ scenario includes the DTREE
recommended action and thus LCAP actions that are planned after the DTREE action are applied in later
years.
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In IBMS, after certain actions are taken, the posted load limit, height limit, land width, and many
other parameters of the bridge may change accordingly. This information can be obtained from the
“deltatable” presented in Table 5.1 in Chapter 5 (RANK module). For the two scenarios, the actions are
different so the changes on each parameter are different; also, LCAP action timings are different. Thus,
there can be a significant different in user costs between the two scenarios.
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5

The RANK Module

The third core program in IBMS is the RANK module. This module prioritizes the DTREE-recommended
projects and determines which projects are most worthwhile, in other words, which bridges have the
greatest priority for improvement. The priority of a project is determined by a disutility value computed
for each project. The disutility value reflects the degree of criticality of the bridge and is an indicator of
the need for an improvement activity. Furthermore, RANK determines the mean disutility of all bridges,
as a tool for users to represent the condition of the bridge network.
In establishing a priority ranking of bridge projects, the RANK module uses a number of evaluation
criteria (also called “ranking criteria or “performance measures”). The most deserving projects are those
that have the greatest differences in disutility between the With Improvement and Without Improvement
scenarios. The outcome of the ranking method is a priority list of projects based on the weighted
evaluation criteria: most deserving bridges (those with greatest difference in disutility (Δ) between the
With Improvement and Without Improvement scenarios) are at the top of the list and the least deserving
are at the bottom of the list. The four evaluation criteria for ranking are:
•
•
•
•

economic efficiency of investment
bridge condition preservation
bridge traffic safety, and
community impact

Each bridge project has an impact in terms of each of these four evaluation criteria. The overall
disutility function is the weighted sum of the impacts in terms of these criteria. The highest ranked
projects are those that generally have the highest impact in terms of economic evaluation, bridge
condition, and bridge safety, and the least impact in terms of community effects.
In IBMS, the disutility of each criterion is a function of the condition of bridge elements or some
bridge attribute or both. For the economic efficiency criterion, the cost effectiveness factor (CEF) that
involves agency cost and the equivalent annual uniform user cost are used. For the bridge condition
preservation criterion, the remaining service life, structural condition rating, and wearing surface
condition rating are used. For the bridge traffic safety criterion, the clear deck width, vertical clearance,
and inventory rating are used. For the community impact criterion, detour length is used.
Figure 5-1 shows the four evaluation criteria that comprise the disutility function and their default
weights. Each bridge project has impacts in terms of these evaluation criteria, and the overall impact or
total disutility value of the project is determined by combining the weighted values of the evaluation
criteria. Depending on the prevailing INDOT goals and priorities, the relative weights between the four
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performance criteria may change from time to time. As such, the IBMS software package provides the
flexibility to change these relative weights: this can be done in IBMS’s “weight” parameter file.
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Figure 5.1: IBMS Ranking Criteria and Weights
5.1 Determination of Disutilities
For each bridge project, the IBMS RANK module provides two different overall disutility values: one for
the Without Improvement scenario (which is calculated using bridge data for the base year and all other
LCAP actions are implemented as planned) and the With Improvement scenario (which is calculated
assuming that the DTREE-recommended action is implemented in addition to the deferred LCAP
actions). The impacts of each scenario are different. Generally, relative to the Without Improvement
scenario, the With Improvement scenario has greater impacts of the economic efficiency, bridge
condition, and traffic safety impacts and smaller community impacts, thus the overall disutility is lower.
For a given bridge, the rank or priority assigned to the recommended project is a measure of the
calculated utilities. There are three ways of carrying out such prioritization:
(a) On the basis of the change in disutilities – here priority is assigned on the basis of the
difference between the disutility values in the Without Improvement and With Improvement
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scenarios. This is calculated for each project, and the larger is the expected difference in these
two disutility values, the higher the priority for the project.
(b) On the basis of the initial disutility (disutility for the Without Improvement scenario only) –
here, the priority is to assign the highest priority to the bridge projects that have the highest
disutilities in their existing states and thus are in the greatest need of repair.
(c) On the basis of the final disutility (disutility for the With Improvement scenario only) – here,
the priority is to assign the highest priority to bridges with lowest disutilities after the
improvement and thus offer the highest levels of bridge performance if the improvement is
carried out
In its current version (2009), the IBMS software uses the first method (a) for ranking.
The disutility functions used in IBMS were derived from the collective judgment and experience
of bridge engineers in Indiana [Saito and Sinha 1989b]. This information was gathered using the Delphi
method, an iterative approach that gathers information in multiple stages. Participants provided initial
input independently and were given an opportunity to revise their inputs after the results of the initial
survey were presented to them. After several rounds, their responses converged to values that showed
relatively little variation between them and these values were used to develop the utility functions. The
disutility values range in value from 0 (lowest disutility, which is desirable) to 100 (highest disutility,
which is undesirable). Low values of disutility generally indicate acceptable bridge performance while
high values of disutility indicate the need for some improvement. The utility function equations are “soft
coded” into the IBMS software system through the parameter files.
5.2 Disutility Curves
The simplest disutility curves are straight lines but this is considered too restrictive to adequately reflect
the decision preferences and risk premiums of bridge decision makers. Thus, to provide greater flexibility,
the disutility functions used in IBMS are specified using a general mathematical form that can account for
different shapes (linear, convex, or concave) as seen in Figure 5.2.

Level of Ranking Criterion or “Impact Value”

Figure 5.2: Three Standard Shapes of the Disutility Function
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An inflexion value at 3 units indicates that disutility starts to reduce at that level. The concave
curve decreases at the fastest rate; however, all three functional forms are assumed to reach another
inflexion level at 8 units. This indicates that after 8 units of the ranking criterion, there is no associated
disutility value – at that point, a bridge is considered in perfect condition.
The governing equation for the general disutility functions shown in Figure 5-2 is:

Ui(xi) =

100

if xi ≤ C1

aZø + C

if C1 < xi < C2

0

if xi ≥ C2

Z = abs (c2 – Xi – C3 +C4)
a = 100/ (c2 – c1)ø for the concave function and straight line; = –100/ (c2 – c1)ø for convex
where:
Ui = Disutility function for ith bridge variable;
Xi = Value of the ith bridge variable;
C1 = Lower break point of ith disutility curve;
C2 = Upper break point of ith disutility curve;
C3 = 0 for the concave function and straight line, and C2 for convex;
C4 =0 for the concave function and straight line, and C1 for the convex;
C= 0 for the concave function and straight line, and 100 for the convex.
Changing the value of the parameter ø will change the curve to a straight line (ø =1) and
ultimately to a horizontal line if lower and upper break points are equal [Vitale 1997]. There are four
groups of disutility functions corresponding to the four evaluation criteria.
At any future time, the shape of the disutility curves can be determined or updated through
interactive sessions with INDOT executive staff or bridge management engineers on the basis of their
collective judgment and expertise, as was done in earlier years for IBMS. Updated curves can be input
into IBMS by the user through the parameter file. The utility functions for the individual ranking criteria
are described in subsequent sections.
5.2.1 Condition Disutility
The structural integrity and physical condition of the bridge network are defined by its structural
condition, wearing surface condition, and remaining service life. The structural condition disutility is a
function of the minimum of the three NBI condition rating values for the deck, superstructure, and
substructure. The wearing surface disutility represents the condition of the wearing surface. The estimated
remaining service life is calculated as the difference between the expected service life of the bridge and
the current age of the bridge. Disutility functions for structural condition, remaining service life, and
wearing surface are presented in Figures 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5, respectively. The overall disutility value for the
condition objective is given by the following weighted sum:
UCOND = wSCRUSCR + wRSLURSL + wWSCRUWSCR
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Where: UCOND is the overall disutility value for bridge condition; wSCR is the importance weight for
structural condition rating; USCR is the disutility value for the structural condition rating; wRSL is the
importance weight for remaining service life; URSL is the disutility value for remaining service life; wWSCR
is the importance weight for wearing surface condition rating; UWSCR is the disutility value for wearing
surface condition rating.

U = azn + C

Where,
a = 2.777
Z = abs (c1 – CR – c2 – c3)
c1 = 9
c2 = 0
c3 = 0
n=2
CR < 4, U = 100

Figure 5.3: Disutility Function for Structural Condition Rating

en
UWSCR =
1 + en

n = -ax + B
Where,
a = -1.38
x = WSCR
B = 7.925
WSCR < 4, UWSCR = 100

Figure 5.4: Disutility Function for Wearing Surface Condition Rating
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URSL = 150 – 10(RSL)

RSL ≤ 5

URSL = 100

RSL ≥ 15

URSL = 0

Figure 5.5: Disutility Function for Remaining Service Life

5.2.2 Bridge Safety Disutility
In IBMS’s project selection module, the impact of a bridge project in terms of the safety evaluation
criterion is assessed in terms of spatial adequacy and structural integrity. Spatial adequacy is related to
vehicle safety; Structural integrity is related to structural failure. The IBMS project selection module uses
four sub-criteria to describe the spatial adequacy: clear deck width, vertical clearance under, and vertical
clearance over the bridge, and horizontal clearance. IBMS has utility functions for each of these subcriteria.
The Clear Deck Width disutility (Figure 5-6) represents the safety effect of the existing clear deck
width compared to the standard clear deck width. The logic and the procedure of calculating desirable
clear deck width are explained in the IBMS subroutine for widening bridge (see Figure 3-5 in Chapter 3).
Utilities for the Vertical Clearance Over and Vertical Clearance Under have the same function (Figure 57). The logic and the procedure of calculating desirable Vertical Clearance Under and Vertical Clearance
Over are defined in the IBMS clearance subroutine (Figure 3-4). Similarly, horizontal clearance disutility
represents the effect of the actual horizontal clearance compared with the desirable horizontal clearance
under the bridge (Figure 5.8).
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UCDW =

n

e
1 + en

CDW is the existing Clear Deck Width
DCDW is the Desirable Clear Deck Width
n = ax + B
a = -19.926
x = CDW/DCDW
B = 16.219

Figure 5.6: Disutility Function for Clear Deck Width

U = azn + C

VC is the Existing vertical clearance
DVC is the Desirable vertical clearance
a = -4444.44
z = abs (c2 – VC/DVC – c3 + c4 )
n=2
c2 = 1
c3 = 1
c4 = 0.85
VC/DVC ≤ 0.85 UVC = 100
VC/DVC ≥ 1.0 UVC = 0

Figure 5.7: Disutility Function for Vertical Clearance
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2

UHC = -az + C

HCR is the existing Horizontal
Clearance on the Right
DHCR is the Desirable Horizontal
Clearance on the Right.

a = -400
z = abs (c2 – HCR/DHCR – c3 + c4)
n=2
c2 = 1
c3 = 1
c4 = 0.5
C = 100
HCR/DHCR ≤ 0.5 UHC = 100
HCR/DHCR ≥ 1.0 UHC = 0

Figure 5.8: Disutility Function for Horizontal Clearance

U = azn + C

UIR = azn + C
a = -0.39063
z = abs (c2 – IR – c3 + c4)
n=2
c2 = 36
c3 = 36
c4 = 20
IR ≤ 20 UIR = 100
IR ≥ 36 UIR = 0

Figure 5.9: Disutility Function for Inventory Rating
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The structural integrity of a bridge is described by its inventory rating and the associated disutility
curve is shown in Figure 5-9. Low values of inventory rating indicate a greater potential for structural
failure. The high disutility is therefore assigned to bridges with a low inventory rating. For bridges with
inventory ratings greater than 36 tons, no disutility is assigned.
A set of importance weights is used to determine a composite safety disutility value. This disutility
value for the safety objective is given by:
Usafety = WCDWUCDW + WVCUVC + WHRUHR + WIRUIR
Where: Usafety = Disutility value for safety objective; UCDW = Disutility value for clear deck width;
UVC = Disutility value for vertical clearance; UHR = Disutility value for horizontal clearance;
UIR = Disutility value for inventory rating; WCDW = Importance weight for clear deck width;
WVC = Importance weight for vertical clearance; WIR = Importance weight for inventory rating; and
WHR = Importance weight for horizontal clearance.

5.2.3 Economic Disutility
The economic efficiency effects of selecting a project are reflected in the life cycle agency and user costs
associated with that project (see LCCOST module in Chapter 4).
The agency cost disutility is calculated on the basis of the Cost Effectiveness Factor (CEF). The
CEF of a project is expressed as the product of deck area and traffic volume that is served in a year by a
dollar of agency cost invested, in other words, the reciprocal function of the equivalent uniform annual
AGENCY cost required to serve one vehicle per day per unit deck area.

CEF =

365 × ADT × BL × TotalDeckW idth
EUAC ∞

Deck area (bridge length (BL) by total deck width) and traffic volume (ADT) are included in the
CEF computation in a bid to normalize the economic efficiency evaluation criterion (or, in other words, to
avoid scaling-related bias due to bridge size and traffic volume). A disutility curve for the cost
effectiveness factor is presented in Figure 5-10. CEF or its associated disutility can change over time due
to increasing ADT. In order to reflect the range of the costs, bridge ages, and traffic volumes served, the
disutility function is defined using the lowest and highest CEF of all projects considered in a given
analysis run. Projects whose CEF is equal to the highest CEF in the domain of projects under
consideration, are assigned a disutility of 0; those with CEF equal to the lowest CEF are assigned a
disutility of 100; those with disutilities that fall within these extremes are pro-rated appropriately.
The user cost disutility corresponds to the equivalent uniform annual user cost in perpetuity. The
disutility function given for the user cost, which is similar in shape to that of the cost effectiveness factor,
is shown in Figure 5-11.
UUC = EUAUC or EUACUC,∞
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The overall economic efficiency disutility is the algebraic sum of the agency cost disutility and
the user cost disutility. U econ = U AC + UUC

Figure 5.10: Disutility Function for Agency Cost based on Cost-effectiveness

Figure 5.11: Disutility Function for User Cost
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5.2.4 Community Impact Disutility
The human community at or near which a bridge is located can be affected by the structural condition and
functional adequacy of the bridge. When vehicles detour due to a deficient bridge, the community is
adversely affected because users on the community routes face increased traffic volume due to influx of
detouring vehicles. Also, these communities face increased risk of crashes, air pollution, noise, and other
inconveniences. Furthermore, deficient bridges may also increase production costs to local industry and
agriculture because of increased transportation costs. The community impact evaluation criterion is
incorporated in IBMS using a disutility function that is based upon the bridge detour length. The
assumption is that the longer the detour length, the more severe the adverse effects of bridge inadequacy
on the community. As shown in Figure 5-12, bridges with relatively long detour length are assigned
higher disutility values compared to bridges with relatively short detour length.
The detour utility for the With Improvement scenario is determined as follows:

U DLB = 100 −

100 * ( g1 − DL) n
g1n

Where: UDLB = Utility value without (or before) the improvement; g1 = Minimum DL for utility value
(100); DL = Detour Length; n = an index.

g1 = 10
n=3
DL = Detour length.

U DLB = 100 −

100 * ( g1 − DL) n
g1n

Figure 5.12: Disutility Function for Detour Length for the Without Improvement Scenario
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The detour utility for the With Improvement scenario is determined as follows:

U DLA =

(dl − dy) *U DLB
dl

UDLA is the utility value with (or after) the improvement action; dl is the design life for bridge type; dy is
the number of years in design life until replacement; UDLB is the utility value without the improvement
action.
The detour utility value calculation is based on the presumption that as the bridge becomes older,
there is greater likelihood of bridge closure due to a decreased structural strength, and thus, a greater
likelihood of detour. Therefore, as a bridge becomes older, there is lower utility associated with the bridge
from the perspective of detour length.

5.3 The Composite Disutility Function
The composite disutility function is a total ranking score computed as the sum of the disutility values of
the individual ranking criteria (or performance objectives) multiplied by their respective weight factors:
U = WCONDUCOND + WSAFETYUSAFETY + WECONUECON + WCOMMUNITYUCOMMUNITY
Where: U is the Composite disutility value; Ucond is the Disutility value for condition objective; Usafety is
the Disutility value for safety objective; Uecon is the Disutility value for economic efficiency objective,
UCOMMUNITY is the Disutility value for community impact objective; Wcond is the Importance weight for
condition objective; Wsafe is the Importance weight for safety objective; Wecon is the Importance weight for
economic efficiency objective; WCOMMINUTY is the Importance weight for community impact objective.

5.3.1 Differences in Disutility Values between the With Improvement and Without Improvement Scenarios
Projects are ranked on the basis of the maximum difference between the disutility value with and without
the DTREE-recommended improvement activity. The disutility for the Without Improvement scenario is
computed as the cumulative weighted sum of all the individual disutility based on the existing values of
the ranking criteria. Thus, the Without Improvement disutility values indicate the current condition of the
bridge if no improvement activity is done. However, for the With Improvement scenario, the existing
conditions and variable values change by specific amounts (herein referred to as “delta values”) of the
various bridge parameters which are fixed for all the fifty improvement activities (see Table 5-1). This
delta value may be zero for certain activities. For the With Improvement scenario, the existing value of
each ranking criterion is changed by the corresponding delta value associated with the improvement
activity in question, and the overall disutility is computed as the cumulative weighted sum of all the
individual revised disutility values.
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The change on disutility for agency cost is the difference between the cost effectiveness factors
for the Without Improvement and With Improvement scenarios. Similarly, for the user cost, the change
on disutility is the difference between the EUAC∞ for the Without Improvement and With Improvement
scenarios.
Generally, the disutility values for the bridge safety items remain the same for the With
Improvement and Without Improvement scenario unless the With Improvement scenario changes any of
the following items:
•

Clear deck width: Changed to desirable only if the action is bridge replacement or
widening.

•

Vertical clearance over bridge roadway: changed to desirable only if the action is bridge
replacement or raise/lower bridge.

•

Vertical clearance under bridge: changed to desirable only if the action is bridge
replacement or raise/lower bridge.

•

Horizontal Clearance: Changed to desirable only if the action is bridge replacement.

•

Inventory Rating: Changed to desirable only if the action is bridge replacement or
superstructure replacements or superstructure strengthening.

If the With Improvement scenario involves any of the above items, the With Improvement
disutility values change on the basis of the changes in the governing criteria (with the improvement, it is
assumed that these values change to their desirable values).
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Table 5-1: Delta Values for Calculating Changes in Disutility for the With Improvement Scenario
REPAIR CODE

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Superstructure
Delta
0
0
1
0
1
2
2
2
2
2
9
9
2
2
9
9
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
1
2
2
2
9
9
2
2
0
0
2
2
2
2
9
9
2
2
0
0
2
2
2
2
9
9
2
2
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Substructure
Delta
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
9
9
2
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Deck Delta

W.S Delta

Service Delta

Culvert Delta

0
1
1
9
9
1
1
9
9
0
9
9
0
1
9
9
0
0
2
0
0
1
9
9
1
9
9
9
9
0
1
1
9
9
1
9
9
9
9
0
1
1
9
9
1
9
9
9
9
0
1
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0
3
3
9
9
3
3
9
9
0
9
9
0
1
9
9
0
0
3
0
0
3
9
9
3
9
9
9
9
0
1
3
9
9
3
9
9
9
9
0
1
3
9
9
3
9
9
9
9
0
1
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0
15
15
20
20
15
15
20
20
25
40
40
20
20
65
65
15
0
10
65
0
15
20
20
15
20
20
40
40
20
20
15
20
20
25
25
25
40
40
20
20
15
20
20
25
25
25
40
40
20
20
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA- means currently not available. These can be updated at a future time when data is available to permit the estimation of these
delta values.
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5.4 Parameter Files for Utility Functions
The ranking weight parameter file in IBMS stores all weights to calculate disutility; these weights can be
changed by the user. The Utility Parameter File is only used to define the disutility functions used in the
RANK program.
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6

The OPT Module

In the RANK module, all the bridge improvement projects are listed in order of decreasing priority
(priority is calculated on the basis of the change in disutility between the Without Improvement and the
With Improvement scenarios). So the ranking procedure can be used to selects projects in order of their
expected change in disutilities. The optimization procedure is a more sophisticated decision-making
process that selects projects within user-specified performance or budgetary constraints.
The OPT module uses dynamic programming in combination with integer linear programming
and Markov chain. Markov chain transition probabilities are applied to predict and to update bridge
conditions at each stage of the dynamic programming [Woods, 1994]. The dynamic programming
chooses the optimal spending policy which maximizes the system effectiveness over a program period by
comparing the values of effectiveness of these given budgets resulted by the integer linear programming
for each year. The benefits used in OPT are determined in the RANK module as the difference between
disutility values with and without the selected improvement activities. This difference, therefore, is
defined as the effectiveness or benefit of the bridge activity. Incorporating this definition into the dynamic
optimization model, the objective function maximizes the delta of disutility values of the bridge system
subject to the budget constraints [Jiang and Sinha, 1989].
The output of the OPT module is a list of selected bridges, activities and the corresponding costs
for the year of the program period. The output depends on the available budget: for different budgetary
levels, the program gives different sets of selected projects.
The optimization problem is as follows:
T

P

N

max(∑∑∑ Eijk X ijk )
k =1 j =1 i =1

N

P

∑∑∑ a
i =1 j =1

T

P

∑∑ X
k =1 j =1

ijk

Xijk =0 or 1

ijk

X ijk ≤ bk , for k = 1,2,2.....T

≤1
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Where:
Eijk

= Overall benefits or effectiveness gained by bridge i if an improvement activity is performed in
the year k

Ui0k

= Disutility value of bridge i if no activity is performed in year k

Uijk

= Disutility value of bridge i given the activity j in year k

aijk

= Cost of activity j for bridge i in year k

bk

= Programming budget available in year k

Xijk

= Decision variable for bridge i given activity j in year k

Xijk

= 1 if activity j is selected for bridge i in year k, 0 otherwise

N

= Number of bridges in the analysis

P

= Maximum number of activities considered per bridge per year

T

= Number of years in optimization analysis period.

In the version of DTREE used in the current IBMS software package (Version 2009), P=3 since there
are three possible activities which DTREE can recommend for each bridge every year. N is the size of the
bridge network under consideration.
The optimization procedure considers all possible combinations of projects over several years, and
hence, produces results that provide greater insight compared with those of the ranking procedures [Jiang
and Sinha, 1989]. However, optimization procedures are costly in terms of the computational time
required and computer memory. For problem sets that involve a large number of projects, it may not be
possible to consider all possible project combinations in a single run. In such cases, preliminary screening
projects can be carried out to reduce the problem size and/or heuristic approaches can be incorporated in
the program to reach a near optimal solution in a shorter computational time.
Optimization Module Parameter File
In the OPT parameter file in IBMS, the options and variables used in the OPT module are defined. These
include program options in which optimal method is chosen; the base year of the analysis period; the
number of the years in analysis period; the weight for condition, safety, cost effectiveness, and
community impact; annual budget; etc.
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7

Conclusions

7.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Indiana Bridge Management System (IBMS) is a formal framework by which INDOT can collect,
process, and update data, predict deterioration, identify alternative actions and predict their costs, and
identify optimal preservation policies. IBMS development for the state of Indiana began at Purdue
University in 1982.The IBMS Software is a computerized version of this framework, to facilitate the
functions of the IBMS. This package has remained only one of the very few bridge management system
software packages in the United States. In a number of ways, IBMS is many steps ahead of most other
BMS packages nationwide. For example, it possesses several unique features such as its incorporation of
multiple performance criteria in its functions, possesses detailed and explicit functions to estimate agency
and user cost, and has an elaborate procedure to select bridge preservation actions in the context of typical
but flexible timelines for agency preservation programming. However, for many years, IBMS capabilities
were not fully exploited due to reasons that include its outdated coding language and outmoded operating
system. Furthermore, the old versions of IBMS lacked certain considerations in their internal logic, such
as a preventive maintenance component. As such, INDOT deemed it necessary to update and enhance the
existing Indiana Bridge Management System framework and software so that it can fulfill its functions in
a more reliable and more efficient manner. This report described the new IBMS including areas that have
been enhanced and modified.
The report shows how preventive treatments have been incorporated in the preservation decision
framework, thus demonstrating that it is feasible to incorporate bridge preventive maintenance into the
evaluation and decision-making processes for bridge investments. Furthermore, a new software code was
written as part of this project. The new software package provides a new easy-to-use graphical user
interface. Furthermore, newly available computer programming techniques were identified and used to
rewrite code to enhance the program efficiency.
The package can now serve as a decision-support tool to more reliably assist INDOT’s bridge
engineers in planning, programming, monitoring, and managing individual bridges or the entire bridge
network. This includes forecasting physical and financial needs in the short-term and long-term. The
enhanced IBMS software provides cumulative results regarding the condition of individual bridges, the
overall network, or any subset of the network. The package generates reports on trends of individual and
network bridge condition, uses mathematical models to make cost and performance predictions, facilitates
analysis and evaluation of alternative actions, and provides a rational basis by which defensible policies
and programs can be developed, compared and selected within policy and budget constraints.
The enhanced package comprises four interrelated modules that can run sequentially: (i) the
decision tree module (DTREE) where the software recommends appropriate repair, rehabilitation,
reconstruction, and replacement activities on the basis of bridge structural condition ratings, physical
characteristics, traffic information, and highway type; (ii) the LCCOST Module, where the software
calculates bridge user costs and agency costs over the bridge life cycle. In the enhanced IBMS software,
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the agency cost calculation for the improvement recommended by DTREE at the First Action Year, is
carried out in the DTREE module; (iii) the RANK Module, where the software computes a measure of
overall desirability or otherwise of a bridge improvement (in the form of disutilities) for each bridge in
the network. This is done on the basis of multiple performance criteria: structural condition, safety, cost
effectiveness and community impact; (iv) the OPT Module, where the software evaluates possible
combinations of projects to determine the best use of funds. The chosen set of improvement projects is
that which collectively yields the maximum overall benefit within given budgetary and other constraints.
Benefit is measured as the difference in the weighted sum of disutility values between the With
Improvement and Without Improvement scenarios. A simple needs-based analysis may require only the
use of DTREE, but where there are funding constraints, DTREE is not enough, and the optimization
module OPT must be used.

7.2 AREAS OF FUTURE IMPROVEMENT
7.2.1 Reading Data from the IBMS Database
In certain cases, the IBMS user may be unable to read bridge data correctly from the main database into
IBMS. There are two possible reasons for this problem. First, the data format may be inconsistent with
what is required by IBMS. If the data input are in a format that is different from what IBMS requires, the
program would interpret the situation as one of missing data. Secondly, if the database is closed
unexpectedly in the last run or if the database is being used by another program at the same time as the
intended IBMS program run, the user will be unable to read the database correctly.
Possible solutions to problems associated with incorrect data reading are itemized in the table below.
Limitations

1

2

Although IBMS has a number of
interfaces for input and update of most
basic information such as bridge cost
parameters and the average daily traffic
growth rate, there still exists other data
(such as unit travel time cost and action
change matrix) that cannot be input and
updated through any interface, in the
current version.

Possible Future Improvement
A greater number of interfaces could be developed to provide users an
even friendlier tool for inputting ALL basic information. Also, the
database could be enhanced to facilitate data entry through the use of
warning dialogue windows.
Specifically, input and update interfaces need to be provided for the
following data items:
•
•
•

User cost information (in Table “UserCost”)
Action effect information (in Table “deltable”)
Performance measure weights information (in Table
“DisutilityWts”)
• Parameters in disutility function (in Table “DisutilityParam”)
A few parameters, such as interest rate These parameters can be included in the database and then interfaces
can be developed to input and update them to make them changeable:
and Markov transition probability
matrix cell numbers, are hard coded,
which means that their current values • Bridge load deterioration rate
• Interest rate
cannot be changed unless a software
programmer “goes into” the code line- • Transition probability matrix
by-line to make any needed changes.
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7.2.2 The D-TREE Module
In IBMS, the actions recommended by the DTREE are based on the Markov chain model of element
deterioration and thus is based on transition matrices. However, the use of Markov chain models is
inherent with a number of assumptions that may be unduly restrictive and thus may yield forecasted
conditions that may be significantly different from actual conditions. Any incorrect forecast of condition
has an effect on the appropriateness of the recommended action by DTREE. A possible solution is to use
regression deterioration model to predict bridge condition.

7.2.3 The LCCOST Module
IBMS seeks to recommend investments in a cost-effective manner, over an extended horizon period.
Thus, a bridge may have some functional or structural deficiencies at the current time but may not be due
for replacement or widening until some far, future year when it is more cost-effective to do so. For such
bridges, any rehabilitation applied in the intervening time interval may have an equivocal effect: on one
hand, bridge life will be extended; on the other hand, due to extension of the bridge life, users will
continue to suffer the effect of the functional or structural deficiencies that are not addressed by the
intervening rehabilitations.
Thus, for such extensions in bridge life, the overall life-cycle user cost for the With Improvement
scenario may exceed that for the Without Improvement scenario. In other words, the benefit of the With
Improvement scenario, in terms of life cycle user cost, will be negative. While it seems unreasonable to
have no benefit in user cost for the With Improvement scenario, this result holds true for bridges that fall
into the situation described in the preceding paragraph.
Index

Limitations

Possible Future Improvement

1

Currently, IBMS uses life-cycle activity profiles as a basis
to recommend projects in the long term and thus to
Consider the use of long-term decisions that
calculate agency cost and user cost in the long run. But, in
are condition-based rather than profile-based.
practice, DOTs may not follow the profile. Also, it is better
to have condition-based actions, not profile-based actions.

2

Service life extensions that are unduly large can exacerbate The extensions of service life for the With
the problem of negative user-cost benefits.
Improvement Scenarios (that is, resulting
from a DTREE-recommended action) may
need to be revised to make them more
consistent with actual practice.
Currently, user costs do not consider traffic safety cost.
Only travel time and VOC costs are considered.

Safety costs are considered in the RANK
module, and thus consideration of safety
costs in LCCOST may lead to overlapping.
This issue could be examined in greater
detail.

IBMS outputs do not explicitly provide bridge element
conditions for the With Improvement and Without
Improvement scenarios.

The software could be modified to have
functions and interfaces that present bridge
element conditions for the With
Improvement and Without Improvement
scenarios.

3

4
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7.2.4 The OPT Module
The optimization formulation in IBMS is based on the classic Knapsack problem, and the results provided
by the OPT module utilize a heuristic, not an exact algorithm. As such, the recommendations may not
always reflect a truly optimal solution but instead provide a solution that is a good approximation to the
optimal. Thus, future work may examine the feasibility of using exact algorithms and whether it is
worthwhile for researchers to make additional efforts to instead use exact algorithms that yield truly
optimal solutions. As part of such work, the “goodness” of the IBMS heuristic could be examined vis-àvis the exact algorithms in terms of accuracy (deviation from the optimal solution) and computational
time. Also, there is the issue of multi-year budgeting (instead of, or in addition to having a single budget
for the entire analysis period): future improvements should add the flexibility of specifying whether or not
any funds left over from one year can be transferred to the following year. The table below itemizes these
possible future improvements in the OPT module.

7.2.5

Index

Limitations

Possible Future Improvement

1

The current optimization algorithm in IBMS can deal
with multi-year budget situation, but it considers each
year’s budget separately and any funds left over from
one year cannot be transferred to the following year.

A flexible formulation should be provided
for the user to decide how to specify the
budget coverage situation and budget
transferability across the years.

2

The optimization algorithm in IBMS is a heuristic
algorithm.

Test the accuracy of the optimization
algorithm.

Other Areas for Possible Enhancement

Future versions of the software could include an Individual Bridge Quality Index and Overall Network
Quality Index. These indices, which are based on earlier IBMS studies at Purdue, are herein described.
7.2.5.1 Individual Bridge Quality Index
The Quality Index of a bridge represents its physical condition and the services it provides. In the IBMS
framework, Quality Index is computed as a function of condition and safety disutility. Community impact
is excluded because it is related to several external factors such as agency policy and community
tolerances and values. The Quality Index (QI) is defined as the non-weighted average of the condition and
safety disutility. Unlike disutility, QI ranges from 0 (worse) to 100 (best). The general formula for
calculating the quality index is:
QI = 100 – 0.5Ucond – 0.5Usafe

7.2.5.2 Overall Network Quality Index
In the IBMS framework, the Network Quality Index (NQI) is defined as that value of the Quality Index
that is exceeded by a certain user-specified percentage of the bridges of the network or its subset. For
example, the QI above which 85% of all bridge QI’s fall. The Network Quality Index, defined as the non-
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weighted average of the condition and safety disutility, can be calculated using the cumulative percentage
of individual bridge Quality Indices.
7.2.5.3 Possible Errors due to Non-sequential run Attempts
The output of each IBMS module serves the input for the next module, that is, DTREE output is the input
for the LCCOST, LCCOST output is the input for the RANK, and RANK output is the input for the OPT.
If this order is violated, the IBMS software user may receive error messages and cannot continue to run
the software. Thus the IBMS user needs to follow a sequential procedure to run the software: open
database, run D-TREE module, run LCCOST module, run RANK module, and last run OPT module.
At the current time (IBMS Version 2009), such program error messages due to user failure to
follow the sequence can only be addressed by first closing the entire program, opening it again, and
following the sequential running procedure.
In future versions of IBMS, appropriate software features including dialogue windows could be
included to prevent this from happening. Alternatively, the software could be enhanced to allow the user
to run segments of the program by using the outputs of preceding modules that were ran at a previous
time and stored as “project” files.
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GENERAL APPENDIX A

DETERIORATION MODELS
The modeling of bridge element condition is a critical aspect of bridge investment analysis. The
deterioration models presented in this section of the report provides input for the DTREE and LCCOST
modules in IBMS. Using the deterioration models, the future conditions of elements can be predicted and
thus serve as a basis for selecting the appropriate repair action at the First Action Year (in DTREE) and
for calculating the user impacts of bridge deficiencies (in LCCOST). The deterioration models were
developed using two alternative approaches: a continuous regression model and a discrete probability
model (Markov chain).
Deterioration curves in IBMS, which show the relationship between bridge condition rating and
the bridge age (Jiang and Sinha, 1989), were developed with the help of bridge management personnel
from INDOT. The models were developed for the different bridge elements, separately for IBMS road
classes which were later reclassified as follows: NHS, Non NHS Major, Non-NHS Minor, and Non-NHS
Local. For substructure and arch elements, a single deterioration curve was developed for all road classes
and superstructure material types – this is based on the assumption that these bridge elements deteriorate
at the same rate irrespective of road class or superstructure type.

A.1 Deterioration Models for Wearing Surface, Deck, Superstructure, and Substructure
Figures A-1 to A-6 present the deterioration models for wearing surface, deck, superstructure, and
substructure (Kepaptsoglou and Sinha, 2002). The following general mathematical form is used:

Element _ Condition = E −

A
B + C * ( Age) D

Age represents the number of years since the element was replaced. The model equations for each
element are shown in the inset boxes in the respective figures.
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NHS and Non-NHS Major: W = 9 −

0 .45896
0 .06816 + 90 .218 * year − 2.8083

R2 = 0.99779

Non-NHS Minor: W = 9 −

0 .12469
0 .01989 + 90 .274 * year − 3.0995

R2 = 0.99880

Non-NHS Local: W = 9 −

0 .04254
0 .00721 + 90 .587 * year − 3.14412

R2 = 0.99869

Figure A-1: Deterioration Curve for Wearing Surface
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Condition Rating

8.00

6.00

4.00

Minor & Local
NHS & Major

2.00

0.00
0
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100

Age(Years)

NHS and Non-NHS Major: DCR = 3 .37296 −

134 .396
22 .21214 + 0 .000184 × year 3.15528

Non-NHS Minor and Local: DCR = 2 .43382 −

134 .729
26 .57300 + 0 .0000206 × year 3.168525

Figure A-2: Deterioration Curve for Decks of Steel Bridges
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NHS and Non-NHS Major: DCR = 3 .588 −

133 .641
27 .399 + 0 .000128 × year 3.322

Non-NHS Minor and Local: DCR = 4 .702 −

132 .844
35 .202 + 0 .000009 × year 4.040

Figure A-3: Deterioration Curve for Decks of Concrete Bridges

R2 = 0.99

R2 = 0.99

100

NHS and Major:

D = 2 .1032 +

Minor and Local: D = 2 .6726 +

19 .217
2 .7996 + 0 .000386 * year 2.2320

55 .241
8 .7527 + 0 .000084 * year 2.2746

R2 = 0.99

R2 = 0.99

Figure A-4: Deterioration Curve for Concrete Superstructure
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NHS and Non-NHS Major:

D = 1 .70219 +

51 .82974
7 .03877 + 0 .00859 * year 1.70602

R2 = 0.99

Non-NHS Minor and Local:

D = 2 .51724 +

52 .24450
7 .95133 + 0 .00535 * year 1.840

R2 = 0.99

Figure A-5: Deterioration Curve for Steel Superstructure
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D = 2 .68044 +

24 .94888
3 .94916 + 0 .00038 * year 2.27543

Figure A-6: Deterioration Curve for Substructure

D =9−

0 .02444
0 .00328 + 69 .61697 * year − 2.2594

Figure A-7: Deterioration Curve for Arches
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A.2 Deterioration Models for Deck Patch Rating and Deck Patch Percentage
A.2.1 Deterioration Models for Deck Patch Percentage
The deterioration model for deck patch percentage as a function of age is provided below.

Figure A-8 Deterioration Model for Deck Patch Percentage (Modified from Mahmodi, 2008).

A.2.2 Relationships between Deck Patch Condition Rating and Deck Patch Percentage
In IBMS, data provided by the field inspectors are in the form of a deck patch percentage. However, for
purposes of consistency with the other element condition assessments in the DTREEs, a deck patch
condition rating ranging from 0 (very poor) to 9 (excellent condition) is preferred. Furthermore, for
purposes of reporting, it may be desired to have the deck condition presented as a percentage and not as a
rating. As such, there was a need to develop a flexible relationship to convert deck patching percentage to
deck patch rating and vice versa. Table A-1 shows deck patching percentage vs. deck patching condition
rating vs. age of the deck (modified from Mahmodi, 2008, and on the basis of recommendations of
INDOT BMS engineers). Also, Figure A-9 presents the relationship between deck patching percentage
and deck patching rating.

Table A-1 Deck Patching Condition Rating vs. Percentage
Age (Year)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Percentage

Condition Rating

NHS and Major

Minor

Local

NHS and Major

Minor

Local

0
0.27
0.8
3.7
13
18.7
20

0
0.12
0.48
2.1
8.1
13.5
15

0
0.06
0.3
1.2
5.4
10.5
12

9.0
8.4
5.5
4.2
3.3
2.8
2.6

9.0
8.8
7.6
5.9
4.6
3.8
3.4

9.0
8.9
8.4
7.3
6.1
5.1
4.4
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Figure A-9 illustrates the graph of deck patching percentage versus deck patching age and is based on the
values of Table A-1.

Figure A-9 Relationship between Deck Patching Condition Rating vs. Deck Patching Percentage

A.2.3 Deterioration Models for Deck Patch Condition Rating
From the deterioration models in Section A.2.1 and the conversion functions in Section A.2.2, models for
the deterioration of the deck rating as a function of deck age were developed. These are presented in
Figure A-10 below.
The general form of the deterioration curve for deck patching (Kepaptsoglou and Sinha, 2002) is:

Deck _ Patching _ Condition = E −

A
B + C * ( Age) D

The coefficients for the model are as shown in Table 5.1. Figures A1-A10 presents the model for
the deterioration of deck patch rating over time.
Table A-2 Coefficients for Deck Patch Deterioration Model
Road Functional Class

A

B

C

D

E

NHS and Major

-7.891

1.174

0.172

2.775

2.368

Minor

-7.891

1.174

0.172

2.775

2.368

Local

-11.344

1.886

0.025

3.079

2.989
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Figure A-10 Deterioration Model for Deck Patch Rating

A.2.4 Reset Values after Deck Patching
The relationship between the reset value and Delta value, for deck patching, is calculated as follows:
Delta (at any year i) = DP% (patching age i) – Reset Value for DP%
Where, Delta (at any year i) = the performance jump after patching action is done in year i,
Knowing the age, the value of DP% can be determined from Figures A1- A8.
The user inputs the Reset Value for DP%. As a default value, this can be assumed to be 0%. So, for
example, if patching age is 6 years then, Delta (at year 6) = 30% - 0% = 30 DP% units. At a future
time when data becomes available, the IBMS default values may be replaced by values that duly
reflect the effectiveness of the patching actions.
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A.3 Deterioration Models for Deck Joints
The deterioration model for bridge deck joints was developed by Mahmodi (2008) on the basis of the
IBMS Version 2002 model (Kepaptsoglou and Sinha, 2002) for wearing surface deterioration model. The
assumption is that the general pattern of joint deterioration generally follows that of the wearing surface: a
gradual deterioration rate followed by a steep rate of deterioration and finally a gradual rate of
deterioration. The only exception is that unlike the wearing surface that has a service life of
approximately 30 years, the joint was assumed to have a service life of 6 years, relatively early in tHe
curve shown in Figure A-11.
The functional form of the joint deterioration model is presented below, and its coefficients are
shown in Table A-3. Table A-4 presents the same model in the table form. Figure A-11 illustrates the
graph of joint condition rating versus joint age.

Deck _ Patching _ Condition = 9 −

A
B + C * ( Age) D

Table A-3 Coefficients for Deck Joint Model (Mahmodi, 2008)
Road Functional Class
NHS
Non-NHS
Non-NHS Local

A
0.45896
0.12469
0.04254

B
0.06876
0.01989
0.00721

C
28.892
25.690
25.317

Table A-4 Joint Condition Rating vs. Age
Age (Year)

Road Classes
NHS and Major

Minor

Local

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

9
8.98
8.89
8.67
8.30
7.80
7.21
6.59
5.99
5.43
4.94
4.52
4.17

9
9.00
8.96
8.86
8.66
8.36
7.96
7.47
6.95
6.41
5.91
5.45
5.04

9
9.00
8.99
8.95
8.87
8.75
8.56
8.32
8.03
7.69
7.32
6.94
6.56

13
14
15
16

3.88
3.64
3.44
3.27

4.69
4.40
4.15
3.94

6.20
5.85
5.54
5.25

17
18
19
20

3.14
3.02
2.93
2.85

3.77
3.62
3.50
3.40

5.00
4.78
4.58
4.41

D
-2.8083
-3.0995
-3.14412
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Figure A-11 Deterioration Model for Joints
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A.4 Markov Chain Approach to Performance Prediction
A.4.1 General Discussion of the Markov Process
A stochastic process is considered Markovian if the future behavior of the process depends only on the
present state (or condition) but not on the past. In a Markovian process, therefore, if the state is known at
any given point in time, that information is sufficient to predict the behavior of the process beyond that
point.
Markovian transition probabilities have been used extensively in the field of infrastructure
management, to provide forecasts of facility conditions, and there is a school of thought which holds the
view that the Markov chain model provides more reasonable estimation of bridge conditions than other
models. In IBMS, Markovian deterioration models are used by the DTREE module to predict the
condition ratings of the substructure, superstructure, deck condition, joint, and patch ratings. The
transition probabilities specify the likelihood that the condition of a bridge element will deteriorate over
an inspection interval. Transitions are probabilistic in nature as bridge deterioration is not a perfectly
deterministic event.
In order to apply Markov chain to bridge performance, it is necessary to determine states in terms
of bridge condition ratings and the probabilities of bridge condition changing from one state to another.
These probabilities are represented in a matrix form (Transition Probability Matrix). Knowing the present
state of bridges, the future conditions can be predicted through multiplications of initial state vector, Q(0),
and the transition probability matrix, P.

Q(0) = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0]
An Example of initial state vector

P =

P99
0
0

P98
P88
0

0
P87

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

P77

P78

0
0

0
0

0
0

P66

0

P65
P45

0
P44

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

P34

P33

An Example of a Transition Probability Matrix where
Pij = Transition probability from state i to state j

i = [3…9] and j = [3…9]
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The highest condition state is 9 and the lowest practical rating is 2. For IBMS, the following assumptions
were made to estimate the transition probabilities:
1. Bridge elements in states 3 and below are assigned rating of 3.
2. In one inspection interval, bridge elements can only deteriorate by one condition state, that is, a
bridge may move from 6 to 5 but not to 4. This assumption is generally consistent with field
observations.
The Markovian assumption is that there is a change in a condition state between two consecutive
inspections. This change depends only on the condition state in the immediate previous time period and is
assumed to be independent of the deterioration history of the bridge beyond the immediate previous
period.
The most common way of estimating Markov transition probabilities is the regression-based method.
In IBMS, transition probabilities were computed as a function of average daily traffic (ADT), bridge
condition rating, bridge age, bridge type, highway type, and climatic region [Jiang and Sinha, 1989].
Then the state vector for any time T, Q(T), can be obtained by the multiplication of initial state vector
Q(0) and the Tth power of the transition probability P:
Q(T) = Q(0)*P*P*P……..*P
= Q(t)*PT
Element deterioration curves (see Figures A-1 to A-11) were used to determine the transition probabilities
[Jiang and Sinha 1989]. Transition probabilities are influenced by the age at which the bridge is analyzed,
because the slope in deterioration curves is flat or steep depending on the stage of classical life cycle
where the bridge has reached at the time of the analysis – the initial years of gentle deterioration rate, the
mid-years of steep deterioration rates, or the old years of gentle deterioration rates. The gentler the
deterioration curve (approaching a flat horizontal line), the smaller the probabilities that an element will
change from one stage to another; the steeper the deterioration model (approaching a vertical line), the
greater the probabilities that an element will change from one stage to another. Thus the nature of the
curves developed in Figures A-1 to A-11 can greatly influence the transition probability matrices, and any
updates to these curves should be done with due circumspection.
The transition probabilities were developed for each bridge element. The material type (steel or
concrete), functional class, interstate or non-interstate status, were considered. The transition probabilities
were developed for six-year age increments. The same probabilities are used for periods of 6 years,
implying that there is an implicit assumption that within year 0 through year 6, the bridge deteriorates at
the same rate; and within year 7 though year 12, it deteriorates at the same rate (which may be different
from the deterioration rate in years 0-6), and so on.
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A.4.2 Updating the Bridge Condition Transition Matrices in the Future
In the future, as bridge inspections yield more and more data, the IBMS user can (independently of
the software) use Bayesian techniques to update the transition probabilities in the Markov chain. This
section describes how the user could carry out such updating and also discusses the underlying concepts
of the Bayesian updating process.
Under suitable assumptions, the updated estimate is determined as the weighted average of
previous estimate and the mean of the new data.
The techniques that derive probabilistic information and estimate parameter values from observed
data are termed methods of statistical inference or inferential statistics. In this concept, information
obtained from sample data is used to make generalizations about the population. Inferential methods,
provide a link between the real world and the idealized probability models prescribed in a probabilistic
analysis, include the classical statistical approach and the Bayesian approach which are used to estimate
the unknown parameters.
In contrast with the classical statistical analysis, the Bayesian approach assumes the unknown
parameters of a distribution to be random variables. The uncertainty associated with the estimation of the
parameters is combined with the inherent variability of the random variable using Bayesian Theorem. In
this approach, subjective judgments based on indirectly obtained information or experience is
incorporated systematically with the observed data to obtain a balanced estimation.
The Bayesian approach is particularly useful in cases where available information is limited and
subjective judgment is necessary. In parameter estimation, the engineer has prior knowledge of the range
of values, and can provide some intuitive judgments on the values that are more likely to occur than
others.
To update the transition probabilities in the future, data can be obtained from the Indiana State Bridge
Inventory (ISBI) database which is a relatively large dataset that includes data from the NBI database.
ISBI contains yearly information on over 5,716 state-owned bridges (as of February 2, 2009). Each bridge
record consists of a number of items that include bridge inventory, age, and condition.
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A.5 IBMS Transition Matrices
1. Superstructure condition transition matrix for NHS Major
Road Class

Superstructure
Material

Steel or Timber

NHS or Major

Other Materials

Age Range

Transition Matrices

0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
31-36
37-42
43-48
49-54
55-60
61-66
67-72
73-78
79-84
85-90
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
31-36
37-42
43-48
49-54
55-60
61-66
67-72
73-78
79-84
85-90

{0.976, 0.936, 0.890, 0.885, 0.920, 0.930, 0.920, 1.0}
{0.951, 0.930, 0.903, 0.900, 0.910, 0.915, 0.910, 1.0}
{0.948, 0.930, 0.855, 0.870, 0.880, 0.870, 0.860, 1.0}
{0.945, 0.920, 0.830, 0.850, 0.868, 0.870, 0.865, 1.0}
{0.940, 0.918, 0.857, 0.852, 0.870, 0.880, 0.870, 1.0}
{0.930, 0.912, 0.847, 0.865, 0.874, 0.870, 0.870, 1.0}
{0.955, 0.957, 0.905, 0.908, 0.907, 0.892, 0.860, 1.0}
{0.950, 0.945, 0.925, 0.933, 0.925, 0.918, 0.850, 1.0}
{0.945, 0.956, 0.930, 0.945, 0.945, 0.912, 0.876, 1.0}
{0.943, 0.955, 0.928, 0.948, 0.955, 0.920, 0.886, 1.0}
{0.940, 0.955, 0.932, 0.960, 0.955, 0.925, 0.886, 1.0}
{0.890, 0.912, 0.948, 0.958, 0.959, 0.938, 0.910, 1.0}
{0.870, 0.890, 0.943, 0.957, 0.957, 0.948, 0.928, 1.0}
{0.870, 0.905, 0.941, 0.957, 0.953, 0.955, 0.925, 1.0}
{0.850, 0.850, 0.937, 0.956, 0.954, 0.950, 0.930, 1.0}
{0.989, 0.97, 0.937, 0.955, 0.92, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.962, 0.958, 0.925, 0.92, 0.89, 0.88, 0.87, 1.0}
{0.966, 0.945, 0.88, 0.88, 0.89, 0.88, 0.87, 1.0}
{0.95, 0.93, 0.87, 0.88, 0.87, 0.88, 0.87, 1.0}
{0.95, 0.932, 0.872, 0.88, 0.87, 0.88, 0.87, 1.0}
{0.952, 0.935, 0.878, 0.888, 0.878, 0.88, 0.87, 1.0}
{0.95, 0.93, 0.865, 0.88, 0.868, 0.87, 0.85, 1.0}
{0.94, 0.92, 0.855, 0.875, 0.86, 0.866, 0.85, 1.0}
{0.94, 0.95, 0.885, 0.915, 0.92, 0.9, 0.876, 1.0}
{0.93, 0.95, 0.898, 0.92, 0.93, 0.91, 0.876, 1.0}
{0.92, 0.955, 0.912, 0.936, 0.955, 0.923, 0.886, 1.0}
{0.89, 0.912, 0.958, 0.968, 0.969, 0.948, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.87, 0.87, 0.933, 0.94, 0.937, 0.938, 0.928, 1.0}
{0.86, 0.865, 0.931, 0.953, 0.946, 0.945, 0.918, 1.0}
{0.85, 0.85, 0.937, 0.96, 0.954, 0.95, 0.93, 1.0}

Note: 8 elements in each vector represent the probabiltiy of keep the same condition in the next year for 8
condtion status (from 9 to 2) .
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2. Superstructure condition transition matrix for Minor or Local
Road Class

Superstructure
Material

Steel or Timber

Minor

or Local

Other Materials

Age Range

Transition Matrices

0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
31-36
37-42
43-48
49-54
55-60
61-66
67-72
73-78
79-84
85-90
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
31-36
37-42
43-48
49-54
55-60
61-66
67-72
73-78
79-84
85-90

{0.987, 0.974, 0.95, 0.955, 0.92, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.972, 0.945, 0.935, 0.91, 0.91, 0.88, 0.88, 1.0}
{0.952, 0.934, 0.865, 0.865, 0.87, 0.86, 0.83, 1.0}
{0.943, 0.925, 0.905, 0.915, 0.915, 0.93, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.938, 0.89, 0.905, 0.88, 0.865, 0.928, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.924, 0.885, 0.912, 0.907, 0.904, 0.898, 0.89, 1.0}
{0.925, 0.912, 0.911, 0.913, 0.932, 0.941, 0.931, 1.0}
{0.941, 0.937, 0.937, 0.938, 0.945, 0.938, 0.928, 1.0}
{0.925, 0.941, 0.945, 0.94, 0.95, 0.935, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.89, 0.917, 0.963, 0.965, 0.975, 0.957, 0.923, 1.0}
{0.9, 0.912, 0.962, 0.963, 0.972, 0.962, 0.913, 1.0}
{0.885, 0.912, 0.957, 0.965, 0.965, 0.955, 0.91, 1.0}
{0.875, 0.911, 0.958, 0.966, 0.975, 0.965, 0.932, 1.0}
{0.87, 0.9, 0.952, 0.965, 0.969, 0.965, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.85, 0.881, 0.95, 0.965, 0.967, 0.965, 0.93, 1.0}
{0.989, 0.979, 0.96, 0.965, 0.95, 0.92, 0.91, 1.0}
{0.986, 0.969, 0.95, 0.94, 0.92, 0.9, 0.89, 1.0}
{0.962, 0.942, 0.875, 0.875, 0.88, 0.87, 0.84, 1.0}
{0.957, 0.945, 0.933, 0.925, 0.925, 0.94, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.954, 0.922, 0.93, 0.905, 0.894, 0.938, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.944, 0.92, 0.925, 0.92, 0.91, 0.908, 0.89, 1.0}
{0.935, 0.912, 0.915, 0.919, 0.928, 0.936, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.938, 0.897, 0.913, 0.91, 0.904, 0.91, 0.88, 1.0}
{0.925, 0.933, 0.94, 0.931, 0.928, 0.9, 0.875, 1.0}
{0.89, 0.88, 0.941, 0.933, 0.956, 0.935, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.9, 0.907, 0.96, 0.963, 0.963, 0.945, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.88, 0.91, 0.952, 0.958, 0.961, 0.941, 0.91, 1.0}
{0.875, 0.894, 0.954, 0.962, 0.967, 0.958, 0.932, 1.0}
{0.87, 0.89, 0.947, 0.96, 0.966, 0.956, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.85, 0.881, 0.957, 0.97, 0.968, 0.965, 0.94, 1.0}

Note: 8 elements in each vector represent the probabiltiy of keep the same condition in the next year for 8
condtion status (from 9 to 2) .
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3. Substructure condition transition matrix
Age Range

Transition Matrices

0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
31-36
37-42
43-48
49-54
55-60
61-66
67-72
73-78
79-84
85-90

{0.9955, 0.993, 0.989, 0.987, 0.985, 0.98, 0.98, 1.0}
{0.976, 0.971, 0.976, 0.983, 0.985, 0.97, 0.97, 1.0}
{0.972, 0.935, 0.944, 0.95, 0.935, 0.93, 0.93, 1.0}
{0.954, 0.92, 0.923, 0.943, 0.955, 0.94, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.954, 0.922, 0.93, 0.925, 0.934, 0.938, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.944, 0.92, 0.925, 0.922, 0.924, 0.928, 0.89, 1.0}
{0.939, 0.915, 0.918, 0.917, 0.919, 0.92, 0.89, 1.0}
{0.929, 0.895, 0.905, 0.907, 0.9, 0.91, 0.88, 1.0}
{0.929, 0.936, 0.945, 0.935, 0.935, 0.91, 0.88, 1.0}
{0.89, 0.88, 0.94, 0.935, 0.955, 0.91, 0.88, 1.0}
{0.9, 0.907, 0.958, 0.96, 0.96, 0.94, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.89, 0.912, 0.958, 0.965, 0.966, 0.948, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.87, 0.89, 0.95, 0.96, 0.964, 0.955, 0.928, 1.0}
{0.87, 0.891, 0.951, 0.963, 0.966, 0.955, 0.928, 1.0}
{0.85, 0.88, 0.955, 0.968, 0.968, 0.965, 0.94, 1.0}

4. Deck condition transition matrix
Road Class

NHS

Major

Minor

Local

Age Range

Transition Matrices

0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30

{0.913, 0.96, 0.864, 0.82, 0.7, 0.75, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.59, 0.555, 0.64, 0.68, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.63, 0.67, 0.66, 0.64, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.84, 0.838, 0.768, 0.745, 0.68, 1.0}
{0.77, 0.83, 0.96, 0.95, 0.95, 0.96, 0.85, 1.0}
{0.913, 0.96, 0.864, 0.82, 0.7, 0.75, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.59, 0.555, 0.64, 0.68, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.63, 0.67, 0.66, 0.64, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.84, 0.838, 0.768, 0.745, 0.68, 1.0}
{0.77, 0.83, 0.96, 0.95, 0.95, 0.96, 0.85, 1.0}
{0.978, 0.971, 0.858, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.71, 0.68, 0.68, 0.645, 0.68, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.78, 0.755, 0.64, 0.64, 0.63, 0.63, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.7, 0.75, 0.725, 0.78, 0.75, 1.0}
{0.77, 0.83, 0.9, 0.92, 0.96, 0.96, 0.83, 1.0}
0.988, 0.971, 0.878, 0.8, 0.75, 0.77, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.864, 0.85, 0.725, 0.745, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.82, 0.82, 0.68, 0.72, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.8, 0.75, 0.645, 0.65, 0.68, 1.0}
{0.77, 0.83, 0.86, 0.86, 0.89, 0.9, 0.75, 1.0}
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5. Arch Rating transition matrix
Age Range

Transition Matrices

0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
31-36
37-42
43-48
49-54
55-60
61-66
67-72
73-78
79-84
85-90
91-96
97-102
103-108
109-114
115-120

{1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0}
{1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0}
{0.9955, 0.99, 0.98, 0.977, 0.965, 0.96, 0.96, 1.0}
{0.982, 0.935, 0.959, 0.96, 0.94, 0.938, 0.945, 1.0}
{0.96, 0.932, 0.935, 0.94, 0.93, 0.925, 0.922, 1.0}
{0.966, 0.935, 0.93, 0.946, 0.955, 0.94, 0.92, 1.0}
{0.952, 0.921, 0.926, 0.92, 0.93, 0.933, 0.895, 1.0}
{0.94, 0.918, 0.92, 0.917, 0.92, 0.92, 0.884, 1.0}
{0.94, 0.917, 0.915, 0.915, 0.919, 0.92, 0.89, 1.0}
{0.927, 0.893, 0.907, 0.913, 0.918, 0.93, 0.9, 1.0}
{0.92, 0.915, 0.91, 0.905, 0.91, 0.885, 0.84, 1.0}
{0.88, 0.87, 0.939, 0.938, 0.96, 0.911, 0.87, 1.0}
{0.898, 0.905, 0.957, 0.955, 0.953, 0.935, 0.89, 1.0}
{0.89, 0.91, 0.955, 0.962, 0.963, 0.945, 0.91, 1.0}
{0.875, 0.895, 0.953, 0.96, 0.97, 0.963, 0.94, 1.0}
{0.877, 0.896, 0.958, 0.967, 0.969, 0.965, 0.945, 1.0}
{0.85, 0.88, 0.955, 0.965, 0.965, 0.97, 0.948, 1.0}
{0.855, 0.892, 0.965, 0.972, 0.982, 0.983, 0.965, 1.0}
{0.858, 0.888, 0.963, 0.973, 0.972, 0.973, 0.96, 1.0}
{0.855, 0.886, 0.96, 0.973, 0.972, 0.972, 0.955, 1.0}

6. Wearing surface condition transition matrix
Road Class

NHS

Major

Minor

Local

Age Range

Transition Matrices

0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30

{0.913, 0.96, 0.864, 0.82, 0.7, 0.75, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.59, 0.555, 0.64, 0.68, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.63, 0.67, 0.66, 0.64, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.84, 0.838, 0.768, 0.745, 0.68, 1.0}
{0.77, 0.83, 0.96, 0.95, 0.95, 0.96, 0.85, 1.0}
{0.913, 0.96, 0.864, 0.82, 0.7, 0.75, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.59, 0.555, 0.64, 0.68, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.63, 0.67, 0.66, 0.64, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.84, 0.838, 0.768, 0.745, 0.68, 1.0}
{0.77, 0.83, 0.96, 0.95, 0.95, 0.96, 0.85, 1.0}
{0.978, 0.971, 0.858, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.71, 0.68, 0.68, 0.645, 0.68, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.78, 0.755, 0.64, 0.64, 0.63, 0.63, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.7, 0.75, 0.725, 0.78, 0.75, 1.0}
{0.77, 0.83, 0.9, 0.92, 0.96, 0.96, 0.83, 1.0}
0.988, 0.971, 0.878, 0.8, 0.75, 0.77, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.864, 0.85, 0.725, 0.745, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.82, 0.82, 0.68, 0.72, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.8, 0.75, 0.645, 0.65, 0.68, 1.0}
{0.77, 0.83, 0.86, 0.86, 0.89, 0.9, 0.75, 1.0}
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7. Joint condition transition matrix
Road Class

Age Range

Transition Matrices

0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
0-6
7-12
13-18
19-24

{0.913, 0.96, 0.864, 0.82, 0.7, 0.75, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.59, 0.555, 0.64, 0.68, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.63, 0.67, 0.66, 0.64, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.84, 0.838, 0.768, 0.745, 0.68, 1.0}
{0.913, 0.96, 0.864, 0.82, 0.7, 0.75, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.59, 0.555, 0.64, 0.68, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.63, 0.67, 0.66, 0.64, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.84, 0.838, 0.768, 0.745, 0.68, 1.0}
{0.978, 0.971, 0.858, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.71, 0.68, 0.68, 0.645, 0.68, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.78, 0.755, 0.64, 0.64, 0.63, 0.63, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.7, 0.75, 0.725, 0.78, 0.75, 1.0}
{0.988, 0.971, 0.878, 0.8, 0.75, 0.77, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.864, 0.85, 0.725, 0.745, 0.71, 0.67, 0.55, 1.0}
{0.82, 0.82, 0.68, 0.72, 0.684, 0.68, 0.66, 1.0}
{0.65, 0.78, 0.8, 0.75, 0.645, 0.65, 0.68, 1.0}

NHS

Major

Minor

Local

8. Patching condition transition matrix
Road Class
NHS
Major
Minor
Local

Transition Matrices
{0.913, 0.96, 0.864, 0.82, 0.7, 0.75, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.913, 0.96, 0.864, 0.82, 0.7, 0.75, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.978, 0.971, 0.858, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.6, 1.0}
{0.988, 0.971, 0.878, 0.8, 0.75, 0.77, 0.6, 1.0}
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APPENDIX B
Models for Agency Cost of Capital Improvements
Agency cost estimation helps to facilitate economic evaluation of improvement alternatives at the project
or network level. Thus, reliable cost estimation is critical for decision-making in IBMS. Specifically,
estimation of costs is needed for the bridge improvement recommended in the First Action Year by the
condition-based decision tree (in the DTREE module) and also by the age-based Life Cycle Activity
Profile in the LCCOST module. The DTREE output includes the cost estimate for every improvement
activity it recommends. Also, the LCCOST module utilizes the cost estimates of activities in the life cycle
profile to yield an overall equivalent uniform annual cost and cost effectiveness factor.
The cost models and values in this appendix are planning-level estimates that were derived using
data from historical bridge contracts executed by INDOT. Using this data, expressions for estimating
activity costs were developed using statistical regression techniques. Activity costs were estimated as
functions of bridge physical dimensions such as width, length, and vertical clearance, and the approach
length to the bridge. Cost models were stratified by bridge features and attributes such as the material and
design/construction type of superstructure and substructure. The agency cost models were updated in
2007 by a special INDOT panel assembled for that purpose.
For a number of the major bridge activities presented in this appendix such as bridge replacement,
the cost models generally use the form of a Cobb-Douglas production function [Nicholson 1992]:
Cost = A * (BL)α DWβ
Where:
A,α,β are regression coefficients,
BL is the bridge length (ft.),
DW is the bridge width (ft.).
As expressed above, the Cobb-Douglas production function provides an indication of the
direction and magnitude of scale economies. An alpha (α) coefficient that exceeds 1.00 indicates
existence of cost diseconomy of scale with respect to bridge length. This means that increasing bridge
length by 100% for example, results in more than 100% increase in cost. Similarly, an alpha (α)
coefficient that is less than 1.00 indicates existence of cost economy of scale with respect to bridge
length. A similar interpretation can be made for bridge width.
Bridge replacement costs are categorized by superstructure, substructure, approach, and other
costs and the total cost is the sum of these four constituent costs. Bridge replacement costs were most
sensitive to the type of superstructure and substructure.
For activities involving the rehabilitation of bridge elements, the method of cost estimation is
somewhat different from that of bridge replacement. Given the variability in the amount of work done in
each rehabilitation project, it is generally difficult to develop cost models for each rehabilitation activity
separately. Thus, in IBMS, there are some activities whose costs are estimated as a linear combination of
major activity cost models. For example, Action code 5 specifies superstructure+deck rehabilitation: to
determine the cost of this project, the cost of deck rehabilitation is calculated from the equation specified
in the parameter file, and then an additional 10% is added for superstructure cost. Most other costs are
computed in a similar way. Some repair codes depend on neither replacement nor rehabilitation costs, and
are assigned default values in the IBMS parameter file.
The costs of individual activities are generally presented in Tables B-1 to B-7, while Table B-8
presents the costs of combined activities that comprise one or more of the individual activities. Table B-1
presents the cost models for deck replacement and deck rehabilitation costs. Table B-2 presents the deck
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patching cost models, while Table B-3 presents the models for deck reconstruction cost. Bridge
replacement costs are estimated using the models provided in Table B-4, and Table B-5 presents cost
models for superstructure strengthening, substructure rehabilitation, and raising/lowering the bridge.
Table B-6 provides the cost models for preventive maintenance activities such as deck overlay, deck
patching, and joint replacement or combinations of these three activities. In Table B-7, the models for
estimating culvert replacement costs are presented. In Table B-8, the costs of bridge activities that consist
of multiple activities are given, for example, the cost of deck rehabilitation+bridge widening is the sum of
100% of the deck rehabilitation cost (see Table B-1, Option 2), 120% of superstructure replacement cost
(see Table B-4), 120% of substructure replacement cost (see Table B-4), 60% of approach cost (see Table
B-4), and 40% of “other” cost (see Table B-4).

Table B-1 Deck Replacement and Rehabilitation Costs
Type of rehab

Activity Cost

Option1 - Deck Replacement (3)

L * W * a1 * (1 + a2) /1000
where a1 = 35, a2 = 0

Option 2 - Otherwise
Where:

[Unit Cost 1 * L * W / 1000] * (1 + Unit Cost 2)

L = bridge length; W = bridge width
“Unit Cost 1” = unit cost of deck patching (see Table B-2)
“Unit Cost 2” = unit cost of deck reconstruction (see Table B-3)

Table B-2 Deck Patching Cost
Extent of Patching
Patch % < 15

Patch % >= 15

Unit Cost 1 ($/ft2)
13.74
9.09
5.73
16.09
10.11
8.11

Relative Size of Deck Area
Deck Area < 500
500 <= Deck Area < 2000
Deck Area >= 2000
Deck Area < 500
500 <= Deck Area < 2000
Deck Area >= 2000

Deck Area = = (L * W)/9

Table B-3 Deck Reconstruction Cost
Condition

Unit Cost 2

[Unit Cost 1 * L * W / 1000] < 100

1.2331

[Unit Cost 1 * L * W / 1000] >= 100

0.9311
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Table B-4 Bridge Replacement Costs
Superstructure Replacement

Cost = A * LB * WC

Type of Element

A = 0.0488; B = 0.899, C = 1.000

RC Slab

Substructure Replacement

Concrete I-Beam

A = 0.0513; B = 0.979; C = 0.828

Steel Beam

A = 0.123; B = 1.00; C = 0.519

Steel Girder

A = 0.0885; B = 0.906; C = 0.747

Type of Element

Cost = A * LB * WC * (Vertical Clearance over)D

RC Slab

A = 0.120; B = 0.727; C = 0.602; D = 0.221

Otherwise

A = 0.028; B = 0.936; C = 0.983; D = -0.013

Approach

Cost = A * (AL)B where A = 0.769; B = 0.823
Note: AL = 500ft if Action = 14 or 15, AL = 100 ft otherwise

Other

Cost = A * LB * WC where A = 0.721, B = 0.696, C = 0.932

Table B-5 Cost Models for Other Activities
Activity

Cost Model

Superstructure Strengthening Cost

Cost = LA * WB * [C - (D * L * W)]
where A = 1, B = 1, C = 30, D = 0.0001

Substructure Rehabilitation Cost

Cost = A * LB * WC
where A = 10, B = 1, C = 1

Raise/Lower Cost

Vertical Clearance over > DVCu

Cost =0

Otherwise,

Cost = A * [B * (DVCu -VCu)]C * LD * WE / 1000
Where A = 0.803, B = 12, C = 1.3, D = 1, E = 1

Table B-6 Preventive Maintenance Cost Models
Action

Cost

Deck Overlay

48.14 * Deck Area /1000

Deck Patching

38.63 * Patching Area /1000

Deck Overlay + Joint Replacement

54.08 * Deck Area/1000

Deck Patching + Joint Replacement

44.57 * Patching Area/1000

Joint Replacement

595.42 * Joint Length /1000

Deck Area = Bridge Length * Total Deck Width
Joint Length = 2 * Total Deck Width
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Table B-7 Culvert Replacement Cost Models

CULVERT TYPE AND SIZE OF OPENING

Cost per ft

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 200 SQ FT

$3,770

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 180 SQ FT

$3,480

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 160 SQ FT

$3,190

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 140 SQ FT

$2,900

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 120 SQ FT

$2,581

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 100 SQ FT

$2,320

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 80 SQ FT

$2,030

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 60 SQ FT

$1,392

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 40 SQ FT

$1,044

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 30 SQ FT

$957

Culvert, Precast Box, Reinforced Concrete, Opening 15 SQ FT

$812

Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

For culverts with no construction history, the prices are based on those of the immediate lower size.
Costs are for the structure only. The cost of other pay items such as approach pavement, guardrails, traffic
maintenance of traffics, etc. are not included.
The above table is based on 86 INDOT culvert projects completed since 1995, in 2007 dollars.
Opening Area [ft2] = Rise * Run
Costs are per linear foot of culvert length. Thus, Culvert Replacement Cost = (Cost per ft) * Culvert Length
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Table B-8 Costs of Bridge Activities that Comprise Multiple Activities
Action
1. Deck Rehab
2. Deck Rehab and Bridge Widening

3. Deck Replacement

Cost
Rehab Cost (Option 2)
Rehab Cost (Option 2)
+ 1.2 Superstructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 1.2 Substructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 0.6 Approach Cost
+ 0.4 Other Cost (DW)
Rehab Cost (Option 1) (L,W)

4. Deck Replacement and Bridge Widening

Rehab Cost (Option 1) (L,W)
+ 1.2 Superstructure Replace Cost (L, DW)
+ 1.2 Substructure Replace Cost (L, DW)
+ 0.6 Approach Cost
+ 0.4 Other Cost (L, DW)

5. Deck and Superstructure Rehab

Rehab Cost (Option 2)
+ 0.1 Rehab Cost (Option 2)

6. Deck and Superstructure Rehab and Bridge
Widening

Rehab Cost (Option 2)
+ 0.1 Rehab Cost (Option 2)
+ 1.2 Superstructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 1.2 Substructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 0.6 Approach Cost
+ 0.4 Other Cost (DW)

7. Deck Replacement and Superstructure Rehab

Rehab Cost (Option 1) (L, W)
+ 0.1 Rehab Cost (Option 1) (L, W)

8. Deck Replacement, Superstructure Rehab and
Bridge Widening

Rehab Cost (Option 1) (L,W)
+ 0.1 Rehab Cost (Option 1) (L,W)
+ 1.2 Superstructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 1.2 Substructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 0.6 Approach Cost
+ 0.4 Other Cost (DW)

9. Superstructure Rehab

0.2 Rehab Cost (Option 1)

10. Replace Superstructure

1.3 Superstructure Replace Cost
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Action

Cost

11. Replace Superstructure and Bridge Widening

1.3 * {
Superstructure Replace Cost
+ 1.2 Superstructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 1.2 Substructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 0.6 Approach Cost
+ 0.4 Other Cost (DW)
}

12. Strength Superstructure

Superstructure Strengthen Cost /1000

13. Strengthen Superstructure and Bridge Widening

Superstructure Strengthen Cost/1000
+ 1.2 Superstructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 1.2 Substructure Replace Cost (DW)
+ 0.6 Approach Cost
+ 0.4 Other Cost (DW)

14. Bridge Replacement

Superstructure Replace Cost (L)
+ Substructure Replace Cost (L)
+ Approach Cost
+ Other Cost (L)

15. Bridge Replacement and Bridge Widening

Superstructure Replace Cost (L,W)
+ Substructure Replace Cost (L,W)
+ Approach Cost
+ Other Cost (L,W)

16. Substructure Rehab

Substructure Rehab Cost/1000

17. Raise Bridge/Lower Pavement

Raise Lower Cost

18. Deck Rehab with Full Depth Patching

Rehab Cost (Option 1)
+ 0.1 Rehab Cost (Option 1)

19. Culvert Replacement

Culvert Replacement Cost

Note:
L = New bridge length is used
W = New Total Deck Width is used
DW = (New Total Deck Width-Original Total Deck Width) is used
Superstructure Replace Cost (DW) means that the superstructure replacement cost is a function of the deck width DW.
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APPENDIX C
MODELS FOR AGENCY COST OF MAINTENANCE
This section excludes the agency cost of preventive maintenance (PM). For purposes of this manual, PM
activities are considered capital work and thus their costs are provided in Appendix B of this manual.
Thus, the word maintenance wherever it is used in this appendix excludes PM activities.
In the maintenance management system of Indiana Department of Transportation, there are five
types of bridge maintenance activities. These five activities include hand cleaning of bridges, bridge
repairs, deck flushing, patching, and other bridge maintenance (Saito and Sinha, 1989a). The hand
cleaning and flushing are done annually for each bridge, while the remaining three activities are done
whenever needs arise or as recommended by bridge inspectors.
In technical jargon, the words “cost” and “expenditure” may have a subtle difference in meaning. Cost
often refers to the money spent on a specific activity such as patching, cleaning, underdrain flushing, etc.
On the other hand, the amount of money spent on every lane-mile is often referred to as expenditure. So,
the annual maintenance expenditure reported for a road includes all maintenance activities that the road
section received in that year. In the strict sense, IBMS considers maintenance monies spent in the form of
expenditure and not a cost of individual maintenance activities. Maintenance expenditure can be
expressed per sq. ft. of deck area.
After any improvement, the maintenance expenditure remains constant for a period of time, but
eventually the expenditure increase linearly or non-linearly each year (see Figure C-1). The expenditure
incurred at the phases of constant and increasing maintenance, are calculated as explained below.
Constant maintenance expenditure: This is defined as follows:
Expenditure (in $1000’s) = (m*BL*DW) + b
Where: Expenditure = thousands of dollars at a given year, m = slope; BL = bridge length (feet);
DW = deck width in ft., b = the intercept of the maintenance expenditure function.
Often a period of 5 years is used as the constant maintenance period but this can change depending on
functional class, traffic volume, and climatic severity.
Improvement
Improvement

Equivalent average
annual maintenance
expenditure

Constant maintenance
expenditure

Increasing maintenance
expenditure

Figure C-1: Typical Maintenance Profile between Consecutive Improvement Actions
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Increasing Maintenance Expenditure: For the phase involving linearly increasing expenditure, the cost
at any year is determined using algebraic manipulations (the concept of similar triangles). For this, the
slope of the growth portion (which is generally a function of highway class) must be determined using
historical data.
In the 2009 version of IBMS software package, the annual average maintenance expenditure (see
broken line in Figure C-1) that is equivalent to the constant and growing maintenance expenditure, was
coded in the software. This average value was used for purposes of quicker computational time of the cost
computation algorithm.
The average annual maintenance costs between Analysis Year (AY or AnY) and Bridge
Replacement Year (BRYear) was determined and brought discounted to Analysis Year using the following
equations:
Uniform Cost =

A ¯{(1+i)t – 1}
{i¯(1+i)t}

Where, t = (BRYear – AnY), i = discount rate; A = {(m ¯ Length¯Width) + b} / 100
m, b = are constants pertaining to bridge material type and design/construction type,
Length = Length of the bridge; and
Width = Width of the bridge.

At a future time when it is desired to update IBMS further to utilize costs of specific maintenance
activities and not average annual maintenance expenditure per sq. ft, there will be a need to develop
specific average unit costs of maintenance activities as some of the activities shown in Table C-1. This
would be possible at a future time when the bridge engineer can predict the extent of such activities that
will be needed for a given bridge, knowing its age, material, design/construction features, etc.

Table C-1 Unit Cost of Bridge Maintenance Activities ($/Production Unit)
ACTIVITY TYPE
Hand Cleaning Bridges
Bridge Repair
Flushing Bridges
Patching Bridge Decks
Other Bridge Maintenance Activities
2007 dollars.

PRODUCTION UNIT

INTERSTATES

Per Deck
Per Repair
Per Deck
Per Square Foot
Per Maintenance

64.87
463.28
38.67
12.15
378.90

OTHER STATE
HIGHWAYS
51.26
455.87
34.14
10.34
337.32
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APPENDIX D
USER COST MODELS
This section describes the methodologies for estimating user costs in IBMS. These cost models are
needed for estimating the overall user consequences of using a deficient bridge over the remaining life of
the bridge. Thus, user costs are used in the LCCOST module.
User costs are incurred primarily due to functional (and in some cases, structural) deficiencies of
a bridge. Deficiencies can cause bridge load posting, clearance restriction, or closure, leading to traffic
detours or reduced speeds, which add to vehicle operating cost and travel time [Son and Sinha, 1997]. The
bridge management system for several states includes user cost considerations [Chen and Johnston, 1987;
Golabi et al., 1992; Thompson et al., 1999; AASHTO, 1992, 2001] and generally involve the estimation
of vehicle operating costs and travel time costs incurred by detouring.
User costs are also associated with traveling through narrow bridges or bridges with poor deck
surface condition, where travel speed is less than at ideal conditions. The methodology used in IBMS
considers additional costs not only due to detouring, but also due to less than ideal traveling conditions.
IBMS includes a separate algorithm to evaluate traffic safety on bridges. The procedure is explained in
the RANK module explanation. Because traffic safety, which is directly related to crash costs is already
considered in the IBMS project selection process, crash cost were not included again in the user cost
calculation, to avoid double counting.
IBMS considers three levels of service deficiencies causing user costs: bridge load capacity
limitation, vertical clearance restriction, and narrow bridge width (Son and Sinha, 1997). The
computation methods used in each category are discussed in the sections below.

Table D-1 Bridge Deficiencies and Associated User Cost Categories
Bridge Deficiency

User Cost
Component

Vehicle
Operating Cost
Travel Time
Cost

Load Capacity
Limitation
Due to detour

Vertical Clearance
Limitation
Due to detour

Narrow Bridge
Width
Not applicable

Due to detour

Due to detour

Due to speed
reduction
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D.1 User Cost Due to Bridge Weight Limits
Load capacity limitations cause vehicles heavier than the posted load limit to use a detour route. This
situation adds distance and increases travel time. There are two components of user cost due to load
capacity limits: vehicle operating cost and travel time cost. The calculation methods are as follows:
D.1.1 Vehicle Operating Cost (VOC) due to bridge load capacity limit
The total daily vehicle operating cost due to detours caused by bridge load capacity limit is given by:

VOCL = ∑UVOCL( j) * DL* NL ( j)
j

Where: VOCL=Daily vehicle operating cost due to load capacity (dollars/day)
j=Vehicle type; UvocL(j)= Unit vehicle operating cost of vehicle type j (dollars/mile)
NL(j)= Number of type j vehicles to detour because of load capacity limit per day
DL= Detour length (miles).

D.1.2 Travel Time Cost (TTC) due to bridge weight limit
The total daily travel time cost (TTC) due to detours caused by bridge weight limit is given by:

TTCL = ∑UTTCL( j) *
j

DL
* NL ( j )
SP( j)

Where: UTTCL(j) = Unit travel time cost of each vehicle of type j (dollars/hour)
SP(j) = average speed of vehicle type j on detour (miles/hour)
TTCL = Daily travel-time cost due to load capacity (dollars/day)
The number of vehicles that will detour due to a bridge’s weight limitation depends on the weight
distribution of vehicles that will use the bridge and the load capacity or posted weight limit.
D.1.3 Issues in Weight Limit Analysis
(a) Weight distribution
In order to estimate the daily VOC and TTC, the number of vehicles that are expected to detour, should
be calculated. Because different vehicles have different weights, not all the vehicles need to detour. In
IBMS, it is assumed that for each type of vehicle, the weights of vehicles have a range: the minimum
weight is WMIN(j) for type j vehicle and the maximum weight is WMAX(j) for type j vehicle. Within this
range, all vehicle weights are assumed to be uniformly distributed. So the number of detouring vehicles
can be determined as follows:
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a. If the minimum weight of type j vehicle is greater than the posted load limit, every vehicle in the
category of type j must detour (Son and Sinha, 1997). That is,
If PL < WMIN ( j )

NL ( j ) = PADT( j) * ADT
b. If the posted load limit is greater than or equal to the maximum weight of type j vehicle, no
vehicle in type j will detour. That is,
If PL > WMAX ( j )

NL ( j) = 0
c. If the posted load limit falls between the maximum and the minimum weight of vehicle type j, the
number of vehicles to detour is calculated as follows:

NL ( j) =

(WMAX ( j ) − PL)
* PADT( j ) * ADT
(WMAX ( j ) − WMIN ( j)

Where: WMAX(j) = maximum weight of vehicle type j (tons)
WMIN(j) = minimum weight of vehicle type j (tons)
PADT(j) = proportion of ADT of vehicle type j
PL = posted load limit or load capacity (tons)
j = vehicle type

IBMS classifies the weight distribution using four IBMS Road Classes: NHS, Non-NHS Major,
Non-NHS Minor, and Local roads. Vehicle types are divided into four classes: passenger car, single unit
truck, bus, and tractor trailer. Table D-2 presents the distributions of the vehicle classes in Indiana. This is
based on data extracted from weigh-in-motion sites (Son and Sinha, 1997). The current version of IBMS
(IBMS 2009) uses these values because it is assumed that this distribution has not changed significantly.
In the future, however, if changes in the vehicle class distributions are significant enough, new data
values may be input in IBMS through the parameter file.
Table D-2 Percentage Distribution of Vehicle Types by Road Class
VEHICLE TYPE
Passenger Car
Bus
SU Truck

NHS

Non-NHS MAJOR

Non HNS MINOR

LOCAL

79.34
0.90

89.0
0.75

90.81
0.65

92.04
1.02

3.42

3.11

3.52

2.53

Tractor Trailer

16.34

7.14

5.02

4.41

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
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(b) Load Capacity Deterioration
As the individual and combined effects of truck loading and climate take their toll on bridge condition,
the bridge load capacity deteriorates over time. Thus, load capacity deterioration rates are needed to
predict load capacity in a given year for accurate estimation of user costs generated by detouring vehicles.
The load capacity deterioration rates used in IBMS (Table D-3) were developed in another state with
similar traffic and climate characteristics [Chen and Johnston, 1987]. In the table, load capacity is given
as a function of the bridge superstructure condition rating.

Table D-3 Load Capacity Deterioration Rate (tons/year) [Chen and Johnston, 1987]
SUPERSTRUCTURE
CONDITION
RATING

Timber

Concrete

Steel

6-9

0

0

0

5

0.3

0.2

0.2

4

0.6

0.3

0.3

3

1

0.5

0.5

SUPERSTRUCTURE MATERIAL

D.2 User Cost Due to Bridge Vertical Clearance Limits
Due to restrictions of bridge vertical clearances, a vehicle whose height exceeds the vertical clearance of
the bridge must use a detour roadway. The components of user costs incurred due to such detours are
vehicle operating cost and travel time cost.

D.2.1 Vehicle Operating Cost due to vertical clearance limit
The total daily vehicle operating cost of a bridge incurred by vehicles detouring due to height
restrictions is calculated as:

VOCH = ∑UVOCH( j) × DL× NH ( j)
j

Where: VOCH = Daily vehicle operating cost due to height limits (dollars/day)
UVOCH(j) = Unit cost of vehicle operating cost for type of vehicle j (dollars/mile)
NH(j) = Number of type j vehicles to detour due to height limit
DL = detour length (miles)
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D.2.2 Travel Time Cost due to vertical clearance limit
The total daily travel-time cost due to height limits is given by:

TTC H = ∑U TTCH ( j ) ×
j

DL
× N H ( j)
SP ( j )

Where: TTCH = Daily travel-time cost due to height limits (dollars/day)
UTTCH(j) = Unit travel time cost of vehicle type j (dollars/hour)
SP(j) = Average speed of vehicle type j on detour (miles/hour)

Assuming that heights for a vehicle type are uniformly distributed between minimum and maximum
height values, the number of vehicles that detour is calculated as follows:
a.

If the minimum height of a vehicle type j is greater than the vertical clearance, every vehicle in
the category of type j must detour (Son and Sinha, 1997). That is
When VC < H MIN ( j )

NH ( j) = PADT( j) × ADT
Where: NH(j) = the number of type j vehicle that needs to detour; VC =Vertical clearance (Posted
height limit in ft); HMIN(j) = Minimum height of vehicle type j (ft); PADT(j) = Proportion of ADT
of vehicle type j ; ADT = Average Daily Traffic.
b. If the vertical clearance is greater than or equal to the maximum height of type j vehicle, no
vehicle in type j will detour. That is:
When VC ≥ H MAX ( j )

NH ( j) = 0
c. If the vertical clearance falls between the maximum and the minimum height of vehicle type j, the
number of vehicles that need to detour is calculated as:

NH ( j) =

( H MAX ( j ) − VC)
× PADT( j ) × ADT
( H MAX ( j ) − H MIN ( j )

Where: NH(j) = the number of type j vehicles that need to detour; HMAX(j) = Maximum height of
vehicle type j (ft.); HMIN(j) = Minimum height of vehicle type j (ft.); VC =Vertical clearance
(Posted height limit in ft.); PADT(j) =Proportion of ADT of vehicle type j; ADT = Average Daily
Traffic.
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D.3 How IBMS avoids double counting of vehicles that detour for both load and height reasons
In practice, some vehicles may need to detour due to both height and weight limits. In Sections D.1 and
D.2, detours due to load limit and height limits are calculated separately. So there is a danger of double
counting vehicles that detour for both reasons at the same time.
The number of vehicles that need to detour due to both reasons at the same time, NDC, can be calculated
as follows:
a. When PL ≥ WMAX ( j )

N DC ( j ) = 0
b. When PL < WMIN ( j )

N DC ( j ) = N H ( j )
c. When WMIN ( j ) ≤ PL < WMAX ( j ) and VC ≥ H MAX ( j )

N DC ( j ) = 0
d. When WMIN ( j ) ≤ PL < WMAX ( j ) and VC < H MIN ( j )

N DC ( j ) = N L ( j )
e. When WMIN ( j ) ≤ PL < WMAX ( j ) and VC < H MIN ( j )

N DC ( j ) =

( H MAX ( j ) − VC)(WMAX ( j ) − PL)
* PADT( j) * ADT
( H MAX ( j ) − H MIN ( j))(WMAX ( j ) − WMIN ( j))

The total daily vehicle operating cost of vehicles that detour for both height and weight reasons, is:

VOCDC = ∑UVOCDC( j) * DL* NDC ( j)
j

Where UVOCDC ( j ) = Min (UVOCL(j), UVOCH(j))
The total daily travel time cost of vehicles that detour for both height and weight reasons, is:

TTC DC = ∑ U TTCDC ( j ) *
j

DL
* N DC ( j )
SP ( j )

Where UTTCDC ( j ) = Min (UVOCL(j), UVOCH(j))
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The total user costs of vehicles that detour for both height and weight reasons at the same time
must then be deducted from the total user cost where the numbers of detouring vehicles were calculated
separately. This eliminates the overlap and thus addressing the potential problem of double counting.
D.3 User Cost Due to Narrow Width
Narrow bridge lane width can also cause speed reduction which can produce extra user cost. User cost
due to narrow width is reflected by the added travel time cost due speed reduction. The travel time cost
due to narrow width is calculated as:
4

24

j =1

i =1

TTC SR = ∑ (∑ AddedTime (i ) * ADT (i )) * U TTC ( j )
Where: AddedTime (i) = the added travel time during ith hour (hours/vehicle)
UTTC(j) = unit travel time cost of vehicle type j; ADT(i) = traffic volume in the ith hour
i = hour of day, from 1 to 24; j = type of vehicles, from 1 to 4.

The added travel time is calculated as:

AddedTime(i) = Bridge Length *

Ideal Speed (i) − Actual Speed (i)
Ideal Speed (i ) * Actual Speed (i)

The travel speed is calculated as:

Speed =

SpeedFreeFlow
1+ a(V / C )b

Where: Speed= actual travel speed; SpeedFreeFlow =Free flow travel speed; a and b are parameters (whose
values are found in Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000.
This formula is derived from BPR function in HCM 2000.
V/C can be calculated by using the following formula (HCM, 2000).

V /C =

V
2000 * N * Fw * Fhv

Where: V =Traffic Volume; V/C = Volume/Capacity ratio; N= Number of lanes; Fw =Adjustment factor
for narrow width; Fhv = Adjustment factor for heavy vehicles. The Fw and Fhw values are given in HCM
2000. In the ideal situation, Fw=1 and the corresponding speed is ideal speed. Fhv=1/(1+heavy%), where
heavy% is heavy vehicle percentage. In IBMS, heavy vehicle refers to Bus, Single Unit Truck, or Tractor
Trailer.
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In IBMS, the added travel time is calculated hour by hour, so the V/C is also calculated hourly. The V/C
in the ith hour is

V (i) = K (i) * D(i) * ADT
Where K (i ) = proportion of traffic volume in ith hour, D (i ) = Directional split.

D.4 Issues Associated with User Cost Estimation
D.4.1 Unit Values of Vehicle Operating Cost and Unit Travel Cost Time Cost
IBMS uses unit vehicle operating costs and unit travel time costs developed by the Texas Transportation
Institute (TTI). Due to differences in the vehicle classification groupings in IBMS and the TTI study,
these values were combined to represent the vehicle classes in IBMS. Unit travel time costs for IBMS
vehicle classes were estimated from the values given by TTI. The resulting unit costs are presented in
Table D-4.

Table D-4: Vehicle Operating and Travel time Cost
Vehicle type

Fuel
($/liter)

Fuel
Consumption
Liters/(1000km)
100.8

Unit
Operation
Cost($/1000km)
72.21

Unit Travel
Time cost($/hr)

0.28

Maintenance
&
Repair($/1000km)
70.18

Passenger car
Single Unit truck

0.24

118.53

230.1

173.95

14.96

Bus

0.21

138.87

305.8

204.86

10.64

Tractor Trailer

0.19

143.83

618.9

261.85

22.53

9.75

For the unit vehicle operating cost, IBMS uses 1.5 dollars per mile for all vehicle types. For the unit
travel time cost, IBMS uses 17.56 dollars/hour for passenger cars, 24.56 dollars/hour for single unit
trucks, 17.74 dollars/hour for buses, and 36.64 dollars/hour for tractor trailers. For the average speed on
detour routes, IBMS uses 60mph for NHS, 50 mph for major Non-NHS Major, 45mph for Non NHS
minor, and 35 mph for Local. IBMS allows the user to update all these values through its parameter file.
D.4.2 Discussion: Influence of Capital Improvement on User Cost
It is important to estimate the user costs associated with bridge functional deficiencies accurately when
evaluating projects in bridge management systems. Bridge conditions before improvement, during
improvement, and after improvement can vary and this should be taken into account. User costs before
improvement are calculated considering current bridge conditions. For life-cycle cost analysis, the
standard activity profile associated with a bridge type is followed. An improvement activity eliminates
current bridge deficiencies and therefore reduces user costs. The timing of an improvement affects the
subsequent timing of future bridge activities. User costs during improvement are usually caused by work
zone conditions. Exactly the same improvement activity can result in different user costs depending on
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the work zone traffic management strategy. For example, a bridge may be partially closed or completely
closed and the duration of the closure will depend on traffic management and other construction
decisions. Most of these actions are location-specific and typically are decided at the district level long
after the programming process. If the type and duration of a closure can be estimated well in advance,
work zone user costs during an improvement can also be estimated and included in the decision analysis.
As it is not currently possible to predict this information reliably, it is not included in IBMS. Thus, in
IBMS, only the user costs before and after improvements are considered to evaluate user cost savings for
each bridge project.
D.4.3 Other Component of User Costs
In addition to vehicle operating and travel time costs, user costs also include crash costs. Crash costs can
be calculated given the crash rate and unit crash cost. High crash rates can be expected from several
bridge-related factors. There are procedures to evaluate the traffic safety of bridges in Indiana [Murthy
and Sinha, 1989]. The procedure involves a fuzzy logic approach to calculate the safety index by
combining the various factors and their corresponding criticality. Another approach to evaluate traffic
safety is based on the adequacy of deck width, vertical clearance, and inventory rating. In IBMS, the latter
approach is included in the project selection module. Because traffic safety is already considered in the
IBMS, crash costs were not included in the user cost calculation in order to avoid double counting.
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APPENDIX E
LIFE CYCLE AGENCY ACTIVITY COST PROFILES
E-1. Description of Abbreviations Used in this Appendix
E-2. A Summary of Life-Cycle Agency Cost Calculation Methods
E-3. Partial Life Cycle Agency Cost Calculation Methodology, for various Life Cycle Profiles
1

Life Cycle Profile-1
Without Improvement Scenario (DTREE Action is not implemented)
Without Improvement Case 1.1(a)
With Improvement Cases – the DTREE Action is implemented
With Improvement Case 1.1(b)

2

Life Cycle Profile-2
Without Improvement Scenario (DTREE Action is not implemented)
Without Improvement Case 2.1(a)
Without Improvement Case 2.2(a)
With Improvement Scenario (DTREE Action is implemented)
With Improvement Case 2.1(b)
With Improvement Case 2.2(b)

3

Life Cycle Profile-3
Without Improvement Scenario (DTREE Action is not implemented)
Without Improvement Case 3.1(a)
Without Improvement Case 3.2(a)
Without Improvement Case 3.3(a)
With Improvement Scenario (DTREE Action is implemented)
With Improvement Case 3.1(b)
With Improvement Case 3.2(b)
With Improvement Case 3.3(b)

4

Life Cycle Profile-4
Without Improvement Scenario (DTREE Action is not implemented)
Without Improvement Case 4.1(a)
Without Improvement Case 4.2(a)
Without Improvement Case 4.3(a)
Without Improvement Case 4.4(a)
With Improvement Scenario (DTREE Action is implemented)
With Improvement Case 4.1(b)
With Improvement Case 4.2(b)
With Improvement Case 4.3(b)
With Improvement Case 4.4(b)
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E-1. DESCRIPTION OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE PARTIAL LIFE CYCLE CHARTS
1.

BC - Bridge Construction

2.

BC Year – Year of Bridge Construction

3.

BR – Bridge Replacement

4.

BR Year – Year of Bridge Replacement

5.

BR’ Year – Year of Bridge Replacement if DTREE recommended activity is done. It is
calculated as: BR` Year = BR Year + Ì

6.

AnY – Analysis Year / Present Year / Now Year / Year at which the Present Worth (PW) of
all life cycle costs will be calculated

7.

AcY – Action Year - Year in which DTREE has recommended an Action

8.

PW – Present Worth (Discounted Value of All Life Cycle Costs in Analysis Year)

9.

EUAC – Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost

10.

A1 – First Action on the Bridge after its Construction
A2 – Second Action on the Bridge after its Construction
A3 – Third Action on the Bridge after its Construction

11.

A1Year– Year of First Scheduled Action (A1) on the Bridge after its Construction
A2Year – Year of Second Scheduled Action (A2) on the Bridge after its Construction
A3Year – Year of Third Scheduled Action (A3) on the Bridge after its Construction

12.

Year1– Year of First Action on the Bridge after DTREE Recommended Activity. It is
calculated as: Year1 = AcY + {(BR Year + Ì) - AcY} / N

13.

Year2 – Year of Second Action on the Bridge after DTREE Recommended Activity. It is
calculated as: Year2 = AcY + 2{(BR Year + Ì) - AcY} / N

14.

Service Delta (Ì) - Increase in Remaining Life of Bridge due to implementation of DTREE
Recommended Activity

15.

PW (A1 Cost) = Discounted Cost of A1 in Analysis Year

16.

PW (A2 Cost) = Discounted Cost of A1 in Analysis Year

17.

PW (A3 Cost) = Discounted Cost of A1 in Analysis Year

18.

PW (BR Cost) = Discounted Cost of Bridge Replacement in Analysis Year
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E-2. A SUMMARY OF LIFE-CYCLE AGENCY COST CALCULATION METHODS
This section of Appendix E presents a summary of the life-cycle agency cost calculation methods. Details of this
computation are provided in Chapter 4.
Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost Calculations
The equivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC) is calculated by annualizing the ‘present worth of all life cycle costs’ in
perpetuity. This is calculated given the present worth of all life cycle costs.
Present Worth of All Life Cycle Costs
The present worth (discounted cost in analysis year) of all the life cycle costs is the sum of all individual action costs
and maintenance costs incurred in the partial cycle and the individual action costs and maintenance costs incurred in
the full cycles in perpetuity. Mathematically,
PW of All Life Cycle Costs = PW of All Costs (Partial Cycle) + PW of All Costs (Full Cycle) in Perpetuity
Where,
PW of All Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) + PW of Maintenance Cost (Partial Cycle)
PW of All Costs (Full Cycle) = PW of All Action Costs (Full Cycle) + PW of Maintenance Cost (Full Cycle)
Present Worth of All Costs in the Full Cycle (in Perpetuity)
The full life cycle cost is calculated by summing by the cost of all the rehabilitation activities and the maintenance
cost that are scheduled during the life cycle. The calculation remains the same irrespective of whether or not the
DTREE action is implemented.
Present Worth of Capital Improvement Costs over the Partial Cycle
The methodology for the cost computation depends upon whether the DTREE recommended action is implemented
or not. Section 3 shows the calculation of this cost.
Present Worth of Maintenance Costs over the Partial Cycle
Uniform annual maintenance cost between Analysis Year and Bridge Replacement Year discounted to its present
worth at the Analysis Year was computed as follows:
A ¯{(1+i)t – 1}
Uniform Cost = {i¯(1+i)t}
Where, t = (BR Year – AnY) , i = discount rate;
A = {(m ¯ Length¯Width) + b} / 100
m, b = Constants; Length = Length of Bridge; Width = Width of Bridge

E-3. PARTIAL LIFE CYCLE AGENCY COST CALCULATION METHODOLOGY, FOR
VARIOUS LIFE CYCLE PROFILES
In this section, the methodology for calculating the agency cost over the partial life cycle, for each of the
four life-cycle profiles, are presented.
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LIFE CYCLE PROFILE – 1

BC

BR

End of Partial
Life Cycle
No activities between the bridge construction and replacement year.

Legend
BC = Bridge Construction
BR = Bridge Replacement
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(a) Life Cycle Profile 1 and Without Improvement scenario: DTREE Activity NOT Implemented

Here, this is only one case: where the analysis year is between the bridge construction year and the
replacement year.
In this case, the present worth (PW) of All Action Costs in the Partial Cycle = PW (BR Cost)

BC

BR
AnY

(Case 1.1a)

End of Partial
Life Cycle

Figure E1.1(a). LCP-1, Action Year is between BC Year and BR Year [Case 1.1(a)]
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(b) Life Cycle Profile 1 and With Improvement scenario: DTREE Activity IS Implemented

Here, there are two cases, where the Action Year is between Bridge Construction Year and Bridge
Replacement Year, and where the Action Year occurs at a year after the Bridge Replacement year.

BC

BR

(AcY)

End of Partial
Life Cycle

Figure E1.1(b-1). LCP-1, With Improvement, Action Year is between BC Year and BR Year
[Case 1.1(b-1)]

OR

BC

BR (AcY)

End of Partial
Life Cycle

Figure E1.1 (b-2). LCP-1, With Improvement, Action Year is later than
the BR Year [Case 1.1(b-2)]
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BC

BR

(AcY)

End of Partial
Life Cycle

Figure E1.1(b-1). LCP-1, ‘With Improvement, Action Year is between BC Year and BR
Year [Case 1.1(b-1)]

BR

BR˝

DTREE
Action

Δ
New End of Partial
Life Cycle

(i) DTREE Action Є Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (Dtree Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

BC

BR˝
DTREE Action
New End of Partial Life Cycle
(ii) DTREE Action Є Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions )
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (Dtree Action Cost)

BC

BR˝

DTREE Action

Δ

(iii) DTREE Action Є Set 3 (Any Other Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (Dtree Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

New End of
Partial Life
Cycle
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BR

BC

(AcY)

End of
Partial
Life
Cycle

Figure E1.1(b-2). LCP-1, With Improvement, Action Year > BR Year
[Case 1.1(b-2)]

DTREE
Action

BR

BR˝
Δ
New End of
Partial Life
Cycle

(i) DTREE Action Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

BR˝

BC

DTREE Action

(ii) DTREE Action

Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions)

New End of
Partial Life
Cycle

PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost)

DTREE
Action

BC

BR˝
Δ

(iii) DTREE Action Set 3 (Any Other Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR

New End
of Partial
Life Cycle
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LIFE CYCLE PROFILE – 2
BR

BC
A1

End of Partial
Life Cycle

One activity scheduled between the bridge construction and
replacement year
Legend
BC = Bridge Construction
A1 = Deck Rehabilitation
BR = Bridge Replacement
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(a) Life Cycle Profile 2 and Without Improvement scenario where the DTREE Activity is NOT
Implemented

BC

BR
AnY

AnY
A1

(Case 2.2a)

(Case 2.1a)

End of Partial
Life Cycle

Figure E2.1(a). LCP-2, Without Improvement Scenario, Action Year between BC Year & A1 Year [Case
2.1a]

Figure E2.2(a). LCP-2, Without Improvement Scenario, Action Year between A1 Year and BR Year
[Case 2.2a]
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(b) Life Cycle Profile 2 and With Improvement scenario where the DTREE Activity IS Implemented

BC

BR

(AcY)
(A1)

End of Partial
Life Cycle

Figure E2.1(b). LCP-2, With Improvement, Action Year is between BC Year and BR Year
[Case 2.1b]

BR (AcY)

BC
(A1)

End of Partial
Life Cycle

Figure E2.2(b). LCP-2, ‘With Improvement, Action Year is > BR Year
[Case 2.2b]
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BC

BR

(AcY)
(A1)

End of Partial
Life Cycle

Figure E2.1(b). LCP-2, With Improvement Action Year between BC Year and
BR Year [Case 2.1(b)]

BR˝

BR
DTREE Action

Δ

(i) DTREE Action Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

BC

New End of Partial
Life Cycle

BR˝
Dtree Action
New End of Partial Life Cycle
(ii) DTREE Action

Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions)

PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost)

BC

BR˝

Dtree Action

Δ

(iii) DTREE Action Set 3 (Any After Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

New End of
Partial Life
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BR

BC

(AcY)

(A1)

Figure E2.2(b). LCP-2, ‘With Improvement, Action Year is
later than the BR Year, [Case 2.2b]

DTREE
Action

BR

BR˝

Δ

(i) DTREE Action Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

New End of
Partial Life Cycle

BR˝

BC

Dtree Action
New End of
Partial Life Cycle
(ii) DTREE Action

Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions)

PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost)

BC

DTREE
Action

BR˝

Δ

(iii) DTREE Action Set 3 (Any Other Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

New End of
Partial Life
Cycle
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LIFE CYCLE PROFILE – 3
Two activities scheduled between the bridge construction and
replacement year

BR

BC

(A2)

(A1)

(A1) = Deck Rehabilitation
(A2) = Deck Rehabilitation

BC = Bridge Construction
BR = Bridge Replacement

OR

BC

(A1) = Deck Replacement
(A2) = Deck Replacement

BR
(A1)

(A2)

BC = Bridge Construction
BR = Bridge Replacement
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(a) Life Cycle Profile 3 and Without Improvement scenario where the DTREE Activity is NOT
Implemented

BC

BR
AnY
A1

(Case 3.1a)

AnY

AnY
A2

(Case 3.2a)

(Case 3.3a)

Figure E3.1(a). LCP-3, Without Improvement, Action Year is between BC and Activity
1 Year [Case 3.1a]

Figure E3.2(a). LCP-3, Without Improvement Action Year is between Years of Activity
1 and Activity 2 [Case 3.2a]

Figure E3.3(a). LCP-3“Without Improvement’, Action Year is between A2 Year & BR
Year [Case 3.3a]
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(b) Life Cycle Profile 3 and With Improvement scenario where the DTREE Activity IS
Implemented

BC

BR

(AcY)
(A2)

(A1)
(AcY)

Figure E3.1(b). LCP-3,With Improvement, Action Year between BC Year and A1 Year [Case 3.1(b)]

BC

BR

(AcY)
(A2)

(A1)

(AcY)

Figure E3.2(b) LCP-3,With Improvement, Action Year between A1 Year and BR Year [Case 3.2(b)]

BR

BC
(A1)

(AcY)

(A2)

Figure E3.3(b). LCP-3, With Improvement, Action Year is between A1 Year and BR Year
[Case 3.3(b)]
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BR

BC

(AcY)

(A1)

(A2)

Figure E3.1(b). LCP-3, With Improvement, Action Year between BC Year and A1 Year
[Case 3.1(b)]

(AcY)
DTREE Action

BR

BR

(Year 1)
(A2)

Δ
New End of
Partial Life Cycle
(i) DTREE Action Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (A2 Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

BC

BR˝ (AcY)
DTREE Action
New End of Partial Life Cycle
(ii) DTREE Action

Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions)

PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost)

BC

(AcY)
DTREE Action

BR˝

(Year 1)
A2

Δ
New End of Partial
Life Cycle
(iii) DTREE Action Set 3 (Any Other Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (A2 Cost) + PW (BR Cost)
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BR

BC
(A1)

(AcY)

(A2)

Figure E3.2(b). LCP-3, With Improvement, Action Year is between A1 Year and BR Year
[Case 3.2(b)]

BC

(AcY)
DTREE Action

BR˝
Δ

New End of
Partial Life
Cycle

(i) DTREE Action Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

BC

DTREE
Action

BR˝ (AcY)
New End of Partial Life Cycle

(ii) DTREE Action

Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions)

PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost)

BC

BR˝

(AcY)
DTREE Action

Δ

New End of
Partial Life
Cycle

(iii) DTREE Action Set 3 (Any After Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)
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BR

BC
(A1)

(AcY)

(A2)

Figure E3.3(b). LCP-3 With Improvement, Action Year is between A1 Year and BR Year
[Case 3.3(b)]

(AcY)

BR

DTREE Action

BR˝

Δ
End of Partial
Life Cycle
(i) DTREE Action Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

BC

BR˝ (AcY)
Dtree Action
End of Partial
Life Cycle
(ii) DTREE Action

Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions )

PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost)

BC

(AcY)
DTREE Action

Δ

BR˝

(iii) DTREE Action Set 3 (Any Other Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

End of Partial
Life Cycle
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4. LIFE CYCLE PROFILE – 4
Three activities scheduled between the bridge construction and
replacement year
BR

BC
A1

A2

(A1) = Deck Rehabilitation
(A2) = Deck Replacement
(A2) = Deck Rehabilitation

A3

BC = Bridge Construction
BR = Bridge Replacement

OR
BR

BC
A1

(A1) = Deck Rehabilitation
(A2) = Supr. Replacement
(A2) = Deck Rehabilitation

A2

A3

BC = Bridge Construction
BR = Bridge Replacement
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(a) Life Cycle Profile 4 and Without Improvement scenario where the DTREE Activity is NOT
Implemented

BR

BC
AnY

AnY
A1

(Case 4.1a)

A2

(Case 4.2a)

AnY

AnY
A3

(Case 4.3a)

(Case 4.4a)

Figure E4.1(a) Without Improvement, Action Year is between BC & A1 Year [Case 4.1(a)]
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (A1 Cost) + PW (A2 Cost) + PW (A3 Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

Figure E4.2(a)Without Improvement, Action Year is between A1 Year & A2 Year [Case 4.2a)]
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (A2 Cost) + PW (A3 Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

Figure E4.3(a) Without Improvement, Action Year is between A2 Year & A3 Year [Case 4.3(a)]
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (A3 Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

Figure E4.4(a) Without Improvement Action Year between A3 Year & BR [Case 4.4(a)]
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (BR Cost)
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(b) Life Cycle Profile 4 and With Improvement scenario where the DTREE Activity IS
Implemented

BC

AcY

BR
A1

A2

A3

Figure E4.1(b). With Improvement, Action Year is between BC Year & A1 Year [Case 4.1(b)

BC

BR

AcY
A1

A2

A3

Figure E4.2(b). With Improvement, Action Year is between A1 Year & A2 Year [Case 4.2(b)]

BC

BR

AcY
A1

A2

A3

Figure E4.3(b) With Improvement, Action Year is between A2 Year and BR Year [Case 4.3(b)]

BR

BC
A1

A2

AcY

A3

Figure E4.4(b) With Improvement, Action Year is > BR Year [Case 4.4(b)]
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BC

AcY

BR
(A1)

(A2)

(A3)

Figure E4.1(b). With Improvement, Action Year is between BC Year & A1 Year [Case 4.1(b)]
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DTREE Action
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(Year 2)
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New End of
Partial Cycle

(i) DTREE Action Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (A1 Cost) + PW (A3 Cost) + PW (BR
Cost)

BC

BR`

New End of partial cycle
(ii) DTREE Action Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost)

BR`

BC
(AcY)
DTREE Action

(Year 1)
A2

(Year 2)
A3

Ì

New End of
Partial Cycle

(iii) DTREE Action Set 3 (Any Other Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (A2 Cost) + PW (A3 Cost) + PW (BR Cost)
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AcY

BC

BR

(A1)

(A2)

(A3)

Figure E4.2(b). With Improvement, Action Year is between A1 Year & A2 Year [Case 4.2(b)]
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New End of
Partial Cycle

(i) DTREE Action Set 1 (Deck Repl. or Supr. Repl. Activities)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (A3 Cost) + PW (BR Cost)

BC

BR`

(AcY)
DTREE Action

New End of partial cycle
(ii) DTREE Action Set 2 (Bridge Replacement Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost)

BC

(AcY)
DTREE Action

BR`
(Year 1)
(A3)

Ì

New End of
Partial Cycle

(iii) DTREE Action Set 3 (Other Actions)
PW of All Action Costs (Partial Cycle) = PW (DTREE Action Cost) + PW (A3 Cost) + PW (BR Cost)
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BC

(A2)

(AcY)

(A1)

BR
(A3)

Figure E4.3(b) With Improvement, Action Year is between A2 Year and BR Year
[Case 4.3(b)]
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DTREE Action
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(AcY)
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BC
(A1)

(A2)

(A3)

Figure E4.4(b) With Improvement, Action Year is > BR Year [Case 4.4(b)]
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1. Introduction
1.1 General definition
The Indiana Bridge Management System (IBMS) software package is a comprehensive electronic tool intended
to aid bridge management engineers and planners, and programmers to monitor and manage the Indiana
highway bridge network, to plan and program bridge improvement projects, and to assess the benefits, costs,
and trade-offs that are associated with alternative decisions.
1.2 Historical background of the IBMS
The development of a bridge management system for Indiana started in the early 1980s in an effort to manage
the bridge inventory of the state. There are approximately 18,000 bridges in Indiana, approximately one third of
which is under the jurisdiction of INDOT. The remainders are under the jurisdiction of local agencies.
Approximately one decade after Indiana started to develop its bridge management system, the
Federal Highway Administration began to actively encourage state highway agencies to develop and
implement management systems for their bridges. The IBMS was developed at Purdue University, sponsored
and supported by the Indiana Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration, through
The Joint Transportation Research Program (known earlier as Joint Highway Research Project). In the 1980s
and 1990’s, The Indiana Bridge Management System passed through two phases, the development phase,
where the key components needed for the state of Indiana such as structural condition assessment, bridge
safety evaluation, life cycle and activity cost functions etc. were identified and the implementation phase when
a software package was developed to include several components in a single unit. By the beginning of 2000,
there were only three major bridge management software packages in operation in the United States: PONTIS,
BRIDGIT, and IBMS.
In 2005, INDOT saw the need to enhance the IBMS package to accommodate new preservation
philosophies (such as preventive maintenance), new cost and deterioration models, and also to rewrite the
software code using a language and platform that are more compatible with existing information technologies
and systems at INDOT.
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1.3 A Basic Description of the IBMS Software Package Version 2009
The core IBMS software package consists of four modules (Dtree, Cost, Rank, Opt) whose purpose is to select
improvement activities, perform life cycle cost analysis, prioritize improvement activities for every bridge and
select the projects to be implemented in an optimal manner, according to available budgets.
The core modules process data imported from the bridge inventory (described in the next section) in a
sequential manner. Each module produces an output file which, in addition to bridge inventory and other data,
is used as an input for the subsequent module. The first module to run, Dtree, uses a decision tree procedure
to assign potential improvement actions (including Do Nothing) to each bridge at the first action year. The
second module, LCCOST, performs a life-cycle analysis of the agency and user costs associated with
alternative actions for each bridge. The third module, RANK, presents the overall “desirability” (in terms of
disutilities based on multiple performance criteria) for each bridge project, and provides a prioritized project
schedule for the analysis time span. The performance criteria include bridge preservation, safety, and
economics. The fourth module, OPT, provides an optimal project schedule within budgetary constraints.
Each module produces useful information that can be used individually. The software user can stop
running the package after the first, second, third or fourth module. Nevertheless, in order to execute a later
module, all earlier modules have to be executed beforehand. The output files from each module can be
imported to MS Excel to produce reports and graphs.
The code is written in Microsoft Visual Basic.NET language. The physical design of the software
package program is based on Microsoft Office products. It has a Visual Basic frontend or graphical user
interface (GUI), and the source code can be modified to accommodate future changes to INDOT’s bridge
management processes.
1.4 Disclaimer
All data, procedures, and outputs associated with this software package are intended for decision support
purposes only. Additional field investigations and analysis may be required to update the base data or to
confirm the program’s recommendations. The best option identified using the multiple criteria in this program
may not necessarily be the best option, particularly when other considerations need to be taken into account.
Such external concerns may include vulnerability and risk, special program or jurisdictional budgets, cultural
issues (historic bridges), political constraints, environmental impacts. The output provided by IBMS is to be
used for planning purposes and forms a basis for making decisions on bridge repair, rehabilitation, and
replacement.
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2. Installation
2.1 General
The IBMS consists of components developed at different phases. The core models and the graphical user
interface were built to operate directly in a Windows environment as well as with a MS-Access database.

2.2 System Requirements for Installation
•

Microsoft Windows XP

•

Minimum 1 Gigabytes Of Free Hard Drive Space

•

Minimum 1 Gigabytes Ram

•

Intel Dual Core Processor Speed of 1.6 GHz or Higher

•

Microsoft .Net Framework 1.1 installed (important!)

•

Microsoft Excel 2007 or higher

•

Microsoft Access 2007 or higher with MDAC 2.6 or higher installed

2.3 Installation Procedure
The IBMS program is distributed on a CD-ROM disk. To install IBMS 2009 use the following steps:
1. Ensure that Microsoft.Net Framework 1.1 or higher and Microsoft Data Access
Components 2.6 or higher, are installed on your computer. Otherwise install
these packages.
2. Close any open programs and insert the installation CD. When the IBMS 2009 autorun
screen appears click the Install button to proceed.
Note: If you do not have the .NET Framework installed on your
Computer the installation will immediately notify you and request for its
installation before proceeding with the installation.

3. In the Welcome screen click Next to proceed. To exit the install or to begin again, click
Cancel now, at any point during the installation.
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4. In the Select Program Manager Group screen, click Next to accept the default Program
Manager Group name. Click Next to proceed.

2.4 Uninstall Procedure
To Uninstall IBMS 2009, follow these steps:
1. Click the Start button located at the bottom left your screen and then select Programs.
2. Select IBMS 2009, and click Uninstall.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions to uninstall IBMS 2009 from your hard drive.
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3. Software Basics
3.1 Starting the Program
To start IBMS, go to Start menu from the Windows Desktop, then the Programs submenu and finally click on the
Indiana Bridge Management System (IBMS) selection of the sub menu (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 - Starting the software
3.2 The Main Screen
After clicking the program icon, an opening window will appear (Figure 3.2):
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Figure 3.2 - Opening window
This window contains information about the Indiana Bridge Management System. The Start button will show the
main screen of the IBMS as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 - IBMS main screen
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The main screen consists of a menu bar and four buttons below the menu bar. The menu options are:
¾ Import data: Imports data into the various modules.
¾ Edit: Allows for the editing of the run file, parameter files and reports.
¾ Run Model: Click to execute the four core modules.
¾ Data browse: View the output from the modules. Help: Contains glossary terms
The buttons under the menu bar are used to execute the core modules directly. Their purpose is exactly the same
as the commands in the “Run Model” item of the menu bar.

3.3 Main Menu options
Import data
This menu item contains the commands to import data from the bridge inventory data file and the output files
produced by the four modules. The submenu is shown in Figure 3.4:

Figure 3.4 - The “Import data” submenu

To load the bridge inventory file select Import Database and browse for the file.

Figure 3.5 - Step 1- Importing the “bridge.mdb” file (Access file)
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After importing the bridge database, the image seen on the screen will be like that shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 - Snapshot of the Imported Bridge Database. Dtree Button is now active indicating the first module is ready for
analysis

Edit
The Edit commands are used to modify the run file, the parameter files, the exception files and Cut, Copy or Paste
items to and from the reports. The submenu is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: The “Edit” submenu
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The Edit commands are:
¾ Parameter files: This section contains page editors for the various parameter files.
o

Inventory Filter options: This page allows for the filtering of bridges for analysis by four
categories: Roadway Classes, Districts, Counties, and designated highways. This page is
shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8:Inventory Analyze Option

o

Dtree: Initiates the editor for the Dtree main parameter file which is on two pages. These pages
are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10
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Figure 3.9: Dtree Available Option (Action Code & Action Name) Edit Page

Figure 3.10: Dtree Nodes Edit Page
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o

Cost: Initiates the editor for the Cost parameter files. The various editors are shown in Figures
3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16.

Figure 3.11: Life Cycle Cost parameters

Figure 3.12: Action Cost Components Menu
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Figure 3.13: Rehab Cost Parameters

Figure 3.14: Superstructure Strength Cost, Substructure Rehab Cost, Raise/Lower Cost Parameters
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Figure 3.15: Replacement Cost Parameters

Figure 3.16: Preventive Maintenance Cost Parameters
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o

ADT update: Initiates the editor for the ADT parameter. The input window is shown in Figure 3.17

Figure 3.17: ADT Growth Parameter screen
Run Model
Runs the Dtree module only.
Data Browse
Data browse displays the data for the: input file( referred to as the Inventory), and the data generated by the four
modules – Dtree, COST, RANK, and OPT. The menu is shown in Figure 3.18:

Figure 3.18: The “Data browse” Submenu

Help
The last menu item is Help. The Help functions initiate information and help screens and currently the only
resource available is a Glossary of terms used in IBMS.
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To Exit the program click X button in the upper right area of the window.

3.4 Module Buttons
Each button causes that module to execute. The buttons are shown in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Buttons for executing the core modules
3.5 Inventory File Description
The inventory used by the IBMS contains data for all state and local bridge records. Its items are a subset of the
national Bridge inventory and are necessary for operation of the IBMS. The contents of the bridge inventory file
are shown in Table 3.1. This is the IBMS input file structure.

Table 3.1 Inventory File Description
Field Name (Description)
HighwayRouteNumber
CountyCode
BridgeNumber
BridgeDesignation
DistrictCode
ConstructionYear (Year of Original Construction)
FCcode (Functional Class Code)
HywSystem (Highway System of Inventory Route)
ADT (Average Daily Traffic)
LaneNumber (Number of Lanes)
TotalDeckWidth
ClearDeckWidth
BridgeLength
VerticalClearanceft
VerticalClearancein
SuperstructureMaterial
SuperstructureConstruction
DetourLength
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LoadType
InventoryRatingtons
MainDeckRating
SuperstructureRating
SubstructureRating
SubstructureRating
ProposedWorkCode
LastInspectionDate (Date of last inspection yy/mm)
WearingSurfaceRating
ParallelSructureDesignation
TrafficConditionRatingDirection
FunctionRoadClass (Functional Class Code for Highway under Bridge)
VerticalClearanceoverRoadWayft
VerticalClearanceoverRoadWayin
ReferenceFeature (Reference Feature for Vertical Clearance under Bridge)
HorizontalClearance (Horizontal Clearance under Bridge to the Right)
ReferenceFeatureforHorizontal (Reference Feature for the Horizontal Clearance)
StructureEvaluation
CulvertCondition
LengthBridgeImprovement (Length Bridge Improvement, Approach)
SubstructureHeight
ReferencePoint
Latitude
Longitude
CulvertRise
CulvertRun
Barrel Length
JointCondition
PatchingArea
PatchingPercent
JointLengthft
JointType
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4. Running the core modules
4.1 General
After verifying the Inventory file and parameter data, the user can execute the four core modules. The modules
should be executed sequentially, Dtree, Cost, Rank, Opt but results can be used after each module. Whenever
the process is started, older output data from past analyses are overwritten and discarded. If the user wants to
keep old data, the options are to either print the results or keep a copy of the older files situated in the reports
folder. These files can be imported into an MS Access database.

4.2 Running the modules
The modules can be executed either by clicking on the appropriate button. A window will appear and the module
execution will be initiated.

Running the Dtree module
A typical operation of the Dtree module is shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.6:
Step 1: Click on the Dtree Button
Step 2: Enter the Analysis Year / Current Year
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Figure 4.1: Enter the Analysis Year / Current Year/ Start Year
Step 3: Enter the nr. of years (following the analysis year) required for planning. This can range from 2 to 10.

Figure 4.2: Enter the Number of Years required for planning
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Step 4: Enter the Analysis Period (1 to 20 years). This is the period during which the implementation of the Dtree
recommended action is considered.

Figure 4.3: Enter the Analysis Period
Step 5: Press OK and wait for Dtree to Process. The Dtree results appear in the table shown below.

Figure 4.4: Dtree Module Finished Analysis
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Step 6: Analysis of Dtree Results. Dtree recommends an action corresponding to each year (Figure 4.4) in the
analysis period (assuming that the action recommended in the previous year was not implemented). The Action
Cost is also shown in the output (Figure 4.5.)

Figure 4.5: Part 1 of Dtree Results showing Action Year for each Bridge

Figure 4.6: Part 2 of Dtree Results showing Recommended Action and Cost of Recommended Action
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Figure 4.7: Print Summary Button showing Recommended Action and Cost of Recommended Action Using Crystal Report

Figure 4.8: Export Excel button exporting the Crystal Report result to Excel file
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Figure 4.9: Print Detail Button showing detail result for Recommended Action and Cost of Recommended Action
Using Crystal Report

Figure 4.10: Export Excel button exporting the Crystal Report detail result to Excel file
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Running the LCCOST Module
A typical operation of the Cost module is shown in Figures 4.11 to 4.13.
Step 1: After the Dtree results have been obtained, the LCCOST button becomes active and ready to import data
from Dtree analysis. Click on the LCCOST Button and then click Yes when asked if LCCOST should be calculated.

Figure 4.11: LCCOST - Would you like to calculate Life Cycle Cost ?
Step 2: LCCOST Finished Analysis

Figure 4.12: LCCOST – Complete run
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The button options are similar to that for Dtree: Print Summary and Export to Excel, and Print Details and Export
to Excel. .
Step 3: Analysis of LCCOST Results

Figure 4.13: LCCOST Output
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This report shows bridge number, bridge designation, route number, action year, action code, action name, cost,
equivalent uniform annual cost [EUAC] with action and without action, cost effectiveness factor [CEF] with action
and without action, and equivalent uniform annual user cost [EUAUC] with action and without action.

Running the RANK module
Step 1: After LCCOST has completed, the RANK button becomes active and is ready to take input from LCCOST
and rank projects based upon Bridge Condition, Safety, Economic and Community Impact Criteria. Click on the
RANK Button and the processing will start.

Figure 4.14 RANK Analysis
Step 2: Analysis of Rank Results
The RANK module determines the Recommended Action rankings by four disutility categories, Condition disutility
(Structure Condition, Remaining Service Life, and Wearing Surface), Safety disutility (Clear Deck Width, Load
Rating, Vertical Clearance (under), Vertical Clearance (over), and Horizontal Clearance), Economy disutility
(Agency Cost and user Cost), and Community Impact disutility then calculates Overall disutility.
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Figure 4.15: RANK Results

Running the Opt module
The Opt module does not require any user input since all inputs are included in the Opt parameter file. User
needs to input annual budget for each analysis year. Finally, a list of the selected projects will appear on screen
and the user will be prompted to press “Accept” to complete the analysis.
Step 1: Input Bridge Budget
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Figure 4.16 – OPT analysis
Step 2: Run the Module and Export the result

Figure 4.17 – OPT Results
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Figure 4.18 Export results to Excel
OPT results can be exported to an Excel spreadsheet.
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Step 3: Analysis of OPT Results

Figure 4.19 OPT results
After running the OPT module, only one action and year or no action per bridge can be selected to get the optimal
solution within a year budget.
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5. Contact Information
Any questions concerning the software running should be directed to: Wonjin Kang(wkang@purdue.edu) or Bob
McCullouch (bgm@pudue.edu) by phone at 765-494-0643.
Technical questions on the internal logic should be directed to Kumares Sinha (sinha@ecn.purdue.edu, 765-4942211) or Sam Labi (labi@ecn.purdue.edu, 765-494-5926).
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